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THE EVOLVING NATURE OF TAX PRACTICE
By: Stefan F. Tucker, Esq.
Venable, Baetjer, Howard & Civiletti, LLP
Washington, D.C.
1. KEY ISSUES
A. What Do Tax Practitioners Want?
1. law firm
2. accounting firm
3. consulting firm (whether or not an accounting firm)
4. corporation or other in-house setting
5. none of the above
B. Where Are the Tax Practitioners Coming from?
1. law school
2. masters in tax law
3. government service - IRS, Justice Tax, Treasury
4. but, ABA Tax Section was @ 28,000 in 1986, and is now at @ 19,000 and
heading downward, and, within Tax Section, more and more tax
practitioners at accounting firms, consulting firms and less and less at law
firms.
C. What Is the Practice of Law and Concomitantly the Unauthbrized Practice of
Law? (Every state but Arizona prohibits UPL.)
1. real estate
a. like kind exchanges
b. purchases
c. settlements
d. sales
e. set up entities, such as LLC, LP, corporation
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2. litigation
a. pretrial
b. discovery
c. document review
d. trial
e. PRIVILEGE as an override [see Prince Jefri Bolkiah v. KPMG.
House of Lords (12/18/98)]
3. energy
4. environmental
5. tax
a. tax returns
b. tax shelters - "corporate" tax shelters
c. tax planning (illustratively)
i. partnerships
ii. benefits
iii. international
iv. ESOPs
v. corporate (C corporations, S corporations, consolidated
returns)
vi. real estate
vii. estate planning
viii. again. PRIVILEGE (Sec. 7525-"federally authorized tax
practitioner"; contrast Frederick case)
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D. What Does the Client Want?
1. who are the clients?
a. multinational entities
b. multistate entities
c. multicity entities
d. family-owned businesses
i. succession planning
ii. estate planning
iii. entity planning
iv. tax planning
e. individuals and collections of individuals (e.g., LLCs. LPs, S
corporations, JVs)
2. what kind of service do clients want?
3. what about cost?
a. training associates
b. using paralegals
c. products - their development and sale
II. FOUR PRINCIPAL AREAS
A. Model Rules of Professional Conduct
I. Preamble - a lawyer's responsibilities
2. Rule 1.7 - conflict of interest - general rule
3. Rule 1.8 - conflict of interest - prohibited transactions
4. Rule 1.9 - conflict of interest - former client
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imputed disqualification - general rule -
-- see MDP Commission Recommendation
6. Rule 2.1 -- advisor
7. Rule 2.2 -- intermediary
8. Rule 5.4 -- professional independence of a lawyer
-- see MDP Commission Recommendation
[DC only - lawyer may practice in organization where
financial interest or management authority exercised by
nonlawyer who performs professional services which assist
organization in providing legal services to clients, but only
if
organization has sole purpose of providing legal
services to clients;
all persons with managerial authority or holding
financial interest agree to abide by rules of
professional conduct;
lawyers responsible for non-lawyers as if they were
lawyers under Rule 5.1;
foregoing set forth in writing.]
9. Rule 5.7 -- [PA only - requires lawyer to take reasonable measures to
assure that each person using non-legal services provided
by lawyer or lawyer-controlled entity understands that rules
relating to lawyer-client relationship do not apply to
ancillary services.)
10. Rule 7.2 - advertising
-- Rule 7.2(c) -- cannot give anything of value for referral
B. Authorization to Practice Law and Unauthorized Practice of Law
1. Protecting the turf of lawyers in one state from incursions by lawyers from
another state
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5. Rule 1. 10 --
a. Cleveland Bar Association v. Misch. 82 Ohio State 3d 256 (1998)
- Illinois lawyer in Ohio
b. Birbrower. Montalbano, Condon & Frank P.C. v. Superior Court of
Santa Clara County [Esq Business Services. Inc.. real party in
interest], 949 P.2d 1 (1/5/98, modified 2/25/98) - NY lawyers in
CA
see CA Stats 1997, ch 915 - Assembly Bill #2086 --
effective 9/28/98 for urgency, and effective 1/1/99 for non-
urgency; repealed 1/1/2001
c. In Re Fre Le Poole Griffiths, 93 S.Ct. 2851 (1973) - resident alien
in CT - law school in U.S.
2. Protecting the turf of lawyers from incursions by accounting firms,
accountants, consultants and legal (self-help) publishers
a. Stanford Prof. Deborah L. Rhode's paper - "Professionalism in
Perspective: Alternative Approaches to Nonlawyer Practice"
(9/95) - reaction to ABA Commission on Nonlawyer Practice.
b. Texas Committee on UPL investigation of Arther Andersen LLP
i. terminated 7/23/98
ii. article by Win. Elliott, past Chair of Section of Taxation of
State Bar of Texas, in Tax Notes (10/26/98): "Unauthorized
Practice of Tax Law: Failure of Proof or Failure of Will?"
c. Nolo vs. Texas Committee on UPL
2 lawsuits, as follows:
filed in TX Supreme Court to challenge "secret inquisition-
like procedures" used to investigate Nolo and its products.
- Supreme Court of TX ruled on 4/15/99 that the
Committee on UPL is required by new Rule 12 to give
public disclosure of information sought by NOLO, with
limited exceptions.
ii. filed in TX Supreme Court seeking a judgment that
NOLO's books and software do not practice law and, in any
event, banning such products would violate constitutional
rights of all parties.
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iii. Texas legislative result-H.B. 1507 is proposed legislation
that would exempt NOLO's products from the Texas statute
prohibiting UPL.
3. Focus on the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct as a possible Model -
Rule 505 provides (in relevant part) as follows:
a. At least 2/3 of a firm's owners (in terms of financial interests and
voting rights) are CPAs. Non-CPA owners must be actively
engaged in providing services to firm clients as their principal
occupation. Investors or commercial enterprises not actively
engaged as firm members may not acquire equity stakes. Firms
that don't comply with these requirements have 3 years to do so.
b. A CPA takes ultimate responsibility for all the services provided
by the firm and for each business unit performing attest and
compilation services and other engagements governed by AICPA
statements on auditing standards or statements on accounting and
review services. (The term "business unit" applies to both
geographic units, such as regional offices, and functional units,
such as divisions in the same office that provide different services.)
c. Non-CPA owners do not assume ultimate responsibility for any
attest or compilation engagement.
d. Non-CPA owners do not hold themselves out as CPAs. Such
owners may use the title principal, owner, officer, member,
shareholder or any other title permitted by state law.
e. Non-CPA owners abide by the AICPA Code of Professional
Conduct. AICPA members may be held responsible under the
Code for all co-owners' acts.
f. Non-CPA members complete the same work-related CPE
requirements that AICPA members must fulfill.
g. Non-CPA owners at all times must own their equity in their own
right and be the beneficial owners of the equity capital ascribed to
them. Provision must be made for the transfer of such ownership
to the firm or to other qualified owners if a non-CPA ceases to be
actively engaged in the firm.
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C. Multidisciplinary Practice
1. S. Tucker testimony before ABA Commission on MDP
2. National Conference of Lawyers and CPAs position
3. Prof. Geoffrey Hazard (leading expert on legal ethics) - "Lawyers and
Accountants Must Make It Work", The National Law Journal, p A28
(1/11/99)
4. Irwin L. Treiger (former Chair, ABA Tax Section) - "Multi-Disciplinary
Practices: Whither the Bar?" (1998)
5. William M. Hannay (Chair, ABA Section of International law and
Practice) testimony before MDP Commission
6. The Press
d. American Lawyer 6/98 - "King Arthur's March on Europe"
b. Washington Post 11/12/98 - "Rivals Call Law Firms to Account"
c. Washington Post 6/4/99 - "Rules May Shake Law Industry"
d. American Lawyer 6/99 - "Eyes on the Prize"
e. Tax Notes 6/14/99 - "ABA Commission Recommends Fee-
Sharing, But With Strings"
7. ABA MDP Commission Recommendations
a. yes - change 5.4
b. no - don't change 1.10
D. Privilege and Conflicts
1. U.S. v. Frederick, 7th Circuit (4/15/99, amended 5/18/99)
2. Prince Jefri Bolkiah v. KPMG, House of Lords (12/18/98)
3. Louis F. Lousenhofer article - "The New Tax Practitioner Privilege:
Limited Privilege and Significant Disruption", Tax Notes (6/14/99)
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4. Micalyn S. Harris and Karen L. Valihura article - "Outside Counsel as
Directors: The Pros and Potential Pitfalls of Dual Service", The Business
Lawyer, Vol. 53, p 479, 2/98
DC3/34233v]
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ETHICS, ETC. By Geoffrey C. HazardfJr
Lawyers and Accountants Must Make It WorkI N PREVIOUS columng. I have de-
scribed the way in which the big ac-
counting firms are aggressively en-
larging their "gractices to include
services that law firms traditionally
have performed. The accounting firms
call these services "tax practice.' "finan-
cial services and 'management consult-
ing."
Whatever the services are called, they
include advice and assistance that re-
quires sophisticated legal knowledge.
The large accounting firms among them
employ hundreds of lawyers, here and
abroad, to provide the necessary legal
acumen. A problem for the legal profes-
sion is what it should now do about this
development.
In my estimate, it will be fruitless to
attempt to curtail or suppress these ac-
counting firm activities. The legal theory
would be that the activities constitute the business clients.
unauthorized practice of law. The reality. So what should the bar
however. is that these services necessari- do? The only sensible an-
ly involve a mixtue of legal analysis and swer is to compete more
other services, such as financial analysis: effectively. This would re-
If thwee services were held to be the-..*quire many changes in the
unauthftze'd practice of law, It s dlM,; way that most lawyers
cult to see why many other services using "package and sell' them-
lawyers outside of Independent practice selves.
would not also be deemed illegal. The It would also require us
courts will be reluctant to restore a to reconsider provisions in
1920s definition of law practice. Busi- our rules of ethics that
ness clients want services to be packaged hamper lawyers' competi-
this way. and the accounting firms will tive capability.
resist.
Lawyers are not very popular these Money Is the Key
days. particularly when the issue is The relevant rules for reco
maintenance of a professional monopoly. are those governing financi
If push came to shove, legislation could ships between lawyers and ot
repeal any definition of 'unauthorized providers, and the rules gover
practice of law' that was inconvenient to tation of conflict of interest.
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The financial relation.
But this would ship rules effectively pro-hibit multidlisciplinary
require many practice If a nonlawyer is a
principal in the enterprise.
changes in the The American Bar Associa
tion Model Rules of Profes.way that most slonal Conduct S.4(a). (bl
lawyers now and (d). respectively, pro-
vide that a lawyer shall not
package and sell' 'share legal fees with a
nonlawyer." *form a part.
themselves. nership with a noniawyer"
or practice law In an orga-
nization in which *a non-
lawyer owns any interest.'
nsideration The prohibition on sharing fees could
a] relation- be skirted by separate billings for differ.
her service ent kinds of services, which would be a
rng impu- good Idea anyway. The prohibitions on
sharing fees and co-ownership with non.
lawyers, however, have real bite. The
only ways that nonlawyers could be affil-
iated in a multidisciplinary practice
would be as employees, not partners or
shareholders, which would make them
second-class citizens in the enterprise.
First-class accountants. MBAs and
other professionals are unwiling to ac-
cept that status, particularly If their
presence is one of the strong attractions
to prospective clients. These financial re-
lationship rules are obsolete. They disre-
gard the fact that many respected
lawyers are in-house counsel-whose
'fees' come from organizations owned
by nonlawyers. How is It that a lawyer
whose entire Income is dispensed by
nonlawyers can be an honorable mem-
ber of the bar. but a lawyer who derives
Income with an accountant or MBA is be-
yond the pale?
Redefining Relatlonhlipa
There used to be a concern about un-
fair steering or forwarding If nonlawyere
were In practice with lawyers. But the
bar has for some time recognslzed the
"rainmaker" function in law fi-s--i.e..
the partners who are paid to deliver
business to the firm rather than simply
providing legal assistance to the clien-
tele.
The more complicated problem is Im-
putation of conflict of interest. ABA Mod-
el Rule 1.10(a) provides that 'while
lawyers are associated In a firm. none of
them (may] represent a client when any
one of them practicing alone would be
prohibited from doing so' under the con-
flict-of-Interest rules.
Everyone would agree that a lawyer
or a financial adviser-or an accountant
for that matter-should not simultane-
ously advise a prospective acquiring
company and a takeover target. Nor
should they counsel both buyer and sell-
er in a complicated commercial real es-
tate deal.
And-need It hardly be said-they
could not advise both the plaintiff and
the defendant in an arbitration or a law.
SUiL It would be Impossible to keep client
secrets and preserve client confidence in
loyalty in such situations.
Imputation, however. is something
else. The rule could be that the conflict of
one lawyer in a firm would not be Imput-
ed to others if an insulation wall has
been established. Such is the rule that al-
ready now appies to accounting and fi-
nancial advisory firms. Simlilar depart-
mental walls are recognized within
businesses having fiduciary responsibili-
ties. such as banks and insurance com-
paries. Rule 11.1(a). governing lawyers
who move from government employmesi
to private practice. Is essentially the
The bar should think about It.
Mr. Hazrd. a low professor at the
Uniuersity of Pensylunta, is one of the
enrlfrin * leadfiy ernens on Ionil ethl-
Gain the Upper Hand
in the Nation's Most
Secretive Legal
Proceeding...
Mend.v_ l.nu.. II IO I
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Written Remarks of Stefan F. Tucker
Submitted to the Commission on Multidisciplinary Practice
Testimony of Stefan F. Tucker,
Chair, Section of Taxation
Before the Commission on ABA Multidisciplinary Practice
Los Angeles, California
February 4, 1999
I. Introduction
Thank you for the invitation and opportunity to appear before you today in my capacity
as Chair of the American Bar Association Tax Section. As you may be aware, the Tax Section
is one of the largest Sections of the ABA, with about 20,000 members. Our Mission Statement
identifies the Tax Section as "the national representative of the legal profession with regard to
the tax system". We believe that, as a whole, the ABA and its Sections, Divisions and
Committees, as well as state and local bar associations; the AICPA and other national, as well
as state and local, accounting groups; the Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service and
other Federal government agencies; and the key Congressional Committees, their Staffs and
the Joint Committee on Taxation likewise all see the Tax Section in the same light.
The Tax Section membership itself represents a broad cross-section of lawyers-
including those in private law practice, ranging from persons in American firms with
multinational offices to solo practitioners, and those in practice in non-U.S. firms; those in
accounting firms, ranging from persons at the Big Five to those in smaller regional or local
firms; those who teach full-time at law and business schools; those who work at corporate, tax-
exempt and investment firm legal departments; and those who are general practitioners,
business lawyers or specialists in other legal or non-legal practices who feel the need to keep
up-to-date on one more or more areas of the tax law, and see the Tax Section and its
publications and continuing legal education facilities as the very best means to do so, at the
lowest effective cost.
Interestingly enough, many of our most active and productive members are not
practicing in law firms at this time, but, rather, are at accounting firms. We find that the
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* accounting firms are doing a far better job of encouraging their personnel to participate in
outside activities, such as the Tax Section. In contrast, many, if not most, law firms-both big
and small-are driving their attorneys to work more and more billable hours, effectively
precluding these lawyers from participating in outside activities, which do not translate
immediately into gross receipts. [To quote Walt Kelly's Pogo, "We have met the enemy, and it
is us".]
By way of illustration, one of our Council Members is a member of a Big Five
accounting firm. Moreover, we have approximately 50 Committees and Task Forces; of these,
10 are chaired by persons at Big Five accounting firms, 6 are chaired by persons on in-house
corporate legal staffs, 5 are chaired by full-time law professors, one by a person at a trade
association and one by a person at a lobbying firm.
Thus, when I speak as Chair of the Tax Section, I believe that I am representing my
Section's views as a whole, although I am the first to admit that there is no comprehensive
agreement on the issue of multidisciplinary practice within our Section, even among those who
practice law in "traditional" arenas. Certainly, by this time, our members have had the time
truly to think about multidisciplinary practice, rather than simply to flail about in reaction to
the same.
We recognize that the phenomenon of multidisciplinary practice now extends far
beyond the tax world, into areas such as employee benefits, environmental law, real estate and,
like it or not, litigation (and, certainly, alternative dispute resolution). However, my emphasis
today will, perforce, be on the practice of tax law.
The ABA itself had an excellent showcase program on "The Ends of the Profession" at
its Annual Meeting in Toronto last August. Unfortunately, that program was neither well
attended nor taped. The views of Mr. Feather, the futurist who gave an overview, Professor
Ogletree of Harvard Law School, who moderated, and the excellent panelists, from a variety
of backgrounds and current activities, would have been highly beneficial to the members of the
Commission.
The Tax Section, at my urging, had its own program, likewise labeled "The Ends of the
Legal Profession", at its Midyear Meeting in Orlando last month. The program was designed
to take a critical look at the future of the legal profession, with particular emphasis on the
future of tax lawyers.
The participants on that program were: Phillip Mann, our Immediate Past Chair, who
acted as moderator; Sherwin Simmons, a former Chair of the Tax Section, former Delegate
from the Tax Section to the ABA Board of Governors, and the Chair of this Commission;
Irwin Treiger, a former Chair of the Tax Section, former Delegate from the Tax Section to the
ABA House of Delegates, current Chair of the Tax Section's Goal II Task Force and Co-Chair
of the National Conference of Lawyers and Certified Public Accountants; Paul Sax, our
incoming Chair, who has, throughout his membership in the Tax Section, placed a genuine
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focus on legal ethics, conflicts and multidisciplinary practice; and Charles Robinson, an elder
law specialist from Clearwater, Florida, a consultant to law firms, and a panelist in the
Toronto Showcase Program. I have given a tape of that program to Sherwin Simmons and
would be more than pleased to furnish the same to any member of the Commission. (Others
may purchase the tape through Tax Section headquarters.)
In preparation for this Hearing, I have carefully reviewed the comments of those who
have already appeared before the Commission. In formulating my views, I have also reviewed
a number of articles and treatises, including The Legislative History of the Model Rules of
Professional Conduct.
II. Summary
Multidisciplinary practice has not developed in a vacuum. It is the product of a rapidly
growing, consumer-driven, global economy. We see ever more sophisticated clients seeking
advice on increasingly complex matters, often involving an inextricable mix of finance,
accounting, law and other disciplines.
The Model Rules fail to reflect the marketplace realities imposed upon the modem law
practice irrespective of size or scope. Moreover, the protections the Model Rules once
afforded our clients are now in many respects unnecessary from a consumer point-of-view, and
therefore inappropriate. These Model Rules have hampered the ability of lawyers to assimilate
into this multidisciplinary world. If the legal profession is to progress and compete in the 21st
Century, rather than becoming merely an adjunct or a footnote in the real world, certain
aspects of our self-regulatory system must be overhauled. Only in that manner will the best
interests of the public, and therefore the legal profession, ultimately be served.
III. Overview
The Tax Section believes that a rapid response by the ABA is absolutely necessary.
Because any response will, in all events, be occurring well after the train has left the station
and headed down the track, the Bar's response ought to be focused on the direction and
configuration of the tracks ahead. Multidisciplinary practice is here. We cannot be, or be
perceived in the minds of lawyers, other professionals or the public as, tilting at windmills on
the Plains of La Mancha . If we do not attune ourselves to client- (or, to use a term that
reflects reality, even if it may sounds more crass) "customer"-driven realities, then we lawyers
will simply be left behind.
We believe that the efforts of the organized bar to protect the ramparts against what it
defines as the "unauthorized practice of law" are, in many instances, viewed as, simply, the
lawyers protecting their pocketbooks, rather than protecting the interests of the public. To
reiterate, consumers are seeking other sources of service and product because of their need to
save dollars. When large and small businesses alike are using cost-cutting as a means to offset
the inability to increase profits, in a highly competitive business world, it is wholly logical that
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cutting the costs of what we would like to say are "legal services" is a necessary component of
business survival.
We can analogize to other professions which, in seeking to maintain their guild rules
under changing national or global circumstances, ultimately lost their institutional respect as
professionals. With the exception of certain boutique-type practices, particularly in architecture
and engineering, one-time "professionals" are now largely viewed as individuals encapsulated
in larger organizations. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the engineering profession is
dominated by engineers on the payrolls of employers, with fewer and fewer independent
concerns. Medicine is rapidly mirroring that change, with more and more doctors functioning
as employees of, or beholden for their billings and the scopes of their practices to, large
medical service providers or health maintenance (or similar) organizations. We need always to
remember Santayana's warning: "Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to
repeat it".
As we see prepaid legal plans spread (and, mark my words, we will see the same, as
the public and its elected representatives, on the Federal, state and local levels, all react to the
extraordinary legal fees in the asbestos cases, the tobacco litigation, stratospheric tort verdicts
and the upcoming gun cases), we will see even more subordination of the traditional lawyer
roles to client- or consumer-driven demands.
Among other things, this means we must rethink, and then rewrite, certain of our
Model Rules of Professional Conduct (the "Model Rules"). It is very hard to say who these
Model Rules are really protecting these days. Frankly, we see the key Model Rules that block
multidisciplinary practices involving lawyers as guild rules, not client-oriented canons. If
clients want a particular lawyer and are willing to waive conflict (or even forget the issue of
conflict where that lawyer's firm is representing another entity against the client, or one of the
client's subsidiaries, affiliates, co-venturers, officers or directors), who do we lawyers believe
we are protecting? Furthermore, if a lawyer cannot share fees with non-lawyers or engage in
ancillary services, how does the lawyer compete in a multidisciplinary practice world?
When I grew up during the late '40s, '50s and early '60s, in a small Midwestern city,
the lawyers did the legal work, the real estate title work, insurance brokerage and, very often,
tax returns. They simply identified what they were being paid for each time. In-house counsel
are paid by their corporate employers, and the continuity of their jobs is, in no small part,
dependent upon corporate earnings. They own stock or stock options, and therefore share in
the fortunes of the corporation. How do these situations differ from the concept of a
multidisciplinary practice, with the sharing of fees and the rendering of ancillary services?
IV. Answering the Commission's Specific Questions
We believe that amending the Model Rules-and, in particular, Rule 5.4-to permit
lawyers to enter into partnerships or other fee-sharing arrangements with non-lawyers would
not harm clients, so long as clients understand the facts. Such understanding can be engendered
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and enhanced by appropriate public relations and media communications by the legal
profession, through the American Bar Association and similar state and local groups, rather
than causing each separate entity, on its own and through its own resources, to do so.
The ongoing proliferation of multidisciplinary practices is, in and of itself, plain
testimony to the fact that clients believe that they benefit from "one-stop shopping", from
looking to one source, as they can with the Big Five, American Express, Century Business
Systems or their own in-house staffs. It is, moreover, quite clear that the client base that shares
this belief may have begun with the Fortune 1000, but now reaches down into small businesses
and entrepreneurs at virtually every local level, for all are cost- and.fee- conscious today.
This client base exists not only in the large law firms, but with small firms and even
solo practitioners. All lawyers face the reality that "one-stop shopping" is here to stay, and so
they will lose more and more business to the mega-service providers and the specialists, who
are furnishing--more efficiently, with a broader base of experience and information, and for
significantly lower costs-those services and products traditionally provided by lawyers.
Again, cost savings truly drive today's consumer-oriented economy.
We cannot identify any specific instances of harm to a client as a result of such a
change to the Model Rules. In fact, without fear of being redundant, we can see only benefit-
not just to the Fortune 1000 and "multi-national" companies, but also to our usual, everyday
"bread and butter" practice clients, who cross city, county, state and national borders every
day and in every way.
Moreover, the desire of states to protect their licensed practitioners from competitive
incursions by those in other states or nations is arguably protectionist and chauvinistic. Take,
for example, the absurd case of a California court upholding a California-based client's refusal
to pay a New York-based law firm for legal services provided by that law firm in connection
with a California matter, where all the legal work was done in New York or outside of
California. Take it as granted that certain areas of practice-civil and criminal litigation in the
state and local courts, real estate title and similar matters, domestic relations and wills, trusts
and probate matters, and state and local taxation-require local practitioners; over and above
that, there is so much more that does not require the same, and clients should be able to make
their own business decisions as to who they will call upon for advice and assistance, wherever
that advisor is located.
In our view, changing the Model Rules would pose absolutely no risk of impairment to
a lawyer's independent professional judgment. In today's world, lawyers receive contingent
fees, or success bonuses, from clients. Some receive interests in their clients' entities in
consideration for their services._Others are offered preferential acquisition opportunities, or
preferential terms on the acquisition of such interests, by or on behalf of clients. Any of these
existing and established practices poses, in my view, far more of a threat to independent
professional judgment than does fee sharing with non-lawyers; yet, they are clearly accepted
and appear to have no impact whatsoever on attorney-client relations.
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We must recognize that there is often little, if any, real distinction or variance between
business or financial advice and legal advice, and, in fact, the two are inextricably intertwined,
along with the continuous impact of interpersonal relations between lawyers and their clients.
In her testimony (on November 13, 1998), Professor Linda Galler, of Hofstra
University, addressed the differences in the standards of professional conduct that apply to
accountants and lawyers. In the interests of time, I would add only that Treasury Circular 230
is a somewhat effective regulator in terms of its application of uniform standards to both
lawyers and non-lawyers. As members of the Tax Section's Tax Shelter Task Force have
agreed, it is evident that Circular 230 needs far more teeth in it today when we are facing the
proliferation of investment firm-formulated tax shelters for multinational corporations utilizing
the interplay of Internal Revenue Code Sections intended to apply, independently, to quite
different facts and circumstances.
No changes need be made to Rule 1.6 to protect client confidentiality. It is, quite
simply, a matter of disclosure to the client and informed client consent. Clearly, the client's
level of sophistication will dictate the nature and quantity of disclosure (that is, explanation of
the issues, facts and ramifications) necessary to assure a truly "informed" consent. But, this is
not a revelation; we all know this today. Remember that the Preamble to our Model Rules
states: "In all professional functions a lawyer should be competent, prompt and diligent. A
lawyer should maintain communication with a client concerning the representation." [Emphasis
supplied.] Too many of our problems with clients are not attributable to perceived breaches of
the protection of client confidentiality or conflict of interest, but, rather, to failures of
communication, whether due to incompetence, lack of promptness, lack of diligence or just
plain arrogance, or any combination of the same.
The reality is that, notwithstanding the proscriptions of Model Rules, it is almost
impossible, and certainly unrealistic, to say that perceived conflicts of interest can readily be
avoided in today's multi-jurisdictional world. The geographic reach and substantive breadth of
law practice today has, as a practical matter, outgrown the Model Rules. It can almost always
be argued that a lawyer has a conflict; this is a "virtual reality". A lawyer in the Houston
office of a national law firm may have no knowledge of work being done by his partner or an
associate in New York City, Washington, Brussels, Budapest or Tokyo. The notion of imputed
knowledge of facts was developed during a time when law firms were small and self-contained,
in one city or, at most, two cities in one state. We should not be governed by antiquated Rules.
For this very reason, the general rule on imputed disqualificaon should be revised in a
wholesale manner to take into account the realities of practice. All of the clients of a multi-
office professional-practice need not-suffer the impracticalities of imputed disqualification,
simply because two lawyers in two different offices, who may not even know each other, are
working for the client in one matter and against the client (or its subsidiary, parent, affiliate,
co-venturer, officer, director or employee) in another matter. The client is more likely to know
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about the situation than either lawyer, and, if the client does not object, why do the Model
Rules do so?
The Rules on the responsibilities of a partner or supervisory lawyer (Rule 5. 1), the
responsibilities of a subordinate lawyer (Rule 5.2), the supervision of nonlawyer assistants
(Rule 5.3), the unauthorized practice of law (Rule 5.5(b)), the responsibilities regarding law-
related services (Rules 5.7), and on advertising and solicitation (Rule 7.1-7.5) likewise need to
be refocused on today's realities.
Furthermore, it must be noted that Rule 7.2(c) is out of touch with reality. A lawyer
"shall not give anything of value to a person for recommending the lawyer's services ...." Does
that mean that a lawyer cannot send that person a gift, whether at the time or at Christmas, or
treat the person and his or her spouse or significant other to dinner or a show or both? Is this
Rule even honored, or is it so impractical as to be ignored on a wholesale basis?
We must accept that the "unauthorized practice of law" is an increasing reality (and
product of) our consumer-oriented society. If a consumer is happy to take a will form and seek
the advice of a non-lawyer regarding filling in the blanks, why should we seek to disallow this?
Today's average consumer cannot afford the legal fees that start at about $100 and go up into
the $600-$700 range per hour. Recognizing differing individual needs and differing
demographic needs, the consumer finds what best suits his or her needs and resources. In other
words, water finds its own level.
The fact is that many of what were once considered "law-related services" are now
provided outside the traditional law practice. This is not revolutionary; it is evolutionary. Only
a generation ago, lawyers routinely performed title work, insurance brokerage and tax return
preparation. As the world changes, likewise the practice. Even the concept of privilege is
eroding in today's world, and not just in the context of lawyer versus accountant in Federal tax
practice. And, while we need not shift with every wave in the ocean, we must be aware of, and
attuned to, its ebbs and flows. To paraphrase a song from Lerner and Loewe's Paint Your
Wagon-"Where are we going? We don't know. When will we get there? We're not certain.
All that we know is that we're on our way."
We do not believe that the Model Rules should be amended to permit the discipline of
law firms and/or multidisciplinary practices. As others have testified, client protection and
public interest are the only legitimate grounds for regulation. Accordingly, the need for
discipline should be focused on individual lawyers. In this context, when one reviews local bar
disciplinary actions, the focus is most often on the misuse of trust accounts and client funds,
missed court and filing deadlines, breaches of client confidences to the detriment of such
clients, criminal conduct, and blatant conflicts of interest (using knowledge obtained when
directly representing a client against that same client in another matter).
Law firms and multidisciplinary practices are, by virtue of today's litigious world, truly
regulated by external forces--client and customer demands and expectations. If a firm or
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multidisciplinary practice commits a moral or legal wrong, there will be consequences, either
in the form of actual damages or impaired reputation (which, in the medium or long term, may
well be far more detrimental to the firm and its members).
It is clear that the existing regulatory framework is broken, and needs fixing. It should
be restructured by calling in a focus group of persons reflecting consumers of all levels-from
the multi-national corporation to the local company, to the individual needing services
personally, to lawyers and judges. Such regulation should be nationally based and Federally
implemented, without the ability for state-to-state variance.
In his testimony before this Commission on November 12, 1998, James Holden, a
former Chair of the Tax Section and a highly respected authority in legal ethics and conflict
issues, suggested, as a point of discussion, the establishment of a Federal-level commission to
regulate professional service entities on an elective basis. This is an idealistic concept. What
we need, ultimately, is the Federal government acknowledging that legal and other professional
services are a matter of interstate commerce, governed by the Constitution. We are not
suggesting, or even considering, Federal regulation of legal services. We are, rather,
suggesting Federally imposed deregulation, with a focus on the realities of a consumer-oriented
economy, not antiquated, unrealistic and ineffective guild rules.
Peter Moser, Chair of the ABA Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional
Responsibility, urged (in his November 13, 1998 testimony) interstate agreement, so that
attorneys could practice across state lines with some simple form of registration. In our view,
even if states are allowed (as they will certainly insist) to retain their individual admission
standards, the Federal government should affirmatively recognize-or impose-the absence of
state borders, except in strictly local matters, such as wills, trusts and probate, real estate title,
state and local business entities and the like.
We believe that the Federal government will not even consider stepping into this morass
unless and until the ABA itself takes the lead by revising extensively its Model Rules.
Furthermore, and importantly, until such time as the Model Rules are so revised, it is highly
unreasonable to expect the states to act at all. The ABA needs to be the leader, and leadership
entails immediacy-actions, not words.
V. Conclusion
Multidisciplinary practice is the reality and must, therefore, be the future of the legal
profession. It has evolved in response to an increasingly consumer-driven, global economy,
which presents fewer and fewer "pure legal issues". A number of the Model Rules, in their
antiquated form, limit the ability of lawyers, qua lawyers, effectively to respond to client
needs, and therefore menace the very interests they were designed to protect.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
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CO-CHAIRS, NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF LAWYERS AND CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS
March 11, 1999
Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members of the Commission, we are pleased to be here today to
represent the National Conference of Lawyers and Certified Public Accountants to assist you as you
deliberate issues relating to multidisciplinary practice by professional service providers.
The purpose of the Conference is to foster excellence of professional performance in the public
interest by providing a forum for identifying, discussing and proposing recommendations for the
resolution of public issues of professional concern between representatives of the American Bar
Association and the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
A. Introduction: The Tides Of Chance
The organizations that deliver professional services, including legal services, are changing
dramatically throughout the world. Technological innovation and the continuing globalization of the
economy affect market dynamics and cause lawyers, accountants and other professionals to
reexamine long-standing professional service paradigms. This shift is most evident outside theUnited States, where the number of lawyers working in international professional service
organizations is on the rise. But the tides of change are now lapping at our shores with increasing
vigor, with U.S. professional service providers other than traditional law firms employing a growing
number of lawyers. In fact, a December 1997 Accounting Today list of the ten service providers
employing the largest number of lawyers worldwide reveals that accounting firms occupy four of the
top five spots.
The ABA directed this Commission to investigate these changes in the market for professional
services. But the legal profession is not alone in examining the new professional services landscape.
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants ("AICPA") recently undertook an extensive
"Vision Project" designed to prepare its professionals for the next twenty years. Through this and
other AICPA initiatives, the accounting profession hopes to enter the twenty-first century ready and
able to satisfy the complex needs of clients active in the global marketplace. The largest firms have
already transformed themselves by expanding their offerings far beyond the traditional accounting
and auditing. The Big Five now provide clients access to the expertise of a broad array of specialists,
including accountants, MBAs, economists, financial managers, actuaries and retirement plan experts.
In addition to all of the above, in Europe, Australia, and Canada, accounting firms also offer clients
traditional legal services. The entry of these firms into the legal market has taken a number of forms,
from the acquisition of or affiliation with existing law firms to the formation of new "captive" firms,
to the lateral hiring of lawyers or groups of lawyers, to formal affiliations with law firms and lawfirm networks. The addition of legal practitioners into the mix of professionals is an important one,
because so many business problems today have a legal component and so many legal problems a
business component. The Big Five seek to provide clients with a complete range of professional
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services through a variety of different practice structures, including multi-disciplinary practices
within one partnership ("MDPs") where such partnerships are permitted by applicable law.
These MDPs claim to offer their clients significant advantages over traditional service providers.
These firms maintain that the synergistic combination of professionals and abundant resources enable
them to offer clients competent, efficient, and cost-effective one-stop solutions to global business
problems. Importantly, consumers of legal services - including many corporate counsel - agree with
such claims.
In this country, states regulate the legal profession. The state rules that govern lawyers currently
preclude MDPs from expanding legal services into the market. Accounting firms have not, so far,
acquired any law firms, nor do they hold themselves out as engaging in the practice of law. They are,however, increasingly offering services that have traditionally been thought of as legal services. This
is most evident in the tax area, where, to the extent permitted by statute and regulation, accounting
firms represent clients before the IRS, in the Tax Court, and before state taxing authorities. Beyond
tax, accounting firms are reported to be hiring lawyers to offer business-related advice to clients in
employee benefits, business planning and organization, insolvency, bankruptcy, loan
restructuring/workouts, litigation support and alternative dispute resolution.
Historically, the organized bar has fought incursions by non-lawyers into the practice of law. The
typical target of an unauthorized practice proceeding has been the untrained or poorly trainedpurveyor of questionable services. These historical precedents which related primarily to
competence, are not, however, particularly relevant to the trends that are shaping legal and otherprofessional services as the twenty-first century approaches and to the issues now before us relating
to independence and professionalism.
In contrast to past efforts, the legal services the bar finds itself questioning today are provided bylawyers who are partners and employees of international professional service firms and who, like
their law firm counterparts, graduated from accredited law schools, are duly admitted to the bar and
are licensed to deliver legal services. Presumptively, they are competent. The debate has thus shiftedfrom the traditional background of lawyers versus non-lawyers to lawyers versus lawyers. The issues
revolve not around competence, but rather choices, for the consumer with respect to the models for
the delivery of legal services and lawyers' affiliations within the framework of lawyers' professionalindependence. .Should lawyers continue to insist that the traditional law firm is the only proper
vehicle for the delivery of these services? Or has the time come for the bar to recognize - as otherprofessional service providers already have - that legal services may appropriately be provided bylawyers practicing in MDPs that offer a variety of coordinated professional services to clients?
From the perspective of the National Conference of Lawyers and Certified Public Accbuntants, we
think that as you consider these important matters, your focus must be the public interest, not either
profession's interest At the end of the day, the question you must answer is whether, assuming the
necessary professional safeguards are provided, the public is best served by having its choice of legal
service provider limited to traditional law firms.
B. Historical Background
Today's international accounting finns were originally organized to provide traditional audit and
accounting services. Over time, with the increasing complexity of tax and regulatory issues, the
accelerated pace of technological innovation, and the global expansion of business, these firms began
offering a wider variety of services to increasingly sophisticated clients. As these firms expanded,
law firms also grew in size and, to. a more limited extent, in scope. But the bar's self-imposedprohibitions against the conduct of ancillary businesses resulted in the inability of traditional lawfirms to offer the wide variety of services to business clients which were being offered by accountingfirms, to the detriment of lawyers practicing in large and small firms, in large and small
communities.
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The two professions first came into conflict when accounting firms began to offer tax planning
advice in addition to routine tax return preparation services. What the accounting profession saw as a
logical extension of tax return preparation services, many lawyers saw as an unwelcome competitive
move and, possibly, the unauthorized practice of law.
When these differences first arose, the professions sought to resolve them in a cooperative and
harmonious fashion. For more than forty years, the National Conference of Lawyers and Certified
Public Accountants has advanced the notion that "the farmer and the cowman should be friends." An
example of the National Conference's work is the 1981 monograph, Lawyers and Certified PublicAccountant: A Study of Interprofessional Relations, which deals with the functions of lawyers and
accountants in the tax arena - at the time the most contentious intersection of the two professions.
Changing times, however, brought different perspectives. In 1993, the National Conference
undertook a fresh look at the intersection between the legal and accounting professions. Its efforts
were suspended by the commencement of an inquiry by the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC"). TheFTC closed its file without taking any action, but the in terrorem effect of the FTC's action resultedin no further examination by the Conference into the areas where the two professions have
intersecting interests.
C. Forces Driving The Marketplace
Whether or not, ultimately, the organized bar will be able to influence the course of events is farfrom certain. Forces external to the legal profession appear to favor allowing legal services to beprovided by non-traditional frums. These forces include client demand, globalization of the
marketplace, competition from other professional service providers, and the regulatory environment.
1. Client Demand and Globalization
In a paper published in 1995, Gary Garrett and Ward Bower stated:
Market conditions dictate a new paradigm whereby
the client drives the price, delivery and efficiency
of the service. Law firms are, so far, in a state of
denial as relates to this new marketplace. Bar
Associations clearly have not gotten the message.
Through judicial deregulation, a "mature" legal
services market has evolved, where the supply of
legal services has outgrown the demand,
characterized by increased client sophistication,
supplier consolidation, evolution of brand name
recognition, market segmentation, provider
differentiation, price competition, geographic
expansion and decreased barriers to entry.
One may question the applicability of these conclusions to all consumers of legal services.
Nevertheless, there appears to -be some evidence, based on experience over the past decade, that
commercial consumers value independence, loyalty, and confidentiality less than the legal profession
seems to believe. Particularly outside the United States where multidisciplinary services are
available, the primary considerations for many sophisticated business clients include the
sophisticated business and industry expertise offered by a professional service frum, the ability to
look to a single firm for comprehensive business solutions, and the amount a professional service
fir charges for its services.
The availability of "one-stop shopping" for a comprehensive, cmss-disciplinary approach to business
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problems is perhaps the biggest attraction of the multidisciplinary form of practice. As Steven A.
Bennett, former General Counsel of Banc One Corporation, explained in testimony to this
Commission in November
There are no 'pure' legal problems today because
legal solutions cannot be arrived at in a vacuum.
The solution of the legal aspect of a problem
invariably necessitates that other aspects of the
problem be adjusted as well. If one just sends it to
the lawyers,' without input from the other
disciplines, the problem just can't get solved.
Clients and the public are better served when those from diverse professions provide multi-
disciplinary solutions, whatever the form of the entity providing such services. It is at least arguable
that to the extent that clients demand comprehensive business solutions and 'one-stop shopping,"
meeting these client expectations is in the best long-term interest of both the legal profession and our
clients and until rules permitting MDPs are in place, this vision cannot be achieved.
2. Competition
Professional service firms with their roots in the accounting profession are well positioned to offer
multidisciplinary services. Lawyers, by virtue of their self-imposed restrictions, are not. Through the
accountants' international networks and their resources they are in a position to offer competent,
efficient, cost-effective, one-stop global solutions, whatever the form of the entity providing such
services.
Lawyers in the United States are currently precluded by the rules of conduct from practicing law in
multidisciplinary structures. These restrictions disadvantage lawyers who seek to meet client demand
for unified, multidisciplinary global business solutions, and ultimately, the profession itself. As
Steven Bennett noted:
Efforts by corporate purchasers of services to
obtain optimal, comprehensive solutions canry with
them the real possibility that, in the absence of
change, lawyers practicing in traditional law firms
in the coming centuy might find themselves all
dressed up with no place to go.
3. The Regulatory Environment
State laws and regulations originally enacted to protect the public from incompetent, unregulated
legal service providers have also had the effect of insulating the legal profession from market forces.
In recent years, however, as protectionist measures such as minimum fee schedules and restrictions
on advertising have disappeared, bar associations have had to consider whether some of the rulesdesigned to protect the client are outdated and obstruct the maturation of the marketplace.
At present, mandatory rules of professional conduct - the most significant of which are discussedbelow - present significant barriers to lawyers in the United States who wish to practice acrossboundaries and outside a traditional law firm. By contrast, the trend internationally is to permit newforms of practice. With the changes abroad, questions are being raised as to how long the barriers in
the U.S. can remain.
One force that may lower competitive barriers is the liberalization of international trade. Forinstance, the World Trade Organization's ("WT(Y) Working Party on Professional Services, whichis currently addressing the delivery of accounting services by transnational organizations, has
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indicated that its probable next area of inquiry will be the delivery of legal services. Part of the
WTO's mandate is to ferret out anticompetitive trade barriers among member states and promote
cross-border commerce, including the transnational provision of professional services. The ultimate
goal is the negotiation of agreements for the mutual recognition of professional qualifications.
As competitive pressures increase, it is unlikely that current regulatory restrictions can continue to
prohibit competent lawyers from offering their professional services through an MDP. Some lawyers
may choose to oppose regulatory change, but any efforts by the bar to preserve rules that solely
protect the profession's economic interests will be carefully scrutinized by the government, including
antitrust and consumer protection authorities.
Persistent questions regarding lawyer-client confidences, avoidance of conflicts of interest, and
maintaining the independent judgment of lawyers assume there can be an effective boundary between
lawyers and other professionals engaged in serving the same client. Currently, practice rules in mostjurisdictions presume that such a boundary can only be defined by a separate legal entity. There is,
however, -nothing in the nature of a separate legal entity that makes its borders any more
impenetrable than those that separate different departments in the same firm. A lawyer in a law firm
can maintai4 and protect client confidences, even though she may share them with her staff and
retained professionals. She can operate a conflict identification and resolution system in her firm,
which includes a screening system for lateral hires from firms which represented conflicted clients.
And she can exercise independent legal judgment for a few trusted, crucial clients, some of whom
may have conflicting business interests. A lawyer can just as easily do all of this as head of the law
department of an MDP.
D. Policy Issues and Standards of Conduct
Lawyers must ask themselves whether they can adequately serve their clients in the new marketplace
under the existing regulatory structure they have adopted. The U.S. bar must decide whether to insist
on rigid adherence to the existing rules, or to recognize the changes in the marketplace and to prepare
for the future by offering clients--and lawyers--new options for the delivery of legal, business and
other relevant and related services. At the same time, the accounting profession must recognize that
its rules must also change in the interest of providing adequate protection to the public and sufficient
flexibility to accommodate competition.
Moreover, the bar and the accounting profession must decide whether the same rules should apply to
the conduct of all lawyers in providing these services, regardless of the vehicle utilized in doing so,
i.e., a traditional law firm or a MDP. If the ultimate decision is that the rules should be uniform, an
effort must be made, as expeditiously as is possible consistent with the appropriate deliberate process
to reconcile such rules.
The paramount consideration should be what is in the best interest of the public in general, and
clients in particular. There is no reason to presume that the interests of clients and the economic
interests of professional service providers are not aligned. Currently, the rules of conduct effectively
prohibit MDP lawyers from offering traditional legal services. Historically, these rules have been
justified as protecting clients and preserving the integrity of the legal profession. It is questionable,
however, whether the rules of conduct that prohibit lawyers from practicing in a multidisciplinary
setting are necessary to achieve such goals. The most significant of these rules as currently in effect
in the several states include the prohibition on fee-splitting, the requirement of lawyer control, the
rules concerning conflicts of interest (including imputation of information and knowledge within a
firm), the rules promoting client confidentiality (again including imputation of information and
knowledge within a firm), and the rules relating to ancillary businesses. Similarly, there are
significant rules imposed by the accounting profession on its members which must also be re-
examined. Several of these rules are discussed below.
1. Fee Splitting
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Every U.S. jurisdiction (except the District of Columbia) prohibits a lawyer from sharing legal fees
with a non-lawyer - the practice known as "fee splitting" - and from forming a partnership with a
non-lawyer if any of the partnership's activities consist of the practice of law. These prohibitions
may present the most significant obstacle to the delivery of traditional legal services by
multidisciplinary fir-ms.
Perhaps the competitive disadvantage resulting from this rule would be tolerable if it could be
demonstrated that the prohibition on fee splitting served the public interest. The stated purpose of the
prohibition is to protect the lawyer's professional independence ofjudgrnent. But there is no reason
to believe that lawyers sharing fees with non-lawyers within a multidisciplinary structure would risk
their professional reputation, diminish the quality of service or compromise their professional
judgment any more than a lawyer would within a traditional law firm.
Even if a non-lawyer wanted to control lawyers through the payment of fees, the rules of conduct
already provide multiple protections against non-lawyer interference with a lawyer's independent
judgment. There has been no flood of horror stories emanating from those countries where fee
splitting is permitted. In the District of Columbia, the only U.S. jurisdiction in which non-lawyers
are permitted to be partners in law firms, fee sharing between lawyer and non-lawyer partners has
had no known deleterious effects.
Indeed, the American Bar Association's Kutak Commission recommended doing away with the
prohibition on fee splitting almost twenty years ago. Notably, opposition to the Kutak
recommendation focused on the notion that eliminating the fee-splitting rule altogether could lead to
the takeover of legal practice by corporations with their principal duties to their shareholders, not to
clients. While this is not a far fetched notion (observe, e.g., the acquisition of CPA firms by such
corporations as American Express), one must not approach the problems faced by the profession with
the smug assumption that, because publicly-held corporations are bottom-line oriented, they are per
se evil. It would be difficult to eliminate the profit motives of most large traditional law firms in this
country. The burden, of course, always remains on the individual lawyer, so long as the same ethical
rules are applied to all lawyers irrespective of where they practice. Note that there was no suggestion
by the Kutak Commission or those opposed to that Commission's recommendations that fee sharing
among partners in an MDP, wholly owned by the professionals providing services to clients, would
be problematic.
It has been suggested that allowing fee splitting could encourage lawyers to act in their own
economic interest rather than in the best interest of the client. However, there is no reason to believe
that accountants or other professionals, who are not precluded from fee-splitting, are a less reliable
source of objective, high-quality professional services than lawyers. Moreover, similar arguments
might easily be made about lawyers in traditional law firms, who might, for example, sacrifice client
interests in rapid settlement of a case for protracted discovery proceedings and trial.
Elimination of the fee-sharing rules would not, of course, require lawyers to share fees or enter into
partnerships with non-lawyers. It would merely make an additional form of practice organization
available. Ultimately, the best determinant of whether the fee-sharing prohibition advances or
impedes client interests will be determined by the marketplace. Clients who value a fee-splitting ban
will obtain legal services from a traditional supplier of legal services.
2. Lawyer Control of Legal Practice
State rules of conduct also require that firms offering legal services be controlled by lawyers.
Notably, accountants face a similar requirement in their practices: firms providing public attest or
audit services must be controlled by CPAs. These rules undoubtedly stem from an important
purpose. It would be inconsistent with core notions of what it means to be a lawyer (or a CPA) -
and harmful to client interests - for decisions about client representation to be made or influenced
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by persons outside the profession.
These principles, however, need not preclude the practice of law within a multidisciplinary
organization. There are in fact many instances where a lawyer may have a reporting relationship with
a non-lawyer, and may even be subject to the non-lawyer's direction for some purposes. But such
relationships do not inherently impair the lawyer's ability to practice law. Regardless of the terms of
the lawyer's employment relationship, the lawyer remains obligated to, and must, exercise
independent professional judgment. What is important is not who makes administrative business
decisions about collateral matters, but that professional legal judgment remains under the control of a
lawyer.
Far from constituting an impediment to multidisciplinary practice, a requirement that legal practice
must be directed by the lawyers makes good business sense. Whether or not required by the ethics
rules, it is appropriate for professionals in any discipline to be the ones making the decisions
concerning clients' needs in that discipline.
3. Conflict of Interest Rules
State rules of conduct require lawyers to avoid representing clients with conflicting interests. In the
modem economy, the conflict of interest rules pose a genuine challenge for lawyers working in
traditional law firms. As law firms increase in size and scope, the potential for conflicts of interest -
and the potential need to decline a representation because of a conflict - increases. The problems
the conflict of interest rules create for large law firms are similar to those that a multidisciplinary
professional service firms offering legal services would face.
The state rules of conduct concerning conflicts of interest are outdated in the modem economy and
they should be revised to permit greater flexibility. Given the global reach, size and complexity of
many business clients today - and the multi-city, multi-country practices of many law firms - it is
time for basic notions of what constitutes an apparent conflict of interest to be reexamined. It may no
longer be sensible to presume that the representation of Client X by the Tokyo office of a law firm
conflicts with the representation of Client Y by the Brussels office of the same firm, merely because
some unrelated business unit of X and Y are adversaries in a lawsuit in Madrid.
The accounting profession's rules currently in effect prohibit conflicts of interest, but they also
provide exceptions in any case (even when the conflict is direct and adversarial) so long as there is
full disclosure and client consent. The market place is the ultimate arbiter. The bar should study the
possibility of utilizing these broader waiver rules, assuming appropriate fire walls, particularly in
cases involving sophisticated clients (perhaps utilizing standards similar to the SEC standards for
determining who is a sophisticated investor), as should the accounting profession.
Even without regulatory changes, the large business law firms have been able to grow and prosper in
part because clients have often agreed to waive actual and possible conflicts of interest. (Indeed, the
widespread use of waivers by major law firms is one indication that traditional conflicts rules are no
longer meeting the needs of clients.) The same approach could easily be employed with respect to
lawyers practicing in multidisciplinary partnerships. It should be remembered that the rules of
conduct governing lawyers are justified only to the extent that they protect the interests of clients. If
clients prefer to waive conflicts rules in order to obtain the services they desire from lawyers in large
partnerships - whether they -are major law finms or multidisciplinary professional service
organizations - they should be free to do so, after full disclosure.
4. Client Confidentiality
The lawyer's duty to maintain client confidences - a long-standing principle inherent in legal
practice, and one enshrined in the rules of conduct - also presents a potential issue for
multidisciplinary partnerships. One concern that has been expressed is that anon-law professional
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service firms do not have the same culture of confidentiality as law firms. The concern is that non-
lawyers within such a firm could gain access to confidential information in the lawyer's possession,
thereby destroying any privilege associated with the information and potentially disclosing the
information to others outside the firm. This concern is misplaced. First, there-is no question that
accountants do understand and adhere to principles of confidentiality. State accountancy laws, in
fact, have long made it illegal for an accountant to disclose certain information except in limited
circumstances, the Internal Revenue Code provides criminal penalties for improper disclosures of
information by return preparers, and just last year Congress created a tax practitioner privilege
applicable at accounting firms. In light of the new
privilege, accounting firms have worked to create appropriate internal structures, and the accountingprofession has developed training materials to ensure that its members understand the nature of the
privilege.
The principal concern regarding confidentiality, however, is not that non-lawyers will "spill thebeans" through carelessness. Rather, the concern is that, in some cases, non-lawyer professionals mayhave an obligation to disclose information that a lawyer would be obligated to keep confidential. Forinstance, an accountant performing an audit for a client may be required to insist that the client
disclose certain information because it is material to the client's financial statements, while a lawyer
performing work for the same client would be obligated to keep the same information confidential.
There are several answers to this concern.
First, a lawyer must generally advise her client to disclose information that is material to the client'sfinancial statements in accordance with applicable SEC regulations. In fact, if the lawyer were aware
that a required disclosure had not been made by the client, the attorney could not continue to
represent the client - at least in furtherance of the matter omitted - and might even have to withdraw
completely from all representations of the client. Accordingly, the confidentiality issues presented by
multidisciplinary firms offering both legal and attest services would not be dramatically differentfrom the situation lawyers already face when dealing with disclosure of matters that are material to a
client's financial statements.
Second, some clients worried about confidentiality could simply choose not to use the same firm asboth attorney and auditor, just as a client may today elect to obtain tax advice from a firm other than
the organization that conducts the client's audit. Other clients may see value in obtaining multiple
services from a single source, and especially from a firm that starts with the intimate knowledge of
the client's business afforded by audit work. The ultimate decision should be the client's, after full
disclosure of all of the considerations.
S. Regulating the Practice of Law
Lawyers function as officers of the courts and, as such, have traditionally been regulated by the
courts of the jurisdictions in which they practice, usually with the assistance of the bar associations in
those jurisdictions. Lawyers have also been regulated by governmental agencies which often impose
rules of practice.
We recognize that issues abound relating to the regulation of the conduct of attorneys practicing in
MDP firms. To cite just a few examples:
I. Should the rules of conduct be applied at both the firm level and the attorney level, or only at the
individual attorney level?
2. Given the multi-state nature of the practice of MDP firms, must attorneys be admitted in all states
in which they actually render services or is admission in one state sufficient? The courts of which
state should have jurisdiction over such attorneys? Is practicing electronically "virtual" practice
which requires admission? It should be noted that these issues are also applicable to multi-state
http://www.abanet.org/cpr/treiger 
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traditional law firms. Should the rules governing MDP firms and multi-state traditional law firms be
different?
3. Does an attorney working for an MDP firm retain her obligations to the public and to the courts
with respect to such matters as the provision of pro bono legal services?
Issues such as those listed do not present insurmountable obstacles, but they do require open -minded
and thoughtful consideration.
E. Conclusion
This Commission must address whether the current regulatory structure governing the practice of law
continues to be in the public interest To address these changes and to prepare for the twenty-first
century, the bar has essentially three choices:
1. To do nothing, in which event external forces
will become the sole determinants.
2. To wage a defensive and seemingly selfish
battle.
3. To recognize the tides of change and attempt to
help shape things to come by working with, not
against, the agents of such change.
The National Conference thinks that the legal profession, like the accounting and other professions,
should be responsive both to changes in the business environment and to the composition of the
profession and the ways in which lawyers practice. Lawyers' services have expanded beyond
traditional litigation and transactional services. Further, although current rules of conduct preclude
the provision of legal services through a multidisciplinary structure, such rules are not necessary to
ensure proper representation and protection of clients. Such rules may, in fact, harm clients by
precluding lawyers from providing the type of services clients want - and harm lawyers by limiting
their ability to practice their profession- Above all, an open-minded approach must be taken,
eschewing natural and historical biases. The possibilities should be viewed as an opportunity rather
than a threat The organized bar owes it to the profession and the public to address the issues of the
future of the delivery of legal services as objectively and realistically as possible. No less would be
appropriate in considering an issue which, as ABA President Philip Anderson has suggested, may
well be "the most important practice issue that our profession will face in its lifetime."
The National Conference is pleased to offer its assistance to the Commission and to the ABA andAICPA in attempting to address the issues with which the two professions are faced. Indeed, these
issues relate to the raison d'etre of the National Commission, which, because of its composition, is
uniquely suited to the task.
End Notes
l/The definition of traditional legal services," like the definition of "the practice of law" is unclear.
These definitional ambiguities are making it increasingly difficult for professional service providers
and regulators to provide guidance about what activities constitute the practice (or unauthorized
practice) of law.
2/Although a description of developments abroad is helpful to understand what could happen in this
country, it is beyond the scope of this paper. The expansion and growth of accounting firms,
including their movement into the provision of legal services abroad, is well-documented elsewhere.
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of Taxation Midyear Meeting, January 22, 1998.
4/Rodgers and Hammerstein, Oklahoma! (1943).
5/Even before the issuance of the National Conference's monograph in 1981, questions were being
raised about the propriety of such "statements of principle." See "Lawscape," ABA Journal, February
1980,p. 129.
6/Garrett and Bower, supra note 2, at 1.
7/Statement of Steven A- Bennett, Former General Counsel, Banc One Corporation to the ABA
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I I/MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 5.4 cmt. (1997).
12/Supra note 11.
13/For example, ABA Model Rule of Professional Conduct 1.2(a) requires a lawyer to 'abide by a
client's decision concerning the objectives of representation," and, more specifically, to "abide by a
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all circumstances, and ABA Model Rule 5.1 requires that firms of lawyers have systems in place to
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Lawyer Control Becoming the
Center of the MDP Debate
By Sheryl Stratton
The concept of lawyer-controlled multidiscipli-
nary practices is emerging as the focus of the
MDP debate as state and local bar associations
across the country investigate the issues raised
by lawyers working in firms that employ other
professionals.
While the American Bar Association's Com-
mission on Multidisciplinary Practice was releas-
ing a draft recommendation to permit lawyers to
share fees with nonlawyers in lawyer-controlled
practices, a few regional MDP task forces have
concluded their studies. But reports that favor
relaxing the fee-sharing prohibition are likely to
face stiff opposition when considered by the
governing bodies of the various local bars.
New Draft
Last month, the ABA's MDP Commission
released a draft of a recommendation to the ABA
House of Delegates for possible vote at the ABA's
July 2000 Annual Meeting.
The draft recommends that the ABA should
amend the Model Rules of Professional Conduct
to permit lawyers to share fees with nonlawyer
professionals in a practice that delivers both legal
and nonlegal professional services, provided the
lawyers have the control and authority necessary
to assure lawyer independence in the rendering
of legal services. The draft recommendation
defines nonlawyer professionals as members of
recognized professions or other disciplines that
are governed by ethical standards.
The draft recommends that the rules
permit lawyers to share fees with
nonlawyer professionals provided the
lawyers have the control.
The draft recommendation provides that the
change should be implemented in a manner that
protects the public and preserves the core values
of the legal profession. Regulatory authorities
should enforce existing rules and adopt such ad-
ditional enforcement procedures as are needed to
protect the public interest, according to the
recommendation.
Finally, the draft recommendation states that it
does not alter the prohibition on nonlawyers
delivering legal services and the obligations of all
lawyers to observe the rules of professional con-
duct, nor does it authorize passive investment in
a multidisciplinary practice.
A lengthy report is being finalized that will
provide support for the recommendation and ad-
dress criticisms and comments directed toward
the MDP Commission's prior recommendation
and report, according to MDP Commission Chair
Sherwin P. Simmons. That supporting report is
unlikely to be completed in final form before
April 15th, he said.
Last August the ABA House of Delegates
rejected the prior report from the MDP Commis-
sion that recommended allowing fee-sharing be-
tween lawyers and nonlawyers. The delegates in-
stead voted on a substitute resolution that there
would be no change to the rules of professional
conduct. The resolution provided that the issues
raised by MDPs be subject to further study by all
interested parties. (See Tax Notes, Aug. 16, 1999,
p. 973.)
Philadelphia Bar
Meanwhile, the Philadelphia Bar Association
became the first state or local bar association in
the nation to ratify pro-multidisciplinary practice
legislation, according to a March 24 story in the
Legal Intelligencer by Jeff Blumenthal, "Philly Bar
Approves Lawyer-Owned MDPs." The bar's
board of governors approved by a 16-8 vote a
proposal from an MDP task force that would
allow MDPs as long as the entity is at least 51
percent lawyer-owned, the story said.
Other recommendations made by the 23-member
MDP task force and approved by the Philadel-
phia bar's board of governors would allow
lawyer-controlled MDPs to practice without
delay. However, other forms of MDPs should
only be allowed after additional study and the
enactment of appropriate regulations. An MDP
should not be allowed to offer legal and audit
services to the same client, according to the
Philadelphia MDP task force report, and only
lawyers in an MDP should be allowed to practice
law.
The proposal was opposed by Philadelphia's
probate and trust law section, which had voted
13-1 against it, and by respected legal ethics ex-
pert Lawrence Fox, of Drinker Biddle & Reath,
according to the Legal Intelligencer article.
While it may be the first bar association to
formally approve MDPs since the ABA's House
of Delegates instructed local bars to study the
issue last August, the Philadelphia action repre-
sents just one local bar association. The informal
consensus of state bar presidents convening at
the ABA's midyear meeting in Dallas was that
their associations were more inclined to enforce
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rather than relax existing professional rules. (For
prior coverage, see Tax Notes, Feb. 21, 2000, p.
1057.)
The Philadelphia action, however, could signal
a changing of the tide.
Pennsylvania Bar
Last fall, the Pennsylvania Bar Association is-
sued a preliminary report critical of the MDP
Commission's original fee-sharing recommenda-
tion and indicating that it would approach MDP
proposals with "cautious skepticism." The Penn-
sylvania Bar's preliminary report also advocated
more aggressive enforcement of existing ethical
rules.
It would be prudent to require lawyer
ownership of at least 75 percent,
Wolfman said.
Recently, however, the Pennsylvania bar's own
MDP commission recommended allowing MDPs
if they are at least 60 percent lawyer-owned. In a
report that chronicles the extensive materials
compiled by the ABA commission on MDPs, the
Pennsylvania task force concluded that its pro-
posal authorizing lawyer-controlled MDPs con-
tains sufficient safeguards to protect the legal
profession's core values.
The report will be considered by
Pennsylvania's House of Delegates on May 12,
and is therefore not the formal position of the
Pennsylvania Bar Association.
Lawyer Control
Saying that the ABA MDP Commission's recent
draft recommendation was "not yet perfect,"
Harvard law professor Bernard Wolfman said it
is "an important turn in the right direction."
And while it is very wise of the Philadelphia
Bar to require lawyer control of MDPs, 51 percent
lawyer ownership is far too little to assure con-
trol, said Wolfman, coauthor of Standards of Tax
Practice (fifth edition, Tax Analysts, 1999). It
would be prudent to require lawyer ownership
of at least 75 percent, Wolfman said.
Any proposal should also make sure that de
facto control does not pass to nonlawyers as a
result of contractual arrangements made outside
of the formal ownership percentage, Wolfman
said. It is also very important that loans from
other than independent financial institutions and
trade creditors be treated as equity. For example,
if an accounting firm has a nominal 20 percent
ownership interest in a law firm and makes a loan
to the firm as well, the loan should be treated as
giving the accounting firm an additional equity
interest measured by the amount loaned.
Wolfrnan said he is very hopeful that the ABA
will craft something that will give everyone a
good degree of confidence that MDPs subject to
lawyer control will be the goal, with assurances
that independent legal judgment is preserved.
Core values should be made the standards for all
in the MDP, he said, including confidentiality and
avoidance of conflict of interest. "It's in firm-
wide imputation requirements as to the core
values that the new recommendations are most
in need of modification or clarification."
The Philadelphia action, while a step forward,
is not likely to produce a solution to the MDP
issue, observed James Holden, Steptoe and
Johnson, co-author of Standards of Tax Practice.
Philadelphia is apparently adopting the D.C.
rule, he explained, which has existed for some
time and has not been adequate to satisfy the
objectives of the accounting and finance firms,
who wish to offer legal services directly to their
clients. "It is not likely to stem the pressure to
permit MDPs that are not lawyer-controlled,"
Holden concluded.
Divided Florida
Through its special MDP committee, the
Florida Bar, which takes credit for stopping the
ABA vote on the MDP Commission's recommen-
dations last August, has created two comprehen-
sive position papers representing the arguments
opposing MDPs and those in favor of MDPs. Both
reports were cited favorably by participants at
the various discussions on MDP during the
ABA's midyear meeting in Dallas.
Florida's Board of Governors has not yet taken
a position on its own study commission reports,
but will be debating MDP at its next meeting in
April.
All bars studying MDP are attempting to
prepare their positions before the ABA's House
of Delegates takes up the issue at the annual
meeting in July. n
Full Text Citations
* Draft MDP Commission recommendation. Doc
2000-9168 (2 original pages); 2000 TNT 60-21
* -Philadelphia Bar Association report. Doc 2000-
9636 (23 original pages)
" Pennsylvania Bar MDP report. Doc 2000-9637 (61
original pages)
" Florida Bar Pro-MDP report. Doc 2000-9327 (52
original pages); 2000 TNT 62-73
" Florida Bar Con-MDP report. Doc 2000-9329 (42
original pages)
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More Bar Groups Weigh In on
Multidisciplinary Practice
By Sheryl Stratton
One of the country's most influential bar
groups, the New York State Bar Association, has
taken a conservative approach to the issue of
multidisciplinary practice. At the same time, the
pioneering Colorado Bar has recommended
liberalizing professional rules governing
lawyers, while the Florida Bar voted to "just say
no," to MDP.
With other regional bar associations weighing
in weekly on how and even whether professional
standards should address lawyers working in
MDPs, this year's meeting of the policymakers of
the American Bar Association scheduled for
July promises to again have a spirited but better-
informed debate over MDP.
New York
On April 28 the executive committee of the
New York State Bar Association endorsed a spe-
cial committee's report that has been described
as recommending that lawyers be permitted to
share costs, but not fees, with nonlawyers. On its
release, the 400-page report was characterized in
a May 3 Wall Street Journal article as a step toward
MDPs. But a May 4 New York Law Journal report
described it as a sound rejection of MDPs.
The NYSBA report ultimately reaffirms
that lawyers should not be allowed to
share fees with nonlawyers or engage
in a practice in which nonlawyers have
any degree of ownership or control
over the practice of law.
While the NYSBA special committee report
recommends allowing lawyers to provide ancil-
lary nonlegal services and to provide services to
clients in cooperation with nonlegal firms, it ul-
timately reaffirms that lawyers should not be
allowed to share fees with nonlawyers or engage
in a practice in which nonlawyers have any de-
gree of ownership or control over the practice of
law.
Characterizing evidence that a demand exists
for integration of legal services with other profes-
sions as "equivocal at best," the report says the
demand can be satisfied by permitting lawyers to
enter into strategic alliances and other contrac-
tual relationships with nonlegal professional ser-
vice providers, as well as by permitting lawyers
to own and operate nonlegal businesses.
898
In both cases additional regulation would be
needed to ensure that lawyers remain completely
in control of the rendering of legal services, ac-
cording to the report. "The only substantive
difference between this approach and that
favored by those who would permit multidis-
ciplinary partnerships is that this approach does
not permit nonlawyers and lawyers to call each
other 'partner."'
The report also calls for vigorous enforcement
of the prohibition against the unauthorized prac-
tice of law and for a clear definition of the prac-
tice of law. The study was led by Robert MacCrate
of New York, a former president of the American
Bar Association, who chaired the 14-member Spe-
cial Committee on the Law Governing Firm
Structure and Operation.
While the report has been filed with the ABA
in anticipation of action by its House of Delegates
at its annual meeting in New York City in July,
the NYSBA's policymaking body will debate and
vote on the report on June 24, 2000. (The full text
of the report can be downloaded from the
NYSBA's Web site at http://www.nysba.org/media/
newsreleases/2000/mdp.html.)
Although the views expressed in the NYSBA
report are not "fully congruent" with those of
Bernard Wolfman, coauthor of Standards of Tax
Practice (fifth edition, Tax Analysts 1999),
Wolfman said the special committee did an "ex-
cellent job." The report shows that the committee
was open-minded, factually searching, willing to
be affected by the evidence it found, and
thorough, said the Harvard law professor. "Its
dedication to the values of the legal profession
and the legal system, and its concern for the
broader society, were front and center. The
committee's method and its product provide an
example of the organized Bar at its best."
Colorado
Meanwhile, a joint task force of the Colorado
and Denver Bar Associations released its report
concluding that professional rules should be
amended to accommodate lawyers working in
MDPs.
The Colorado report would require lawyers
practicing in MDPs to have the control and au-
.thority necessary to ensure lawyer independence
in the rendering of legal services. The task force
said its recommendations should be imple-
mented in a way that would protect the public
and preserve the core values of the legal profes-
sion.
The report recommends requiring lawyers
practicing in an MDP to enter into a written
agreement in which the nonlawyer members
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agree to respect the independent professional
judgment of the lawyers in the delivery of legal
services and the lawyers' ethical obligations.
Lawyers could only enter into MDP arrange-
ments with individuals in occupations that are
subject to published ethical standards and who
are subject to regulatory oversight and an en-
forcement mechanism.
A majority of the task force said it believes
protection against conflicts of interest may not
require that every client of the MDP must be
deemed a client of the lawyers in the MDP for
purposes of evaluating conflicts of interest. But
since the issue is so complex and sensitive, the
task force proposes to study it further. (For the
full text of the report, see http://www.cobar.org/
mdp / reporttoc.htm.)
And Others
Last month the Florida Bar's Board of Gover-
nors took a strong position against changing bar
rules to allow lawyers to participate in MDPs. By
a 44-1 vote, the board held that lawyers may not
engage in activities that diminish the core values
of the legal profession. The board affirmed the
bar's position against lawyers practicing in set-
tings where other services besides legal would be
provided, where fees would be shared with non-
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draft resolution to provide guidance to Florida
lawyers and to the bar's delegates to the ABA.
The bar president appointed a special committee
to study how the Florida Bar should continue to
vigorously enforce rules regarding the unlicensed
practice of law, as well as rules governing lawyer
conduct.
Earlier this spring the Philadelphia Bar Associa-
tion became the first state or local bar association
in the nation to ratify pro-multidisciplinary prac-
tice legislation. It recommended allowing lawyers
to share fees with nonlawyers, as long as the entity
is at least 51 percent lawyer-owned. About the
same time, the Pennsylvania bar's own MDP com-
mission recommended allowing MDPs if they are
at least 60 percent lawyer-owned.
In March the ABA's MDP Commission released
a draft of a recommendation that would permit
lawyers to share fees with nonlawyers in lawyer-
controlled practices. (For prior coverage, see Tax
Notes, Apr. 3, 2000, p. 21.)
Forty bars are said to be studying MDP and are
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before the ABA's House of Delegates convenes in
New York City on July 10. 0
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AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
COMMISSION ON MULTIDISCIPLINARY PRACTICE
REPORT TO THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES
RECOMMENDATION
RESOLVED, that the American Bar Association amend the Model Rules of Professional Conduct consistent with the
following principles:
1. Lawyers should be permitted to share fees and join with nonlawyer professionals in a practice that delivers both legal and
nonlegal professional services (Multidisciplinary Practice), provided that the lawyers have the control and authority
necessary to assure lawyer independence in the rendering of legal services. "Nonlawyer professionals" means members of
recognized professions or other disciplines that are governed by ethical standards.
2. This Recommendation must be implemented in a manner that protects the public and preserves the core values of the legal
profession, including competence, independence of professional judgment, protection of confidential client information,
loyalty to the client through the avoidance of conflicts of interest, and pro bono publico obligations.
3. Regulatory authorities should enforce existing rules and adopt such additional enforcement procedures as are needed to
implement these principles and to protect the public interest.
4. The prohibition on nonlawyers delivering legal services and the obligations of all lawyers to observe the rules of
professional conduct should not be altered.
5. Passive investment in a Multidisciplinary Practice should not be permitted.
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
COMMISSION ON MULTIDISCIPLINARY PRACTICE
REPORT TO THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES
Model Rule 5.4 of the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct prohibits a lawyer or law firm from sharing legal fees
with a nonlawyer or forming a partnership with a nonlawyer if any of the activities of the partnership consist of the practice
of law.1 The Recommendation, which is based upon anextensive public record,Z would change that policy to permit lawyers
to share fees and join with nonlawyers in a practice that delivers both legal and nonlegal professional services("Multidisciplinary Practice" or "MDP") provided that the lawyers havethe control and authority necessary to assure lawyer
independence in the rendering oflegal services.3
The Commission is submitting the Recommendation to the House for consideration at the 2000 Annual Meeting because it
believes that a vote would be appropriate in light of the Commission's two years of careful study of MDP issues. The
http://www.abanet.org/cpr/mdpfinalrep2000.html
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Commission also recognizes, however, that many of the state and local bars that are studying these same issues will not have
completed their review prior to the 2000 Annual Meeting. The Commission therefor urges the House to consider postponing
any action on MDP-related issues until the 2001 Midyear Meeting.
Control and Authority
The legal profession has long acknowledged that lawyers may work in practice settings in which nonlawyers have
supervisory authority and in which lawyers do not have an ownership interest. Prominent examples include government law
offices, legal aid organizations, prepaid legal services plans, and in-house legal departments. 4 Central to the ethical provision
of legal services in these settings has been lawyers' ability to exercise independent judgment on their clients' behalf. The
Model Rules of Professional Conduct insist on lawyer independence. They do not, however, dictate any particular
organizational structure.
1) The Effect of the "Control and Authority" Principle on the Structure of an MDP
The "control and authority" mandated in the Commission's Recommendation can be satisfied in a variety of ways. depending
on the practice setting. Percentage of ownership may be a factor in certain circumstances. Some members of the Commission
would have added a specific requirement in the Recommendation that there be a lawyer majority ownership of an MDP(or a
supermajority, as any individual state might determine) and that a primary purpose of the MDP be the delivery of legal
services. Thus, these Commission members would have supported a modified version of Rule 5.4 of the District of
Columbia's Rules of Professional Conduct that currently permits fee sharing and partnership with nonlawyers under limited
circumstances.
Under the Commission's Recommendation, in a small-size MDP. such as one established by a lawyer, social worker, and
certified financial planner to provide professional services to elderly clients and their families, the lawyer member might or
might not hold a majority ownership interest. The partnership or shareholder agreement might specifically affirm that
decisions relating to the provision of legal services to the MDP's clients lie exclusively in the lawyer's province. Neither the
percentage of ownership interest nor any particular wording in the partnership or shareholder agreement will conclusively
determine either control or authority. The control and authority principle looks to substance not form.
Lawyers in small firms have for many years functioned as dual professionals, offering legal and nonlegal services to their
clients. They have had to observe various organizational safeguards designed to ensure that their legal and nonlegal services
were separately conducted and that the clients who purchased these services understood the different roles. 5 These
organizational safeguards evolved over time on a state-by-state basis. The Commission does not believe that it should attempt
to dictate the nature or mode of delivery of legal services by an MDP or interfere with the states' ability to identify and
enforce the particular structures that they determine are necessary to protect the interests of clients.
In a large-size MDP, such as one including several hundred professionals in different disciplines, formal structures are certain
to be needed. At a minimum, they should include: (1) structuring the MDP so that the lawyers who are delivering legal
services to the MDP's clients are organized and supervised separately from the MDP's other units (e.g., business, technology,
or environmental consulting services); and (2) establishing a chain-of-command in which these lawyers report to a lawyer-
supervisor whose responsibilities include hiring and firing, fixing
the lawyers' compensation and terms of service, making decisions with respect to professional issues such as staffing of legal
matters and the allocation of lawyer and paraprofessional resources, and advising on issues of professional responsibility. In a
large-size MDP practice setting, the structures could be modeled on ones developed by general counsels' offices for the
purpose of fostering lawyer independence. These types of structural arrangements should contribute to fostering a culture of
professionalism and help to preserve lawyer independence within large MDP organizations, just as they have in large in-
house legal departments and law offices in government agencies. The articulation of the precise contours of the structural
arrangements is best left to the individual states for adoption in light of particular local concerns.
2) The Effect of the "Control and Authority" Principle on Referral Arrangements between Law
Firms and Other Entities
Law firms and professional services firms, both large and small, have for generations referred clients to one another and these
referral arrangements have benefitted both individual clients and the public. These relationships have facilitated the
coordinated delivery of legal services without jeopardizing the lawyers' independence and without putting at risk other core
values of the profession. Such relationships, provided that they are not masking a fee sharing or partnership arrangement with
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respect to the control and management of the law firm, do not appear to violate the Model Rules. To some degree, such a
relationship between a law firm and a professional services firm may be analogized to the relationship that exists among
independent lawyers in a shared office suite who are not partners but refer clients to one another, use common facilities, and
contribute to the costs and expenses of the suite. Such exchanges do not necessarily transform the lawyer members of the
suite into partners.
Although lawyers and nonlawyers have traditionally worked together. they have always billed separately, not adopted
exclusive referral policies, kept their personnel distinct and otherwise complied with their individual professional standards.
Variations of these familiar arrangements are developing, which could, the Commission fears, pose risks to the public, and
compromise the lawyers' independence of professional judgment and. among other values, jeopardize the lawyers' obligations
of confidentiality., the avoidance of conflicts. and the like.
A preferential referral arrangement between a lawyer and a nonlawyer professional should not by itself result in an% ethical or
professional rule violation by the lawyer. However. the Commission recognizes that what may appear ethically acceptable in
form may be otherwise in substance. The Commission believes that the prohibition against the sharing of fees covers not ony
the actual division of fees but also includes indirect sharing of fees by certain sharing of economic benefits (other than
normal compensation and related employee benefits) with nonlawyers through the practice of law.
Some new forms of referral arrangements appear to lack the traditional characteristics of separation. Indeed, they suggest the
creation of a virtual MDP with the potential to undermine the principle that lawyers must have the control and authority
necessary to assure the conditions that allow them to exercise independence in the rendering of legal services. If the
arrangement's practical effect is to create a joint enterprise in which nonlawyers are sharing in legal fees or otherwise
benefitting financially from the practice of law (other than through normal compensation and related employee benefits) and
in which the nonlawyers may be able to exert an ownership-like control over the lawyers, the arrangement would violate the
existing Model Rule 5.4 and the Commission's proposal. Even if there is no formal fee sharing, the relationship may so
entwine the firms that they become a virtual single entity. Evidence of such interdependence might include, for example, the
holding-out to clients and prospective clients that services are provided by a single enterprise or an association of linked
enterprises; brand naming; providing concessions or other economic benefits to each other's clients or to affiliates, including
foreign affiliated law firms; providing below market cost financing or other support; and guaranteeing or promising a
minimum level of referral business with or without related guarantees of minimum compensation levels.
Where such interdependence exists, the law firm and the professional services firm should be treated as a single entity. Under
the current rules, the lawyers might be subject to discipline for violation of Rule 5.4, among others. Under rules promulgated
pursuant to the Commission's Recommendation, the lawyers would be subject to discipline if they did not have the control
and authority necessary to assure lawyer independence of professional judgment. The lawyers also would be subject to
discipline if they did not comply with their jurisdiction's rule on imputation of conflicts. The lawyers should treat the clients
of both firms as if they were the clients of a single law firm. In order to help determine whether compliance is taking place,
the states may want to require that arrangements between lawyers and nonlawyers be wholly transparent, that documents
relating to the arrangements be filed with the appropriate regulatory authorities of any and all affected jurisdictions, and that
these records be open to public inspection.
The mere fact that a law firm and a professional services firm frequently work together in teams to provide coordinated legal
and nonlegal services to clients should not, by itself, be evidence of the establishment of a virtual MDP. That fact, without
more substantial evidence of interdependence, should not, therefore, require that the law firm be disqualified under a theory
of imputation from representing any clients adverse to the clients of the professional services firm.
3) Incentives for Compliance with the "Control and Authority" Principle
The Commission notes that there would be powerful incentives for MDPs to establish organizational structures to enable the
lawyer members to adhere to the control and authority principle mandated in the Recommendation. In addition to subjecting
the lawyers in the MDP to possible disciplinary sanctions, failure to establish these structures might, for example, ultimately
lead to the imposition of civil liability if the lawyers failed to exercise independent judgment on a client's behalf, undertook a
representation in violation of their obligation to provide conflict-free representation, failed to take reasonable and effective
measures to assure confidentiality of client information, endangered the protection of the attorney-client privilege or
committed any of a number of other possible violations of the rules of professional conduct or standards of practice.
Moreover, the fact that a lawyer is not part of a separately organized unit supervised by another lawyer could be sufficient
evidence under certain circumstances of a lack of compliance with the control and authority requirement, thereby creating a
situation in which the lawyer is subject to discipline for aiding in the unauthorized practice of law by an entity that is not
qualified to deliver legal services under the rule. An entity holding itself out as authorized to deliver legal services that fails
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to conform to the control and authority principle, additionally risks being subject to civil liability for false advertising and
unfair competition. 6
As discussed more fully in the Appendix, the states' promulgation of rules embodying the Commission's Recommendation
will considerably assist in clarifying the status of the 5,000 or more lawyers who currently work in professional services
firms. This clarification is especially needed because of the increasing number of lawyers who are being hired by such firms.
The Meaning of "Professional Services"
The Commission has weighed carefully the merits of whether. as some have suggested, there should be any limitation on the
vocation of the nonlawyer members of an MDP. It has concluded that the interests of the public would best be protected by
defining "professional services" to mean "services rendered by a member of a recognized profession or other discipline that is
governed b , ethical standards." The Commission believes that identifying the included professions and disciplines should be
left to the states' determination. However, it does suggest that, in a comment to the amended Model Rule 5.4. the definition
be supplemented with a list of included professions similar to the lists and descriptions presently found in the comments to
ABA Model Rule 5.7 and Rule 5.4 of the District of Columbia's Rules of Professional Conduct. The suggested list might
include, for example, accountants, certified financial planners, engineers, psychologists, psychiatric social workers, and real
estate brokers.
Competence
It is undeniable that competence is a core value of the legal profession and the Commission's original recommendation should
have so identified it. The Commission is convinced that allowing lawyers and nonlawyers to join in a single entity that
delivers both legal and nonlegal services will have no detrimental effect upon lawyer competence. Moreover, the
Commission repeatedly heard testimony that the nature of the problems faced by individuals and organizations has become
increasingly complex, requiring multidisciplinary assistance and not solely legal advice.7 The boundaries between the law
and other disciplines are blurring. Providing clients with the option of obtaining the assistance they need from a single entity
promotes the development of more efficient delivery mechanisms and contributes to lawyer competence by expanding the
lawyer's integrated knowledge base.
Protection of Confidential Client Information
The Commission's recommendation to permit lawyers to practice in MDPs continues to emphasize the importance of the
protection of confidential client information.
1) The Attest Function
Some commentators believe that the Commission's August 1999 Recommendation failed to state with sufficient clarity that
the functions of providing legal and audit services to the same client are incompatible. The Commission explicitly recognizes
their incompatibility.8 It does not believe that a single entity should be allowed to provide legal and audit services to the same
client.
2) The Lawyer's Duty to Protect Confidential Client Information
The Commission acknowledges that, in addition to auditors, other nonlawyer professionals may also be subject to different
rules governing the disclosure of client information to a third party (e.g., the disclosure obligations of mental health
professionals in cases of suspected child abuse). Thus, there may be other situations in which an MDP should not be
permitted to provide both legal services. and some other.form of services to the same client. Just as a lawyer who works
jointly on a client matter with a professional services firm must now do, a lawyer in an MDP would have to make reasonable
efforts to ensure that a client to whom legal services are being rendered sufficiently understands that the lawyer and the
nonlawyer professional in the MDP may have different obligations with respect to the disclosure of client information and
that the courts may treat the client's communications to the lawyer and nonlawyer differently. Furthermore, the Commission's
Recommendation does not relieve a lawyer in an MDP from the obligation to ensure that the MDP implements safeguards to
assure that a nonlawyer who assists a lawyer in the delivery of legal services will act in a manner consistent with the lawyer's
professional obligations.
A lawyer in an MDP would also have to take measures to protect against a potential impairment of the attorney-client
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privilege arising from the possibility that a client of the MDP would not be properly informed as to the separate functions
performed by the MDP or that the members or employees of the MDP would not treat legal matters in a manner appropriate
to the preservation of the privilege. Furthermore, the lawyer would bear the affirmative responsibility to assure (1) that the
communications the lawyer and client intend to be protected by the attorney-client privilege satisfy the jurisdiction's
applicable requirements, and (2) that the client understands that all other communications are not privileged. Finally, the
lawyer would have to take measures to ensure that confidential information obtained from a client in the course of legal
representation is not accessible, absent client consent, to members of the MDP not engaged in such representation.
3) Suggested Commentary for Amended Model Rule 5.4
To address concerns related to the protection of confidential client information, the Commission suggests that language be
included in the Comment to the amended Model Rule 5.4 emphasizing the need for a lawyer in an MDP to take measures to
clarify the lawyer's position within the MDP. the lawyer's relationship with the MDP's clients, and the obligation of the MD1I
to protect client and public interests. The measures should include informing clients concerning the lawyer's function as a
provider of legal services and the likelihood that the client's communications with nonlawyers in the MDP that are unrelated
to the provision of legal services would not be protected by the attorney-client privilege.
Loyalty to the Client through Avoidance of Conflicts of Interest
The Commission is convinced that amending Rule 5.4 to permit lawyers and nonlawyers to share fees and join with
nonlawyer professionals will not threaten the core value of loyalty to clients through the avoidance of conflicts of interest. As
part of the control and authority principle discussed above, the lawyers in an MDP, not the nonlawyer professionals, will
determine the application of the conflicts of interest rules to the clients of the MDP seeking legal services. The Commission
recognizes the divergence of opinion that exists among jurisdictions as to imputation of conflicts and the efficacy of
screening. However, the Commission does not recommend any change to the existing rules on imputation, but defers to the
Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility and the Commission on the Evaluation of the Rules of
Professional Conduct to make any such recommendation, which would affect not only MDPs, but also traditional law firms.
If the delivery of legal services is involved, each client of an MDP is normally to be considered the client of each lawyer in
the MDP, just as each client of a law firm is normally considered to be the client of each lawyer in the law firm.
Pro Bono Publico Obligations
The Commission acknowledges the unique role of the lawyer in society as a representative of clients, an officer of the legal
system, and a public citizen having special responsibility for the administration ofjustice. Lawyers in law firms are expected
to meet their professional obligations by providing a substantial majority of theirpro bonopublico legal services to persons
of limited means or to charitable, religious, civic, community, governmental and educational organizations in matters that are
designed primarily to address the legal needs of persons of limited means. Lawyers in an MDP should fulfill that
responsibility in the same way. Though recognizing that pro bono service is not mandatory, the Commission nevertheless
believes it is a core value of the legal profession.
Passive or Equity Investment
The Recommendation does not propose any change in the existing prohibitions against third parties' holding equity
investments in an entity or organization providing legal services. Ownership would be limited to the members of the MDP
performing professional services. The Recommendation would not permit an individual or entity to acquire all or any part of
the ownership of an MDP for investment or otherpurposes.-
The Commission acknowledges the complexity of the issues surrounding the ban on passive investment. In the view of some
observers, equity investment poses a particular threat to lawyer independence of professional judgment. Other observers,
however, worry that the ban on passive investment may have an unintended effect on law firms. They posit that if any form
of MDP practice is ultimately authorized the ban will put traditional law firms at an economic disadvantage because, as a
practical matter, bank financing is their primary source of capital. In contrast, professional services firms and consolidators
will be able to draw upon their substantial earnings to finance and even subsidize the operation of their legal services unit.
They will also be able to raise capital by going public and/or seeking passive investors.
Those observers who urged the Commission to recommend relaxing the ban point to the movement in New South Wales to
allow public ownership of law firms- 0 and argue that an ownership interest can be structured in such a way as to insure that
all decisions relating to the representation of clients remain underthe control and authority of the firm's lawyers. I I In the end,
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the Commission chose not to recommend any change.
Regulation
In the August 1999 Recommendation, the Commission proposed that the conduct of MDPs with respect to the delivery of
legal services and that of the MDPs' lawyers who deliver legal services to the MDPs' clients be subject to audit and
certification procedures designed to protect lawyers' independence of professional judgment. The Commission received a
number of comments to the effect that the audit and certification procedures were unworkable. 12 Accordingly, it decided not
to include them in the current Recommendation. It does suggest, however, that a jurisdiction considering amending its rules
of professional conduct to permit lawyers and nonlawyers to share fees and enter into a partnership may want to weigh
carefully the advantages and disadvantages 13 of audit and regulatory procedures such as those the Commission previously
proposedL4 or as others may formulate.
The Commission's current Recommendation continues the historic tradition of directly regulating only individual lawyers.
No jurisdictions other than New York 15 and New Jersey16 have rules regarding the exercise of disciplinary authority over
law firms, companies with in-house legal departments, organizations employing lawyers to deliver prepaid legal services to
the organizations' members, or government agencies employing lawyers. With the exception of law finns, each of these
entities employs lawyers who are supervised by nonlawyers and who do not have an ownership interest in the organization.
The key to the courts' "oversight" of these entities is that the courts can. and do, discipline the lawyers the entities employ if
the lawyers act contrary to the rules of professional conduct. It would be no different for the lawyers employed in an MDP.
Furthermore, as noted above, the prospect of civil liability is likely to be a powerful incentive for regulatory compliance. 17
The August 1999 House Resolution
In August 1999. the ABA House of Delegates adopted the following resolution:
RESOLVED. That the American Bar Association make no change, addition or amendment to
the Model Rules of Professional Conduct which permits a lawyer to offer legal services through
a multidisciplinary practice unless and until additional study demonstrates that such changes
will further the public interest without sacrificing or compromising lawyer independence and
the legal profession's tradition of loyalty to clients.
In response to the Resolution, the Commission endeavored to obtain expert assistance regarding the nature, organization, and
implementation of such a study. The responses it received expressed significant reservations about the study's feasibility. The
Commission consulted with The Institute for Social Research (ISR) at the University of Michigan, the nation's longest-
standing laboratory for interdisciplinary research in the social sciences. The ISR advised the Commission that "public
interest". "independence", "loyalty", or "conflict of interest" were, as a practical matter, incapable of definition in a manner
that was independent of perception. It suggested, but was not certain, that it might be possible to frame an inquiry to
determine client perceptions about how business and ethical considerations currently affect the resolution of conflicts of
interest in law firms and how those considerations would likely affect the conflicts' resolution if lawyers were permitted to
deliver legal services in a multidisciplinary practice setting. The value of such an inquiry into "client perceptions" is not at all
clear. Furthermore, the Commission's current Recommendation requires that the lawyers in an MDP must have the control
and authority necessary to assure lawyer independence in the rendering of legal services. Accordingly, the weighing of such
considerations in an MDP, would, by definition, be the same as in a law firm.
In response to the House of Delegate's August 1999 Resolution, the Commission also sought the assistance of the American
Bar Foundation (ABF). The ABF asked two top economists about the "utility of conducting market research about the
demand" and was advised that "questions about services in the abstract would not be effective in telling what people might
actually do," and "that there is only one way to find out if there is a demand, and that is to see if there turns out to be a
market." 18 Thus, making the services available would not only determine demand, but also, the public's perception, as
evidenced by that demand, of the maintenance of independence and loyalty. The Commission believes that the testimony it
heard and the written comments it received demonstrate some public support for allowing MDPs, which would translate into
demand if the services were available.
Conclusion
The forces of change are bearing down on society and the legal profession with an unprecedented intensity. 19 They include:
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continued client interest in more efficient and less costly legal services; client dissatisfaction with the delays and outcomes in
the legal system as they affect both dispute resolution and transactions; advances in technology and telecommunications;
globalization; new competition through services such as computerized self-help legal software, legal advice sites on the
Internet, and the wide-reaching, stepped-up activities of banks, investment companies, and financial planners providing
products that embody a significant amount of legal engineering; and the strategy of Big Five professional services firms and
their smaller-size counterparts that has resulted in thousands of lawyers providing services to the public while denying their
accountability to the lawyer regulatory system. 20
The Commission believes that the legal profession must take a proactive role in regard to these events in order to best serve
the public interest and maintain its crucial role in the maintenance of a democratic society. Amending the Model Rules in
accordance with the Commission's Recommendation is the most progressive, preservative, and practical way to accomplish
these goals. The Recommendation recognizes the realties of a changing marketplace. opens up new avenues of service to
clients, responds to the suggestions of consumer advocates, and provides new opportunities for lawyers.
For all these reasons, the Commission urges the House of Delegates to adopt its Recommendation that the Model Rules be
amended to permit lawyers to share fees and join with nonlawyers in a Multidisciplinary Practice provided that the lawyers
have the control and authority necessary to assure lawyer independence in the rendering of legal services.
Respectfully submitted,
Sherwin P. Simmons
Chair, Commission on Multidisciplinary Practice
July 2000
FOOTNOTES
I The Model Rules do not define the practice of law. In Appendix A of its July 1999 Report, the Commission provided a
model of a possible definition of the practice of law, based upon District of Columbia Rule 49. The Commission has received
numerous comments that the definition raised more issues than it solved. In light of these comments and the tradition of the
states creating their own definitions of the practice of law, the Commission has decided not to present further suggestions in
this area. However, the Commission's Recommendation reaffirms the prohibition on nonlawyers delivering legal services.
2See infra Appendix. note 1.
<3>"'Professional services" as employed in this Report is a defined term. See infra at 8-9. For ease of reference, "nonlawyer
professional" is used generically to describe the type of nonlawyer with whom a lawyer may form an MDP.
41n each of these practice settings, the lawyer's client is the organization not the organization's constituents. See Model Rules
of Professional Conduct R.I. 13 (Organization as Client). As a practical matter, except in the rare instances of wrongdoing
that is a violation of law. it is the non-lawyer who directs the lawyer's conduct. See id cmt.[ I ]. Some have argued that in-
house counsel are not a good example. Although in-house counsel has a single client, the corporation, counsel usually takes
direction from individual members of management whose interests may not always be identical with those of the client
corporation. Independence issues do arise. Rule 1.13 helps counsel address some of those issues.
5See ABA/BNA Law. Man. Prof. Conduct 91:601 (Apr. 29, 1998).
6Cf Stevens v. Superior Court, 75 Cal.App.4th 594, 89 Cal.Rprt.2d 370 (1999) (the sale of insurance by an unlicensed broker
violates the California Unfair Competition Act); Aponte v. Raychuk, 160 App.Div.2d 636, 559 N.Y.S2d 255 (1st Dep't 1990)
(lawyer advertising subject to regulation by local consumer protection agency); Law Offices of Andrew F. Capoccia LLC v.
Spitzer, 704 N.Y.S2d 356 (3d Dep't 2000) (declining to issue a writ of prohibition to stop the state attorney general from
seeking an injunction to enjoin certain activities of a lawyer based on alleged fraudulent, deceptive, and illegal business
practices in relation to the provision of debt reduction services to financially distressed individuals).
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7See e.g., testimony of Steven Bennett (Nov. 13, 1998); testimony of James Jones (Feb. 6, 1999); testimony of Theodore
Debro (Feb. 12, 2000); testimony of George Abbott (Feb. 12, 2000).
8The Commission notes that the Independence Standards Board is actively considering the issue of incompatibility. See
Discussion Memorandum (DM 99-4), Legal Services (Dec. 1998) <www.cpaindependence.org>.
9 lf ajurisdiction considers it appropriate to continue the ban while permitting lawyers to practice in an MDP, it might
consider adding language in the commentary to the jurisdiction's amended rules of professional conduct similar to the
language found in the commentary to Rule 5.4 of the District of ColumbiaRules of Professional Conduct:
Paragraph (b) [authorizing lawyers to practice in an MDP] does
not permit an individual or entity to acquire all or any part of the
ownership of a law partnership or other form of law practice
organization for investment or other purposes. It thus does not
permit a corporation, an investment banking firm, investor, or
any other person or entity to entitle itself to all or any portion of
the income or profits of a law firm or other similar organization.
Since such an investor would not be an individual performing
professional services within the law firm or other organization,
the requirements of paragraph (b) would not be met.
District of Columbia Rules of Professional Conduct Rule 5.4 cmt. 8.
IOSee Appendix. infra at note 56.
1 IThere has been some discussion of public ownership of law firms in the popular legal press. E.g., Susan Beck, The Casefor
Going Public: Taking a Law Firm Through an IPO Would Require Enormous Cultural Change. That's A Good Thing, Am.
Law., July 1999, at 63; Steven Brill, Psst-Wanna Buy a Hot Stock, Am. Law., Nov. 1987, at 3. See also Steven Brill, War of
the Tombstones, Am. Law., Mar. 1985, at 1; Paula Dwyer, Soon Anybody May Be Able to Own a Law Firm. Bus. Wk., Jan.
26, 1987, at 42.
12The Conference of Chief Justices has appointed a committee to study MDPs. The committee has advised the Commission
that it is not currently prepared to comment on the Commission's August 1999 Recommendation. Furthermore, if the
committee chooses to issue any statement or report concerning MDPs. it will not do so until after the ABA's 2000 Annual
Meeting.
13 The Commission respectfully takes issue with those critics who dismissed the procedures as "paperwork." The audit and
certification procedures have a valuable educational function. Moreover, the lawyers in MDPs and the MDPs' chief executive
officer and board of directors are most likely to appreciate the seriousness of any written undertakings that they must execute.
Both the lawyers and nonlawyers are not likely to disregard a statement that they are signing under penalty of perjury and
submitting to the highest court of the state. Furthermore, they will be cognizant that these sworn-to statements might be used
against the MDP in any action for malpractice or breach of fiduciary duty in which the lawyers' exercise of independent
professional judgment is questioned.
14 By focusing on the audit and certification procedures contained in its prior Recommendation, the Commission does not
mean to suggest that other regulatory mechanisms might not also serve the same purpose successfully. Other mechanisms are
used to oversee the practice of foreign legal consultants, legal aid organizations, and prepaid legal plans. See e.g., Cal.
Standards for Lawyer Referral Services, Rules-15-16 (1999); Rules of the Court of Appeals for the Licensing of Legal
Consultants, 22 N.Y.C.R.R. '521.8 (1999); Rules of the Supreme Court, Appellate Division, First Department, 22
N.Y.C.R.R. '603.15 (1999).
15See New York Lawyer's Code of Professional Responsibility DR 1-102(A), 22 NYCR.R' 1200.3(A) ("A lawyer or law firm
shall not"); DR 5-105(E), 22 NYCRR '1200.24 (E) (AA law firm shall keep records ... and shall have a policy).
16See New Jersey Rules of Disciplinary Jurisdiction, Rule 1:20-1(a) ("Every attorney and business entity authorized to
practice law ... shall be subject to the disciplinary jurisdiction of the Supreme Court .. ").
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17See supra note 6 and accompanying text.
I8 The ABF's response also made the telling historical observation that there was a lack of demand for business litigation
(except defense work and the collection of debts) and business consulting until these services became available, at which time
a dramatic increase in demand occurred. Letter to Arthur Garwin dated March 28, 2000 from Bryant G. Garth. Director,
American Bar Foundation. Additionally, the ISR suggested that a survey regarding demand might be possible, if proponents
and opponents were able to agree on the statements that should be presented to those surveyed. The ISR estimated the cost at
S250,000.
19These forces are impacting law firms' organization. capitalization, and delivery of legal services as well. Many law firms
are growing larger. and their organization is becoming more business-like. To fund their expansion. they need greater access
to capital. Clients are increasingly looking to law firms for integrated legal and non-legal advice.
20The Appendix describes the changes in the market for legal services, both in the United States and abroad, that have
influenced the Commission's thinking.
Appendix
The Challenges Facing the Legal Profession in the 21st Century
Introduction
The witnesses the Commission heard. the documents it reviewed, and the dialogue it has held with state and local bar
associations have convinced the Commission that the legal profession currently faces unique and powerful challenges to the
efficient, cost-effective delivery of legal services to individual and business clients. Since its appointment in August 1998, the
Commission has heard the testimony of over 95 wimesses, received 120 written comments from interested parties and
groups, held 9 days of open hearings, and met 10 times in executive sessions. It has received input from bar regulators, both
domestic and foreign, and from business and individual clients and groups that represent their respective client views. It has
been in contact with the approximately forty-one state and local bar associations that are studying issues relating to MDPs.
All aspects of the Commission's process have been open and transparent, and it has made full use of the Internet to encourage
exchanges of information and communications among interested observers. I
The Commission has weighed carefully all of the evidence it has gathered and concluded that "changes [to the Model Rules
of Professional Conduct to permit MDPs] will further the public interest without sacrificing or compromising lawyer
independence and the legal profession's tradition of loyalty to clients."
A. Client Interest in MDPs
The Commission is firmly convinced that there is substantial evidence of client interest in expanding the universe of legal
service providers to include MDPs. It believes that the testimony it heard and the written comments it received demonstrate
empirical support for its Recommendation. Of particular significance to the Commission were the views of the Councils of
the ABA Section of Real Property, Probate and Trust Law and the ABA Section of Taxation and the Task Force of the
Council of the ABA General Practice, Solo and Small Firm Section, noting the need for multidisciplinary counseling of
individual and business clients and the inefficiencies in attempting to satisfy that need through the coordinated advice of
professionals in nonaffiliated firms.2 The ABA Standing Committee on Specialization has also urged the Commission to
"recommend ethics rules that preserve the fundamental ethical standards and duties without restricting the organizational
form or setting in which lawyers practice." 3 The ABA Standing Committee on Lawyers' Professional Liability has told the
Commission, "MDPs will exist, and in our view the only issue remains, according to whose rules."4
The ethics counsel of the Arizona State Bar told the Commission that she has received a substantial number of inquiries from
lawyers in Arizona expressing an interest in forming a partnership with a nonlawyer.5 An informal survey of the opinions of
state bar association ethics committees issued over the course of the past ten years indicates that the overwhelming majority
of the inquiries on this subject appear to have been submitted by lawyers in solo or small firms. 6 A survey by the Law
Society of Upper Canada of its members in connection with the Law Society's review of issues relating to multidisciplinary
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practice also revealed a significant interest on the part of lawyers in solo and small law firms in the possibility of entering
into partnerships with nonlawyers. 7
1) The Views of Consumer Groups
The Commission believes that allowing MDPs subject to the safeguards proposed will facilitate efficient and comprehensive
solutions to the multidisciplinary problems that many individual clients encounter. For example, noting the unmet legal :ieeds
of the poor and moderate income persons. Theodore Debro, President of Consumers for Affordable and Reliable Services of
Alabama and affiliated with the Jefferson County Committee for Economic Opportunity, Birmingham Alabama, 8 argued
persuasively that MDPs have an enormous potential for bringing together professionals in different disciplines to help solve
these persons' complex socio-legal problems. He also noted the public's perception that the legal profession was "remote and
out of touch with the needs and concerns of everyday people." He offered the prospect that the delivery of legal services bN
MDPs would allow lawyers to "regain the trust, and business, of a segment of the population that has increasingly seen them
as being more of a problem than a solution." 9
The Executive Director of the Consumers Alliance of the Southeast pointed out the benefits flowing from obtaining legal,
financial, and other services from a single provider. 10 The representative of the American Association of Retired Persons
agreed. 11 The Vice President of the Electric Consumers Alliance, noted that "many problems have only a legal component,
and that other professionals may be needed to bring their expertise to bear on the other components of a particular
problem" 12 and also remarked that more clients might actually use the services of a lawyer if that lawyer were practicing in a
multidisciplinary professional services firm. Such services would be more user-friendly. 13 The President of Consumers First
cited several examples of how an integrated professional services firm could best meet the needs of individuals and small
businesses for multidisciplinary advice. 14 Consumer advocates and lawyers pointed out the particular need for such services
in the area of family and juvenile law. 15
The Commission also received comments from other consumer groups urging changes in the Model Rules to facilitate the
delivery of legal services by MDPs. 16 Finally, representatives of consumer groups indicated that many middle-income
individuals with legal needs do not consult lawyers due to unfamiliarity, discontent or even fear. In the view of these
witnesses, a large number of these individuals would have easier access to legal services provided by a lawyer in an MDP
that was already providing them with other services.17
2) The Views of Corporate Counsel
The American Corporate Counsel Association has adopted a resolution urging that the ethical barriers to the establishment of
multidisciplinary partnerships be dismantled. 18 In addition, the Commission heard supporting testimony from witnesses with
respect to the desire of corporate counsel to have the option of purchasing legal services from alternative service providers. 19
S * *
In sum. the Commission heard the testimony of 95 witnesses and received 120 comments from interested parties and groups.
Not once did a client urge the Commission to maintain the status quo.
B. Pertinent Post-August 1999 Developments in the United States and Abroad
1) New Forms of Affiliation in the United States: McKee Nelson Ernst & Young
The forces of change described previously in the Conclusion to this Report 20 are clearly observable in recent events, the most
controversial of which is the establishment of the law firm of McKee Nelson Ernst & Young. In November 1999, five
parmers from the Atlanta and Washington D.C. offices of King & Spalding broke away from that firm and formed a separate
law firm in Washington D.C. 21 Based on the press release issued by Ernst & Young and articles in the legal press, it would
appear that the law firm has entered into a highly unusual relationship with Ernst & Young. Ernst & Young has agreed to
furnish a significant amount of start up capital to the firm and to lease it space in a building it owns. In exchange, the law
firm has agreed to be known as McKee Nelson Ernst & Young.22 The two firms have stated that they are separate entities,
but many commentators regard the affiliation as a major step by the accounting firms toward the eventual establishment of
htp: '/wvw. abanet.org/cprimdpfina1rep200O.html1
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multidisciplinary partnerships that include legal services. "3 A Wall Street Journal article observed: "the traditional walls are
crumbling between U.S. law firms and accounting firms.... If successful, the arrangement. or variations of it, could become
a blueprint for other major U.S. accounting and law firms eager to join forces .... 24
2) Other Strategic Alliances in the United States
The establishment of McKee Nelson Ernest & Young is only one manifestation of the trend toward the formation of strategic
and other alliances between law firms and professional services firms. For example, since 1997 a strategic alliance has
existed between PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) and Miller & Chevalier, a Washington, D.C. law firm with a highly
specialized practice representing domestic and international clients involved in high stakes, complex tax controversies in the
United States. 25 The popular press characterized the alliance as a "significant step on the path the big six firms are taking
towards offering comprehensive legal services." 26 In August 1999, KPMG announced the creation of a strategic alliance with
certain law firms that are members of Saltnet. a network of state and local tax lawyers. Among the law firms that have
entered into the alliance with KPMG are Morrison & Foerster 2 7 and Horwood Marcus & Berk.
3) New Relationships between Law Firms and Professional Services Firms
The forces of change are also contributing to the establishment of other new and unique relationships between professional
services firms and lawyers and law firms. In October 1999, Bingham Dana, LLP merged its money-management practice
with Legg Mason, Inc., an investment firm. Their affiliation is reported to be the first partnership between a law firm and an
asset management firm in the United States. The new entity has become a registered investment advisor and is intended to be
a vehicle for offering wealthy clients more sophisticated investment advice.- 8 In January 2000, Bingham Dana formed a
consulting entity to provide advice on state-specific concerns. The firm's managing partner has observed: "Our philosophy is
that delivering a variety of integrated products makes sense for law firms. The accounting firms have proven that."2 9
Even the ABA is not immune from the forces of change. In October, the ABA Section on Litigation and PwC announced that
the Section had selected PwC as its "litigation consulting sponsor," an arrangement in which PwC provides enhanced benefits
and resources to the Section's members. 30
4) The Increased and Targeted Hiring by the Professional Services Firms
The Big Five are also acting separately to increase the scope and quality of their tax practices. The expansion is not simply a
matter of the employment of more lawyers. While the quantitative growth in the number of lawyers is impressive, 31 even
more impressive is the firms' success in recruiting tax partners from leading law firms and prominent government lawyers to
join the Big Five 32 and in persuading law students to join their staffs directly after graduation rather than following the more
traditional law-firm career path. 33
Professional services and consulting firms are also employing more and more lawyers to provide law-related advice to their
clients in areas other than tax. Those lawyers are operating outside the "regulatory tent," vigorously maintaining that they are
providing nonlegal consulting services and thus are not subject to the rules of professional conduct or bar discipline. In many
instances, it is seemingly impossible to distinguish the consulting services they render to the firms' clients from those
rendered to clients by lawyers in traditional law firms. 34 (Lawyers at the professional service firms have stated that they do
not draft contracts and that they advise their clients to have outside counsel review any of the products created by the firm.)
As discussed below, however, no fact finder has yet determined that such consulting services constitute the practice of law. 35
The Commission believes that by having in place specific rules of professional conduct regulating the ethical behavior of
lawyers in MDPs, bar regulators will have an efficient benchmark by which to measure the lawyers' conduct and be better
able to initiate disciplinary proceedings against those lawyers in MDPs who violate their professional responsibilities or assist
their employer in the unauthorized practice of law.
5) Possible Reorganizations of the Professional Services Firms
A number of significant upheavals in the organization of professional services firms are on-going. For example, Arthur
Andersen and Andersen Consulting are engaged in a bitter break up dispute. 36 PwC has announced plans to spinoff its
consulting from its auditing practices. 37 KPMG has incorporated its consulting unit into a separate business and is seeking to
sell a twenty percent interest in the business for more than SI billion. 38 Ernst & Young is selling its management-consulting
hrtp://wvw.abanet.org/cpr/mdpfinalrep2000.html
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business for approximately SI I billion.39 One accounting-industry analyst has suggested that this sale will provide Ernst &
Young with a "cash hoard ... to acquire law firms."40 Grant Thornton LLP, the sixth largest accounting and consulting firm
in the United States, has also announced a restructuring plan, that will place its e-commerce consulting business into a
separately incorporated business. 
4 1
6) Mergers between U.S. and Foreign Law Firms
Finally, the Commission notes that between June 1999 and the date of this Report, U.S. and foreign law firms announced
several mergers.4 2 In part, such mergers are both a reflection of the changes in the global marketplace for legal services and a
response to competition they face from MDPs in countries outside the United States.43
7) Enforcerment of the Statutory and Ethical Prohibitions against the Unauthorized Practice of
Law (UPL)
Some MDP opponents argue that certain of the developments discussed above can be stopped with greater UPL
enforcement." They call for stepped up enforcement of (1) the ethics rules prohibiting a lawyer from assisting a nonlawyer
in the practice of law and (2) UPL statutes prohibiting the delivery of legal services by corporations and other business
entities controlled by nonlawyers.
4 5
The Commission notes that despite the considerable publicity about the alleged delivery of legal services by the Big Five and
other consulting-type firms, regulatory initiatives have rarely occurred and where they have, the courts have not rendered a
definite decision. For example. in 1998, the UPL Committee of the Texas Supreme Court announced that it would not file a
complaint against Arthur Andersen after an eleven-month investigation. 46 In 1999, Virginia bar counsel made a similar
statement with respect to the compliance law services offered by an unnamed professional services firm. 4 7 Furthermore, the
courts have displayed a reluctance in many jurisdictions to interpret UPL statutes broadly in connection with the delivery of
law-related services. 48 Even if UPL efforts were initially successful, it is likely that professional services firms and clients
would seek legislative intervention. 49 This intervention could ultimately lead to an erosion of the independence of the legal
profession.
C. Developments Outside the United States
1) The Expansion of the Big Five
The legal landscape outside the United States is also undergoing rapid change. 50 Starkly illustrating the commitment of the
Big Five to expanding their global presence in the market for legal services was PwC's announcement in October that it had
selected the name "Landwell" for its network of globally affiliated law firms. PwC now employs one thousand six hundred
lawyers in forty-two different countries. 5 1 It has a publicly stated goal of being one of the world's five leading law firms by
the year 2004. The Big Five are avidly exploring how the Internet can contribute to their expanding legal services. For
example, Andersen Legal has entered into an Internet project with Network Solutions, Inc. in which the two companies have
agreed to offer corporate clients one-stop shopping for, inter alia, domain name registrations. 52 The Big Five are not the only
law-firm rivals outside the United States. For example, in Johannesburg, South Africa, an investment bank acquired all the
lawyers in the Edward Nathan firm except for the firm's litigators. 53
2) The Response of Foreign Bar Regulators
Regulators in certain other countries have determined that allowing lawyers and nonlawyers to share fees and join in
partnership will further the public interest by making available more options for the purchase of legal services and will not
threaten the legal profession's core values. 54 Early this year, the Council of the Law Society of England and Wales approved
the establishment of MDPs in the United Kingdom. Since implementing legislation will be necessary, it has authorized as an
interim measure the establishment of a "legal practice plus" and a "linked partnership" that will allow, respectively, a
nonlawyer partner in a solicitor firm and certain alliances between accounting and solicitor firms. 55 Going even further,
legislation has been introduced in New South Wales, Australia, that will allow law firms to incorporate, share profits with
nonlawyers. and raise capital through passive investment. Shares in these law firms will float on the Australian Stock
Exchange. 56
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Bar associations in other countries are also studying MDPs and appear to be on the verge of giving them a go-ahead signal.
For example, The International Practice of Law Committee of the Canadian Bar Association has issued a Report on Multi-
disciplinary Practices and the Legal Profession in which it recommends that lawyers be permitted to enter into partnership
with nonlawyers and share fees with nonlawyers subject only to the rules of professional conduct that regulate lawyers in
traditional practice structures. 5 7 The National Multi-Disciplinary Partnerships Committee of the Federation of Law Societies
of Canada has recommended that the rules of professional conduct be relaxed to permit MDPs. 58 Finally, the General
Assembly of the Union Internationale Des Avocats has adopted a Resolution on Multidisciplinary Practice approving
minimum standards for lawyers in MDPs in the jurisdictions in which MDPs are allowed. Those principles reflect core values
of the legal profession similar to the ones identified in the Commission's Recommendation. 59
Conclusion
In sum, the Commission believes it imperative that the legal profession respond in the immediate future to unprecedented
challenges ranging from the blurring of the boundaries between law and other disciplines, significant client dissatisfaction
with the current delivery mechanisms for legal services, and the globalization of the economy. Adoption of the Commission's
Recommendation is a critical first step in meeting these challenges.
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Texas. The UPL Committee of the Texas Supreme Court successfully obtained an injunction against the publisher of Quicken
Family Lawyer software. See Unauthorized Practice of Law Committee v. Parsons Technology, Inc., 1999 WL 47235 (N.D.
Tex. Jan. 12. 1999), vacated and remanded, 1999 WL 435871 (5th Cir. June 29, 1999). At the same time, it was also
pursuing a UPL investigation of Nolo Press, a legal publisher. See Rinat Fried, Texas vs. Publisher: Are Books Lawyers?,
Nat'l L.J., Apr. 6. 1998, at A4; Anne Veigle, Texas Court May Lasso Self-Help Law Publisher, Wash. Times, June 16, 1998,
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at E4; Nolo Takes on High Court, Nat'l LJ., Aug. 10, 1998, at A 10. In response to the Parsons Technology decision, the
Texas legislature amended the state's definition of the "practice of law" to exclude "written materials, books, forms, computer
software, or similar products if the products clearly and conspicuously state that the products are not a substitute for advice of
an attorney." Tex. Gov. Code Ann. '81.101, amendedby H.B. 1507, 76th Reg. Sess. (1999). See Texas Amends Unauthorized
Practice Statute, 15 Laws. Manual on Prof. Conduct (ABAJBNA), Current Reports at 314 (July 7, 1999).
The Texas amendment is a striking example of how a state legislature will respond when UPL enforcement smacks of "turf'
protection and bar regulators are unable to demonstrate how the challenged activity or product have harmed the public. See
also Charles W. Wolfram. Modern Legal Ethics 842 (1986) (describing how in response to a restrictive UPL decision by the
state supreme court. the voters in Arizona by a margin of over four to one. voted in favor of a constitutional amendment to
permit real estate agents and title insurance companies to prepare legal documents in connection with residential real estate
transactions). Some commentators speculate that a result similar to the ones in Texas and Arizona would occur if a court
were to declare the employment activities of lawyers in professional service firms in delivering legal services to the firms'
clients to be the unauthorized practice of law. See Siobhan Roth, Bar Going Nowhere Fast on MDPs, Legal Times. Feb. 21.
2000, at I.
50 See generall'y The Future Structure of the Global Marketplace. supra note 43. Those critics who claim that there is no
empirical evidence of client demand for MDPs should take note that Andersen Legal's revenue for the fiscal year ending
August 31. 1999 was $482 million, an increase of 30% over the prior year. Andersen Legal's rate of growth was more than
double the rate of the average American Lawyer]00 firm in 1998. See Arian Campo-Flores. King Arthur, Am. Law., Jan.
2000, at 17.
5 1Jean Eagleshaw, PwC reorganizes global network oflegalfirms, Fin. Times (London), Oct. !1. 1999, at 8; Konstantin
Richeter, Managers & Managing: Pricewaterhouse Renames Legal Unit. Adopting Landwell as Brand, Wall St.J. Eur..
Oct. 12, 1999. at 30, 1999 WL-WSJE 27641212.
52See Network Solutions idNames and Andersen Legal Sign Agreement to Address Offshore Cybersquatting,
<hrtp://www.nsol.scom/news/2000/pr 20000315.html>.
53See Bar Going Nowhere Fast on MDPs, supra note 49.
54 At a program of the Section of International Law and Practice on Feb. 11, 2000 during the ABA Midyear Meeting, Ramon
Mullerat, former president of the Council of the Bars and Law Societies of the European Union (CCBE) in commenting on
the situation in Europe, noted that the Netherlands allows MDPs in the tax (tax advisors), real estate (notaries) and
intellectual property (patent agents) areas; Spain allows MDPs unless the activities and behavior are incompatible with the
legal profession: in Belgium the Brussels Bar is split, its Francophone section allows certain kinds of MDPs with reservations
(the January 2000 agreement) and its Flemish section prohibits them. Since 1994, New South Wales, Australia has permitted
MDPs provided that the lawyers hold a majority of the voting rights in the entity. See generally Laurel S. Terry, A Primer on
MDPs: Should the "No" Rule Become a New Rule?, 72 Temple L. Rev. 869 (2000) nn.57-70 and accompanying text.
55Lucy Hickman, LawSoc votes for MDPs after 10-year wait, The Lawyer, Oct.1 8, 1999, at 2.
56See Incorporation ofSolicitors' Practices under Corporations Law,
<http://www.lawlink.nsw.gov.au/lap.nsf/pages/lp incorpbill.; Shaw Should Watch the Society He Keeps, ABIX, Sept. 3,
1999, 1999 WL 26582433; Andrew Burrell, Shackles removedfor lawfirms, Austi. Fin. Rev., Sept. 1999.
57Canadian Bar Association International Practice of Law Committee, Striking A Balance: The Report of the International
Practice ofLaw Committee on Multidisciplinary Practices and the Legal Profession (1999); see Breaking Barriers, Int'l Acc.
Bull., Sept. 30, 1999, at 9.
58 Federation of Law Societies of Canada, National Multi-Disciplinary Partnership Comm., Multi-Disciplinary Partnerships:
Report to the Delegates (Aug. 1999). See also The Bar Going Nowhere Fast on MDPs, supra note 49 (reporting that
Donahue and Partners, an Ernst & Young affiliated law firm in Toronto, has grown to seventy lawyers).
59See Union Internationale des Avocats, Resolution on Multidisciplinary Practices (Nov. 3, 1999). The Commission notes
that the CCBE has vacillated on the question of MDPs. In 1996, the CCBE adopted a position strongly opposed to
http-//www.abanet.org/cpr/mdpfinalrep2000.html
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multidisciplinary parnerships between lawyers and nonlawyers. In 1998, a subsequent proposal to soften that position
received a majority of votes cast but failed to pass because it did not meet a supermajority requirtment. Testimony of Michel
Gout (Nov. 12, 1998). The CCBE has now adopted a resolution disapproving the establishment of MDPs. "Position of CCBE
on integrated forms of co-operation between lawyers and persons outside the legal profession" (Nov. 13, 1999, Athens).
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AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
Illinois State Bar Association
New Jersey State Bar Association
New York State Bar Association
The Florida Bar
Ohio State Bar Association
Bar Association of Erie County
Cuyahoga County Bar Association
RECOMMENDATION
RESOLVED, that each jurisdiction is urged to revise its law governing lawyers to implement the following principles and
preserve the core values of the legal profession:
1. It is in the public interest to preserve the core values of the legal profession, among which are:
a. the lawyer's duty of undivided loyalty to the client;
b. the lawyer's duty competently to exercise independent legal judgment for the benefit of the
client;
c. the lawyer's duty to hold client confidences inviolate;
d. the lawyer's duty to avoid conflicts of interest with the client; and
e. the lawyer's duty to help maintain a single profession of law with responsibilities as a
representative of clients, an officer of the legal system, and a public citizen having special
responsibility for the quality ofjustice.
f. The lawyer's duty to promote access to justice.
2. All lawyers are members of one profession subject in each jurisdiction to the law governing lawyers.
3. The law governing lawyers was developed to protect the public interest and to preserve the core values of
the legal profession, that are essential to the proper functioning of the American justice system.
4. State bar associations and other entities charged with attorney discipline should reaffirm their commitment
to enforcing vigorously their respective law governing lawyers.
5. Each jurisdiction should reevaluate and refine to the extent necessary the definition of the "practice of law."
6. Jurisdictions should retain and enforce laws that generally bar the practice of law by entities other than law
firms.
http://www.abanet.org/cpr/mdprecomlOF.html
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7. The sharing of legal fees with non-lawyers and the ownership and control of the practice of law by
nonlawyers are inconsistent with the core values of the legal profession.
8. The law governing lawyers, that prohibits lawyers from sharing legal fees with nonlawyers and from
directly or indirectly transferring to nonlawyers ownership or control over entities practicing law, should not
be revised.
FURTHER RESOLVED that the Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility of the American Bar
Association shall, in consultation with state, local and territorial bar associations and interested ABA sections, divisions, and
committees undertake a review of the Model Rules of Professional Conduct ("MRPC") and shall recommend to the House of
Delegates such amendments to the MRPC as are necessary to assure that there are safeguards in the MR.PC relating to
strategic alliances and other contractual relationships with nonlegal professional service providers consistent with the
statement of principles in this Recommendation.
FURTHER RESOLVED that the American Bar Association recommends that in jurisdictions that permit lawyers and law
firms to own and operate nonlegal businesses, no nonlawyer or nonlegal entity involved in the provision of such services
should own or control the practice of law by a lawyer or law firm or otherwise be permitted to direct or regulate the
professional judgment of the lawyer or law firm in rendering legal services to any person.
FURTHER RESOLVED that the Commission on Multidisciplinary Practice be discharged with the Association's gratitude
for the Commission's hard work and with commendation for its substantial contributions to the profession.
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funds will be provided to the IRS in other ap-
propriate bills, prior to the adjournment of this
Congress." (See also pp. 1673 and 1674.)
Daschle also complained about the manner
under which the package reached the floor. "Let's
just go from committee to conference. Let's forget
this chamber. This chamber might well be addi-
tional office space someday," he said. "We don't
need a chamber anymore - not for deliberations,
because there are none."
"I don't know what message it sends to our
young members on either side of the chamber
about the way we do business around here,"
Daschle said. "But I don't want to have it heard
or said on the Senate floor anytime in the near
future that this is the greatest deliberative body,
because we aren't deliberating.... It degrades us
each time something such as this happens." m
Full Text Citations: Senate letter to appropriators.
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Multidisciplinary Practice: Is the
SEC Doing What the ABA Will Not?
By Sheryl Stratton
Recent actions by the Securities and Exchange
Commission may have a bigger impact on the
issue of multidisciplinary practice than anything
the American Bar Association does or does not
do. SEC Chair Arthur Levitt has challenged the
Big 5 accounting firms to justify their aggressive
expansion into nonaudit services and has criti-
cized the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants for institutional stonewalling.
To ensure the independence of the auditing
function, the SEC has proposed rules that would
limit the scope of services provided by account-
ing firms to their audit clients. Several of the Big
5 have already separated their consulting opera-
tions from audit and tax functions or are in the
process of doing so. It remains unclear, however,just how concerned the SEC is about some aspects
of the firms' tax practices relating to their audit
clients, such as the sale of tax-advantaged
strategies.
SEC Proposed Rulemaking
Last June the SEC approved the issuance of a
proposal to modernize the rules governing
auditor independence. The proposal would pro-
vide governing principles for determining
whether an auditor is independent in light of in-
vestments by auditors or their family members in
audit clients, employment relationships between
auditors or their family members and audit
clients, and the scope of services provided by
audit firms to their audit clients. (The full text of
the proposed rules can be found at http://www.sec.gov/
rules/proposed/34-42994.htm.)
STo ensure the independence of the
auditing function, the SEC has
proposed rules that would limit the
scope of services provided by
accounting firms to their audit clients.
The proposal would significantly reduce the
number of audit firm employees and their family
members whose investments in audit clients are
attributed to the auditor. There has been
widespread agreement that the rules were exces-
sively outdated.
But more importantly, the proposal would
identify some nonaudit services that if provided
to an audit client would impair an auditor's in-
dependence. The prohibited services include de-
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signing and implementing financial information
systems, appraisal and valuation services, ac-
tuarial services, internal audit functions, manage-
ment functions, investment banking services, and
legal and expert services. (The scope of services
would not extend to services provided to non-
audit clients.)
Two of the proposed principles for determin-
ing when an auditor's independence would be
impaired include when the auditor has a mutual
or conflicting interest with the audit client and
when the auditor acts as an advocate for the audit
client. Advocacy is defined by reference to a foot-
note in the Arthur Young case. (Arthur Young v.
U.S., 465 U.S. 805, 819, n.15 (1984).)
The SEC proposal further provides a limited
exception for accounting firms that have certain
quality controls and satisfy other conditions, and
would require companies to disclose in their an-
nual proxy statements information about non-
audit services provided by their auditors during
the last fiscal year.
Confrontational Remarks
In a September 18 speech to the National As-
sociation of State Boards of Accountancy in Bos-
ton, Levitt declared that the "bedrock principles
of America's accounting profession serve not
only as the auditor's guide, but more important-
ly, they give the auditor's work its relevance."
The principles establish a covenant with inves-
tors that says the auditor will remain inquisitive,
skeptical, and rigorous; that he will remain free
from entanglements or arrangements that
threaten his objectivity.
Levitt lamented that some entities once
devoted almost exclusively to auditing now
resemble large diversified professional practices.
Management consulting services for traditional
audit firms once represented just a small portion
of their total revenue; today they account for one-
half, he said. Meanwhile, revenues from auditing
services have dropped to a third of total
revenues, according to Levitt. As a result, he said,
auditors who also provide consulting services for
their audit clients must now serve two masters:
shareholders to whom they owe a public obliga-
tion and management to whom they provide
professional consulting services. "And when the
two come into conflict, the independent audit -
dwarfed by the more lucrative consulting busi-
nesses - too often may be compromised."
How can the audit engagement partner truly
be perceived as discharging his public duties if
he's auditing his own work, or shares a business
relationship with his own client, or performs a
function that is management's responsibility,
Levitt wondered.
As for talk about the so-called new economy,
Levitt admonished that the sanctity of respected
numbers is as much an imperative now as it ever
was. "As history teaches us, the greatest threat to
continued prosperity - to new opportunities and
new frontiers - is a loss of perspective. Nothing
guarantees a short-lived and uncertain future
more than eroding the very cornerstones on
which America's marketplace rests."
He railed at the "apparent willingness by some
to discount the very ideals that give the account-
ing profession its credibility - a willingness to
reap the benefits of this public-mandated fran-
chise, but largely ignore the premise of its respon-
sibilities." Citing the ads placed on airport walls
by big accounting firms, Levitt said they always
extol their information technology talents, corpo-
rate finance capabilities, and financial planning
tools. "But rarely do I see an advertisement that
conveys to the public and their clients their pas-
sion for living up to their public mandate of keep-
ing the sanctity of the numbers inviolate - never
a mention of the public interest."
Next Levitt criticized the AICPA for its
proposed new credential that would
qualify accountants to consult and
administer a 'whole host of diversified
financial and professional services.'
Next Levitt criticized the AICPA for its
proposed new credential that would qualify ac-
countants to consult and administer a "whole
host of diversified financial and professional ser-
vices." (For prior coverage of the XYZ credential,
see Tax Notes, Aug. 14, 2000, p. 854.)
"Do we really believe that the investing public
will see the auditor as having only rigorous, ob-
jective analysis on his mind if he also must con-
sider how his work [affects] strategic planning,
marketing, communications, and personnel
decisions?" Levitt asked.
Also beyond the boundaries of reason in his
view is the AICPA's new Internet "portal," in
which the AICPA leadership would hold a finan-
cial stake and which would give commissions to
accountants who order goods over the Internet
for themselves and clients. Levitt called the idea
,a commercialization of the significant respon-
sibilities well performed by America's profes-
sional auditors."
Levitt next lambasted the AICPA for its lack of
funding the Public Oversight Board. "Instead of
discussing how to establish strong, independent
oversight of the profession that would serve as a
beacon of the public trust, some would rather
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craft a toothless Public Oversight Board beholden
to special interests."
The SEC is aware of concerns that accountants
will be restricted from offering the types of gen-
eral business and tax advice they have been
providing over the years to many of their clients,
Levitt said. Despite what some in the industry
with the "sky is falling" mentality have been al-
leging, he responded, the proposal does not
restrict tax compliance and planning services, nor
does it restrict general business advice. "The rule
specifically states that auditors should be able to
provide advice on internal controls and perform
specific internal audit projects."
Proposal Revised
Four of the Big 5 accounting firms stepped for-
ward September 20 to testify on the first day of
the third public hearing on the SEC's proposed
auditor independence rules. None testified at the
earlier hearings. And the firms that did not main-
tain an appearance of cooperation with the SEC
at this hearing suffered under Chairman Levitt's
questioning.
Heeding the SEC's call this time were the chief
executive officers of Ernst & Young and
PricewaterhouseCoopers, Philip A. Laskawy and
James J. Schiro, who appeared together to express
their support for the concepts underlying the pro-
posal. That support, however, was not unequivo-
cal, as they disagreed with many aspects of the
proposed rules, submitting instead a joint revised
independence rule in the form of a red-lined ver-
sion of the SEC's proposals.
In the E&Y-PwC version, the four governing
principles for determining impairment of auditor
independence would be omitted. Laskawy and
Schiro both testified that the principles were bet-
ter suited to a preamble or to providing the con-
ceptual framework for the rules, rather than
being embedded in the rules themselves.
In the E& Y-PwC version, the four
governing principles for determining
impairment of auditor independence
would be omitted.
The revised proposal would delete altogether
expert services from the list of prohibited non-
audit services. The SEC proposal defines expert
services as "rendering or supporting expert
opinions for an audit client or an affiliate of an
audit client in legal, administrative, or regulatory
filings or proceedings."
The E&Y-PwC proposal would reword the
SEC's section on legal services to prohibit the
provision of services to an audit client "under
circumstances in which the person providing the
service must be admitted to practice before the
courts of a U.S. jurisdiction." The SEC proposal
covered the provision of any service to an audit
client or affiliate thereof that "in the jurisdiction
in which the service is provided, could be pro-
vided only by someone licensed to practice law."
During his testimony, Laskawy asked the com-
mission not to impose any rule that would adverse-
ly affect accounting firms' ability to provide legal
services outside the United States. Any change
that would "impact" foreign affiliates would
have "dire consequences," he said.
Another point of departure from the SEC pro-
posal is in the definition of "contingent fees." The
SEC proposal states that an accountant is not inde-
pendent if the accountant provides a service for a
contingent fee for an audit client or affiliate. The
E&Y-PwC version provides that fees are not to be
regarded as contingent if fixed by courts or other
public authorities, "or, in tax matters, if determined
based on the results of judicial proceedings or the
findings of governmental agencies."
Without having seen the revised version, the
SEC commissioners were delighted to have the
support of two of the Big 5 firms and were recep-
tive to the idea of compromise.
Laskawy and Schiro also distinguished them-
selves from the other Big 5 in insisting that their
firms would not be handicapped by separating
their management consulting functions from
their audit functions. Ernst & Young has sold off
its consulting division and is not now "en-
feebled" or "unable to perform effective audits or
to maintain a top-notch audit and tax practice,"
Laskawy said. On the contrary, he said, E&Y has
succeeded in obtaining more new audit clients
than ever.
E&Y's experience contradicts the arguments of
other firms that insist that their consulting prac-
tices are necessary to the effective operation of
their audit functions, said Levitt.
On an afternoon panel, the heads of Arthur
Andersen and Deloitte & Touche insisted the
problem is a matter of attracting and retaining
top talent. Beyond the synergies created by know-
ing a client's business through the consulting
side, accounting firms are having a hard time
getting good auditors, they maintained. "If the
SEC limits the accounting profession by new
restrictions on services and isolates us from the
business community, the most talented in-
dividuals will compare the narrowness of this
field with other career alternatives, and they will
not take accounting majors or go to accounting
firms," argued Joseph F. Berardino, a managing
partner of Arthur Andersen.
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There is no crisis that would indicate that ac-
tion to limit the scope of services is required at
this time, said James E. Copeland, CEO of
Deloitte & Touche. He urged the SEC to go for-
ward with its proposals for modernizing finan-
cial interests and family relationships issues, but
to "set aside the portion of the rule dealing with
scope of services."
There is no crisis that would indicate
that action to limit the scope of
services is required at this time, said
Deloitte & Touche's Copeland.
Characterizing the morning's testimony from
Ernst & Young and PricewaterhouseCoopers as
"constructive and supportive of moving ahead
with the process," Levitt asked Copeland and
Berardino whether their firms had worked with
KPMG collectively to address auditor inde-
pendence issues. Copeland said they had dis-
cussed a "common position" and later said they
would be willing to look at the Ernst & Young
and PricewaterhouseCoopers revised proposal.
Levitt rebutted the repeated suggestion of
several witnesses that decisions about limiting
the scope of services would be best left to the
Independent Standards Board. And according to
Levitt, the public members of the ISB agree that
the issue involves public policy and is best left to
the government. a
Full Text Citations
" Levitt's June 27 remarks on proposals. Doc 2000-
24402 (3 pages)
" SEC June 27 fact sheet on auditor independence
rules. Doc 2000-24403 (6 pages)
" SEC June 27 background information sheet on
rules. Doc 2000-24404 (4 pages)
" E&Y-PwC revised proposal. Doc 2000-24407 (18
pages)
• Levitt's Sept. 18 speech. Doc 2000-24405 (10 pages)
" Levitt's May 10 speech. Doc 2000-24406 (12 pages)
Consolidated Returns Guidance
Highlighted at ALI-ABA Conference
By Sheryl Stratton
Treasury and IRS officials reviewed upcoming
guidance projects and recent litigation in the con-
solidated returns area at an American Law In-
stitute-American Bar Association program Sep-
tember 14 and 15 in Washington.
Asset Acquisitions
The Service expects to finalize temporary reg-
ulations under section 338 by the end of the year,
said IRS Deputy Assistant Chief Counsel (Corpo-
rate) Phil Levine. In January the Service and Trea-
sury issued temporary regs (T.D. 8858) address-
ing purchase price allocations in asset
acquisitions. "It is our goal, our intention" to
finalize the regs, Levine said.
Mark Yecies of Ernst & Young noted the tension
between the section 338(h)(10) regime and section
1060 in the case of an acquisition of a single cor-
poration that holds subsidiaries. The two regimes
give two different answers for allocating basis in
that situation, he said.
The government is aware of the inconsistencies
between sections 338(h)(10) and 1060, Levine
responded, and has spent a fair amount of time
trying to resolve it. But the solution proposed in
the preamble to the regs did not exactly receive
a "groundswell of support," he noted.
Another issue arising under the temporary
regs is how much restructuring at the request of
a buyer a seller can do in anticipation of a trans-
action, Yecies said. The antiavoidance rule in tem-
porary reg. section 1.338-1T(c) allows some plan-
ning, Levine responded, as long as it is
permanent. The government is concerned about
"transitory" transactions, he said.
The meeting's coordinator, Mark Silverman,
Steptoe & Johnson, pointed out a problem with
the availability of the section 338(h)(10) election
to the purchase of a group that includes insolvent
corporations. Depending on the nature of the
liabilities assumed, Silverman warned, the buyer
does not automatically get basis for all liabilities
assumed.
In discussing a deemed asset sale involving
contingent items, Robert H. Wellen, of Ivins, Phil-
lips & Barker, observed that the temporary regs
require a contingent payment to be valued and
realized at the time of closing. A new asset is
created when the seller starts receiving the con-
tingent payments, he said. Levine agreed that the
new asset could best be characterized as a contin-
gent payment instrument.
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f I wasn't going to get an office, I told them I wasn't
coming:' says Los Angeles lawyer Jonathan F Bank,
recalling a near breakdown in negotiations with
PricewaterhouseCoopers last year. With its consul-
tants almost constantly on site at client facilities, the
accounting and consulting firm provides permanent
offices in its Los Angeles high-rise only to a select few
The rest of the personnel take whatever space is avail-
able during intermittent stays in its hotel-style office environment.
Although Bank anticipated the move from partner at Chad-
bourne and Parke would involve huge changes, there was a limit
to how much adjustment he would tolerate. Ultimately, Price-
waterhouseCoopers relented, providing him with a modest group
of offices to launch its U.S. consulting operations for the insurance
industry. One of California's top rainmakers, Bank walked away
fiom a 30-year legal career and control of Chadbourne and Parke's
international insurance and reinsurance practice group.
Although Bank denies he was effectively voting for multidisci-
plinary practice (MDP) with his feet, his career move typifies the
so-called MDP controversy preoccupying the American Bar Asso-
ciation. After more than a year of debate, an ABA commission has
issued a draft resolution on MDP that may be voted on by the
board of governors at the ABA annual meeting next month in
New York (see "A Tangled Web" on pages 39 and 40). Regardless
of what action the board takes, however, new alliances between
lawyers and other professionals are already testing the legal profes-
sion's core values and traditional business models.
For the purpose of debate, the ABA has defined MDP as "a
partnership, professional corporation, or other association or
entity that includes lawyers and non-lawyers and has as one, but
not all, of its purposes the delivery of legal services to a client(s)
other than the MDP itself or that holds itself out to the public as
providing nonlegal, as well as legal, ser-
vices" The only thing opponents and pro- By Michad jonathan
ponents of MDP can agree on is that no Grinfeld
one can predict what will happen to the ...
legal services market in the United States Photograph by
once lawyers and nonlawyers begin shar- Mark H-auer
ing clients and profits.
Although Bank got his office, for the first time in his profes-
* sional career his business card does not include the phrase attorney
at Law. "A number of people shook their heads in disbelief,' Bank
says." 'I can't think of why in the world you would do this: many
of them said.'Why would you give up law?"'
Bank isn't convinced that he has. "Thirty years of practice is
not something that can be taken away," he says. "I have not given
up on the law, nor has the law given up on me. If there is a way to
capitalize on my skills by doing things a bit differently, I don't see
that as an unintelligent move."
WITH IT?
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What attracted Bank to PricewterhouseCoopers was the
opportunity to break free from the traditional role of out-
side counsel. "Businesses frequently categorize lawyers as
firemen, and they don't think of calling until they have a fire
that needs to be put out:' Bank says."l want to be seen as a
person with many years of insurance and reinsurance expe-
rience who also has aJ.D."
Bank says that since moving to PricewaterhouseCoopers,
he has participated in international transactions in ways he
never experienced before, even as a rainmaking partner. For
instance, he was recently able to convince a U.S. insurance
company that wahted to open a facility in India to retain his
firm by offering them a full package of services. "I was so
impressed with PricewaterhouseCoopers's partners involved
in the process that I would have purchased the product
myself if I was about to open in India:' he says. "The client
retained us in less than 24 hours, without the usual bidding
and vetting that law firms often go through. Though I
don't give legal advice, I can certainly expedite the process
because of my experience."
Unlike pure legal practice, which often involves only the
narrow issues presented by a problem, Bank's current posi-
tion opens up an array of opportunities. "I would like to
solidify the insurance practice under one banner so that all
capabilities relating to the issues can be readily accessed and
delivered:' he says. "The bundle would include audit ser-
vices, tax, regulatory work, business formation and planning,
technology support, and litigation support--all services the
company is already providing."
While there will always be room for niche players and pre-
mier law firms, Bank believes the shift to global and online
commerce mandates the convergence of services permitted
by multidisciplinary practice. "MDP will be very good for
lawyers" he predicts, "but it could be very bad for law firms.
They risk being left behind if they don't change some ele-
ments of their business model. They will have to adapt,
whether or not bar associations amend the rules to allow fee
splitting or interdisciplinary practice:
s trade barriers between nations vaporize,A traditional models for delivering legal ser-
vices have changed, too. Entrepreneurs con-
front an international jumble of economic,
regulatory, and business variables that require
high-level financial, consulting, and legal
work. But they have neither the time nor the patience to
build the teams of professionals necessary to complete deals.
That's the reality on the ground.
Germany was the first nation to allow MDPs in the mid-
1970s. Soon legal services were absorbed into the mix
in several other European countries. During the early '90s
the major international accounting firms began to acquire
European law firms. The most powerfid combinations then
diversified and consolidated, creating the so-called Big Five:
Ernst & Young, Arthur Andersen, PricewaterhouseCoopers,
Deloitte & Touche, and KPMG. Many of the continent's
largest independent law firms now practice as MDPs.
Poised to bring the revolution home, the Big Five ran
head-on into the ethics proscriptions of the U.S. legal
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profession. Undaunted, Ernst & Young formed a legal
management services group in 1998 that advises corporate
legal departments on ways to deal more efficiently with
outside counsel.
Meanwhile, the Big Five began hiring senior partners and
in-house attorneys to run their "consulting" groups in the
United States. Although these individuals didn't practice lav,
in the traditional sense, they brought their legal training wit!.>
them. And the Big Five tax departments have been gener-
ously populated by lawyers for years.
As the Big Five became an undeniable presence in cor-
porate legal services, some lawyers accepted the result as dic-
tated by the marketplace. Others, whether defending the
guild or the sanctity of professional ethics, blocked proposah
to permit MDPs in state and local bars. But a surprisinf
number of lawyers have never even heard of MDR "M\
guess is that 90 percent of lawyers either don't see the bene-
fit of MDP, don't understand the issues, or are just afraid o
change:' says Joe Petito, a Washington, D.C.-based partner a
PricewaterhouseCoopers who specializes in public polic.
issues. "About 5 percent see it as a tremendous opporrunt'
because they want to serve multinational corporation
around the globe in an integrated manner.The last 5 percen
feel their competitors are going to sign on, so they need t,
do it too."
For lawyers in the high-tech industry, opportunities fE
collaboration in business ventures already exist. Often Eakin,
an equity position with start-ups, they use their legal skills i:
combination with consultants, venture capitalists, manager!
and accountants. The financial and business rewards can b
irresistible, attracting veterans and recent law school gradu
ats in huge numbers.The startling hikes in first-year assoc:
ate salaries is just one consequence of the trend. For the fir
time, the nation's most prestigious law firms are competir
against outside forces, not just among themselves, for tc
graduates from the best schools.
Dale S. Miller, a partner at Century City's Miller
Holguin, says the "time and material" approach to 1a
firm economics will have to adapt to the so-called Ne
Economy. Miller's 22-lawyer boutique is heavily involv,
in transactional work nd has a significant book of heal
care-related regulatory and litigation business. Operatil
within the existing ethics rules, his firm has developed n(
alliances by implementing several models of practice ti
come into play, depending on the needs of the client
well as on the financial opportunities offered by taking
equity or management role. "We help the clients by int
ducing them to other consultants--accountants, busin
planners, people who do revenue models and finan
projections, and bankers:' says Miller. "We even introdi
them to potential employees of the company. We dc
always have to partner directly with those consult2
because we get the company to surround itself with
best people it cans'
Even though these relationships can create the potel
for ethics missteps, Miller doesn't favor significant chai
in the California Rules of professional Conduct. To
contrary, he says the rules that prohibit interdisci
nary practice and fee-splitting (rules 1-310 and I-'
force lawyers to make
decisions about which
role they will play and
help keep out shady
operators who may take
advantage of clients.
The greatest challenge,
says Miller, is decid-
ing how much of the
firm's mix of business
will include traditional
legal practice and how
much will include newer
approaches.
Stephen P. Milner, a
lawyer and a CPA with
the accounting and con-
sulting firm of Squar,
Milner, Reehl & Wil-
liamson in Newport
Beach, is another hybrid
whose practice thrives
within the current rules.
With eight principals
and 56 employees, Squar
Milner offers a wide "We'll review everything. but we won'I do the documnts since that would be practicing law." -Stephen P. Milner
array of business-ori-
ented services, including those closely related to the law.
Milner, for instance, not only offers tax advice and business
consulting but also is often retained as counsel by bank-
ruptcy courts to investigate preferences, fraudulent acts, and
related-party transactions. Though he acknowledges the
ethics dangers, Milner says that sharp role distinctions are
impossible to make since he brings accumulated knowledge
to whatever part he is playing.
"Lots of people who are both lawyers and accountants do
things that involve a combination of talents," says Milner.
"What we will typically do for a business client is say, 'We'll
review everything for you. We'll set it all up for you. We'll
structure it for you. But we're not going to do the docu-
ments, since drafting them would clearly be the practice of
law.' Nonetheless, we're supplying the clients with verbiage.
We're editing."
The advent of MDP may alter the formality of such col-
laborations, but it will not significantly change what firms
like Milner's actually do. Milner says the Big Five account-
ing firms, with their international scope and size, will bene-
fit most from MDP. Hurt most, he believes, will be the
largest, most-eminent law firms. Since those firms sign off
on 90 percent of initial public offerings, it will be difficult
for them to maintain their transactional practices without
some affiliation.
"If you take the largest law firm in California and com-
pare it to the accounting firms, the law firm is dwarfed in
terms of size and name recognition:' says Milner. "We have a
global securities market, with people from all over the world
buying stock on the NYSE and NASDAQ. I wouldn't be
] surprised to see legal opinions coming from the same firms
that are doing the auditing statements."
1 of this innovation has put the ABA on
edge. Its Commission on Multidisciplinary
Practice has gone to great lengths to solicit
comments from members, accumulating
a mountain of "evidence" in the process.
Accused at times of fact-finding overkill,
ABA officials refuse to be pushed into making what could
become the biggest decision in its history.
To be fair, the ABA's reluctance to embrace new practice
models is more than stodginess. At stake are fundamental
rules of professional conduct -that guarantee the client's
right to a confidential relationship with an independent
counsel. ABA Model Rules that enforce standards of inde-
pendence ofjudgment, confidentialty, privilege, conflict of
interest avoidance, imputed disqualification, and a number
of others are all on the block as interest groups jockey for
position. Although the Big Five's threatened alliance of law-
yers, accountants, and consultants is the most immediate
problem, an MDP environment opens the door to other
combinations as well.
Where to draw the line--or even whether to draw a
line-raises serious public policy and guild issues. A State
Bar of California report submitted to the ABA Com-
mission on Multidisciplinary Practice lastJuly warned,"[I]t
will be commonplace for lawyers to form MDPs with
non-lawyers whose only contribution to the enterprise is
as a source of referral business. There is no limitation on
who can be a 'partner' in an MDP or the nature of the
partner's contribution to the enterprise. Personal injury
lawyers will benefit from MDPs that include chiropractors,
tow truck operators, and insurance adjusters. The same
would be true for real estate lawyers in MDPs with
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brokers, agents, and appraisers, and for family lawyers in
partnership with family counselors."
A lot would have to change, of course, before any of .hose
combinations could occur. Whatever the ABA decides,
its conclusions are advisory only. Real change will be made
on a state-by-state basis. Meanwhile, the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) has weighed in with its own
concerns."[W]hile the SEC has taken no position on multi-
disciplinary practice per se, the SEC has long made clear that
its independence rules prohibit an auditor from certifying
the financial statements of a client with which his firm
also has an attorney-client relationship," stated Harvey J.
Goldschmid, SEC general counsel, in a letter to the ABA
Commission on Multidisciplinary Practice last July. Citing a
recent order (Matter of Falk, 1999 VTL 311802 (SEC) (May
19, 1999)), Goldschmid stressed that "the SEC reiterated its
long-held position that the attorney-client relationship is
inconsistent with the independence required of accountants
in reporting to investors."
Nevertheless, the Big Five have already shown their will-
ingness to restructure in order to continue profiting from the
myriad of services they want to offer clients. Last year, for
instance, independent consultants determined that almost
half of the partners of PricewaterhouseCoopers had invest-
ments in 2,159 corporate audit clients--a violation of SEC
auditor independence rules. In response to the pressures,
PricewaterhouseCoopers announced in February that it
would spin off parts of its business. Its affiliated law firms
now use a common name, Landwell, and its stated intention
is to become one of the largest law firms in the world within
five years. KPMG and Ernst &Young also agreed to restruc-
ture after their mix of accounting and consulting services
came under SEC scrutiny.
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But those changes
haven't slowed down an'
of the accounting firms. Ir.
1999 Baker & McKenzie
lost nine top U.S. tax
partners to th Big Five
accounting firms, includ-
ing five of the ten parmers
in its Washington, D.C.,
tax practice. Last Novem-
ber, Ernst & Young an-
nounced an aliance with
two former tax partners
from Atlanta's King &
Spalding. The new firm,
McKee Nelson Ernst &
Young, is based in the
nation's capital, where
liberal rules permit the
inclusion of nonattorneys'
names on firm letterhead.
o We ar very excited
about this new alliance and
expect it to demonstrate
tale Bar President Andrew J. Guilford that a closely coordinate,
practice with lawyers cac.
be devised which preserves the core values of the legal pro-
fession while giving lawyers the opportunity to join wi.
others to offer a broader, more valuable solution to theii
clients' needs:' says William J. Lipton, the Ernst & Young vicc
chair responsible for tax services. According to Lipton
McKee Nelson expects to add 50 more lawyers withir
its first year.
But questions immediately arose following announce
ment of the deal. Critics claimed the financing arrangemen
between the lawyers and Ernst & Young was a clever sub
terfuge for sharing profits. Mark W. Foster, a partner i
Washington, D.C.-based Zuckerman, Spaeder, Goldsteir
Taylor & Kolker, who represented the lawyers in the dea
bristled at the claims, saying the firm is totally independez
and operates within the existing rules. "People are alwaN
envious of others who 2Yr successful, and it doesn't surpri
me that there are some sour grapes from people who dor
have the facts:' Foster says. "You can say it's hard to tell d
difference between debt and equity, but that's baloney. Sui
the lines start to blur if there's profit participation, kicke
and equity sharing. I'm not telling you how their loan
structured, because it's their business. But I can tell you d
when I go out in public and say that Ernst & Young dc
not have an equity interest in this law firm, I mean it, a
there's no upstrearning going on.'
Ultimately, Foster says, the lawyers and accountants w
able to do what they wanted within current guidelines.
acknowledges, however, that "there are some constraints
artificialities in the way the thing is structured that w
caused by rules some claim are outdated and anomalo,
Declining to take a position on MDP, Foster neverthe
conceded that it "isn't a threat to everyone; it's just a h
threat to a few lawyers" An Ernst & Young spokespe,
later declined to comment on MDP,
citing a reluctance to speak about
the issue while the ABA had it
under consideration.
Doug Kranwinkle, managing part-
ner of O'Melveny & Myers in Los
Angeles, says, "MDP doesn't mean
much of anything." He sees the
controversy as a drive primarily by
accounting firms to enter lines of
service more profitable than auditing
that have traditionally been handled
by lawyers. "The big concern is that
accounting firms-which are huge-
could come in with their financial
muscle, undercut pricing, and steal a
bunch of work:' Kranwinkle says.
Still, Kranwinkle doesn't object
to rule changes that would allow
MDPs."Competition is good:' he says.
"Clients should be able to pick who
they want to work with, and if they
want to work with the accountants as
their lawyers, that's their choice. They
shouldn't be kept out with artifi-
cial barriers."
Whether California will make that
change, however, isn't at all clear. "I
The debate over what could be the
biggest threat to the legal profession in
decades is being held in cyberspace. An
ABA-sponsored Web site on multidis-
ciplinary practice (www.abanet.org/
cpr/multicom.html) contains documen-
tation of two years of hand-wringing
over whether ethics rules (Model Rules
5.4 and 5.7) should change to accom-
modate professionals from various fields
who want to practice together and share
their income.
In February, at its midyear meeting
in Dallas, the ABA staged a live web-
cast, a three-hour "town hail" -iypo
sium during which members c-mailed
questions and comments to a broad
range of experts. A month later the
ABA's Special Commission on Multi-
disciplinary Practice released a "draft: of
a possible recomnmendation," a descrip-
tion that speaks volumes about the
group's lack of consensus. The critical
sentence reads, "Lawyers should be
think the whole thing has been set
back ten years by Pricewaterhouse-
Coopers's problems with the ethics
rules of the accounting profession and
the SEC," Kranwinkle says. "I hear a
lot of talk at the State Bar that, 'If
those guys can't abide by their own
ethics rules, how will they ever abide
by ours?' Because accounting ethics
rules are pretty easy."
Mary B. Cranston, managing part-
ner at San Francisco-based Pillsbury,
Madison & Sutro, says MDP is one of
the significant "moving pieces" in a
market that has a "lot of significant
moving pieces.' Rather than focusing
just on MDP, she says creating a suc-
cessful law firm marketing strategy
requires that "you keep your eye on
all them!'
Cranston says that if one state takes
the lead on MDP, it could cause a
domino effect of rule changes to
occur quickly throughout the nation.
"The markets that clients are fac-
ing are much broader [today]," she
says. "So a law firm has to meet its
needs in a way that looks more like
permitted to share fees and join with
nonlawyer professionals in a practice
that delivers both legal and nonlegal
professional services (Multidiscplinary
Practice), provided that the lawyers
have the control and authority neces-
sary to assure lawyer independence in
the rendering of legal services." The
recommendation, a proposed exception
to ABA Model Rule 5.4, stressed the
importance of preserving "the core val-
ues of the legal profession, including
competence, independence of pro-
fessional judgment, protection of con-
fidential client information, loyalty
to the client through the avoidance
of conflicts of interest, and pro bono
publico obligations."
Although the arguments over MDP
focus on the public interest, guild issues
underlie the debate. How will multidis-
ciplinary practice affect competition
between lawyers and change the nature
of law practice? Is the disruption that
the organizational structure of an
accounting firm.There are going to be
significant parallel developments that
will make law firms better placed to
be strategic partners with accounting
firms. The whole market is going to
create more flexibility at the level in
which my law firm plays."
Standing in the way are ethics rules
that often aren't relevant in the cur-
rent marketplace. Cranston says that
revised guidelines should address
the thorny issues created by tension
between the duty of disclosure and
the obligation to maintain confiden-
tiality. Like it or not, she says, rapid
global market changes merit rethink-
ing old constructs.
"This ought to be addressed by
legislators and regulators who are
thinking out of the box," Cranston
says. "If you take the current structure
and try to cram it into this mess, it
doesn't fit. For instance, there may
need to be separate divisions of the
bar with well-defined rules that
permit structural separation with
ethics barriers"
rule changes would bring worth what-
ever benefits the public may derive
from one-stop shopping?
The ABA tabled an expected recom-
mendation at its annual meeting last year,
adopting irstead. a Florida State Bar pro-
posal to avoid any rule changes "unless
and until additional study demonstrates
that such changes will fiurther the public
interest without sacrificing or compro-
mising lawyer independence and the
legal profession's tradition of loyalty
to clients."
At the center of the controversy is
Sherwin P. Simmons, head of the tax
group of Miami's Steel, Hector & Davis
and, since August 1998, chair of the
ABA's MDP commission. Simmons
justifies the extensive commentary as a
way of assuring that any changes ulti-
mately serve the public interest. "The
core values that protect the public have
to continue to be protected in a nontra-
ditional setting." he says. 0
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Some law firms are already bend-
ing to the inevitable. Last year San
Francisco-based Morrison & Foerster
became the driving force in a "strategic
alliance" between KPMG and a net-
work of state and local tax lawyers
called SALTNET. The legal network
includes Horwood Marcus & Berk
of Chicago; Holland & Knight of
Lakeland, Florida; and Walter Heller-
stein, a University of Georgia law pro-
fessor. According to Thomas Steele,
head of Morrison's state and local tax
group, the alliance does not preclude
either KPMG or SALTNET from
referring work to law or accounting
firms outside the alliance, nor does it
involve any fee sharing. It is designed
to offer sophisticated advice to clients
with tax problems that occur in muld-
plc jurisdictions.
Alan K. Austin, the managing part-
ner at Palo Alto's Wilson Sonsini
It's still not dear if the ABA is ready to
vote on a recommendation. Under review
are five different practice models, ranging
from fll integration to an assortment of
lesser alliances and afliztions. "It's such a
new concept, we still don't quite know
what it's going to look like," says William
G. Paul, ABA president and a partner
at Oklahoma City's Crowe & Dunlevy.
"We're having a hard time predicting with
any kind of precision just what form of
practice the MDPs would take and what
impact they would have. If we're not
ready in July [at the ABA annual meeting,
then we shouldn't vote, and well have to
postpone it for another few months."
Even a cursory review of the ABA's
Web site, however, makes one wonder
what's left to discuss. The testimony and
statements of bar associations, cqrpora-
tions, lawyers, government regulators,
and scores of others cover every nook
and cranny of multidisciplinary practice.
But Paul is concerned that rule changes
will produce unintended consequences.
"It's not the kind of mistake that is easily
undone," he says. "It would be difficult
to turn back the dock."
Jack Dunbar, a partner at Holcomb
Dunbar in Oxford, Mississippi, and
a member of the ABA's House of
Goodrich & Rosati, contends that
MDPs will affect clients more than law
firms. "Good lawyers will always be
able to earn a living, no matter what
the rules arc," Austin says. Neverthe-
less, he notes that smaller, consumer-
oriented firms could go the way of
independent drug stores, whose num-
ber rapidly declined once chain stores
were permitted to offer pharmaceuti-
cal services. Last year Wilson Sonsini
encountered encroachment firsthand
when Ernst & Young hired away
Glen A. Kohl, chair of the firm's tax
department and a member of its
executive committee. "We are defi-
nitely in the wait-and-see period,"
Austin says of MDP. "At this point,
we don't know what the implications
will be:'
Spending more time along the
sidelines seems prudent. Already,
e-commerce is showing signs of
Delegates, is typical of the insider oppo-
sition. Dunbar condemns the MDP
commission's report, arguing that the
issue itself is an attempt to appease the
10,000 lawyers in the Big Five account-
ing firms. "People are either circum-
venting the rules or openly defying
them," Dunbar alleges. "If you accom-
modate unauthorized conduct by revis-
ing the rules, it's naive to think that all
of a sudden (MDP partners] will begin
to follow the new rules."
Nothing the ABA does, however, is
likely to produce immediate change.
Simmons predicts that even if the
House of Delegates votes in July, it
could take another 5 to 10 years before
state bars make up their minds, and 20
years for the MDP concept to fully
evolve. In the meantime, some jurisdic-
tions are taking the law into their own
hands. The Philadelphia Bar Associa-
tion, for instance, voted in March to
approve MDPs so long as they are con-
trolled by lawyers. And 41 states have
created their own commissions to study
multidisciplinary practice.
The State Bar of California, how-
ever, is not among them. Until this
year, the State Bar had been pre-
occupied with its survival rather than
fundamental weakness, causing stock
prices to falter from stratospheric
highs. If there is a shakeout in the
securities market, the bloom could be
off the rose of the New Economy. And
that might mean the clamor to con-
verge business services would abate. In
such a case, the core values of the legad
profession might be upended without
any public benefit.
"My move did not make me any
more of a supporter of MDP than
I was before," says Jonathan Bank
of PricewaterhouseCoopers. "As a
lawyer, I wasn't particularly worried
about MDP before I left my firm. It all
comes down to the marketplace. The
marketplace is usually good in select-
ing the best provider of services;' 0
Michael Jonathan Grinfeld is a contribut-
ing writerfor CALIFORNIA LAWYER based
in Fullerton.
change. "To the extent that we have
not spent three or four years studying
this horse and beating it to death, we're
behind the eight ball," says Robert A.
Hawley, the State Bar's chief assistant
general counsel. "On the other hand,
there's a fireedom here. We can look at
the horse and see how it's been beaten.
The work product has already been
done in typical lawyer fashion."
Nevertheless, the State Bar intends
to give this horse one more thrashing.
Andrew J. Guilford, State Bar president
and a partner in the Orange County
office of Sheppard, Mullin. Richter &
Hampton. says the board of governors
will create an MDP task force soon.
Guilford says he wants to look at how
every element of the public is served
by California lawyers, to determine
whether rule changes can give every
strata of society greater access to legal
representation. "If the reluctance to
change is a commitment to our core
values, then that needs to be eevated"
Guilford says. "But if it's a desire to
protect one's pocketbook, then what
role should the State Bar play? M2ybe
MDP is a new trick, and lawyers are
just a bunch of old dogs."
-MidulJonauh G-nfdd
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The Big 5 Know What Clients Want
h e more than a year ago, reports
of the Big 5 accounting firms'
acquiring law firms nd pr acing
law in Europe, hiring lateral partners out of
major U.S. law firms, and snagging top tax
lawyers leaving government service were
dismissed by many as just a passing fancy.
Too remote to have amy ral impact an the
practice of law in the United States.
Think again! They keep coming-
picking off top partners in major firms.
paying big compensation packages, set-
Management
BY MELCHIOR S. MORRIONE
tig up strategic alliances with law firms,
and funding "new law firns. They're get-
ting closer. And if you continue to ignore
them and stand frozen in your tracks, they
will eat your lunch.
f you're a partner in a major firm, per-
haps you don't fed the threat is real. Aflter
all you're at the top of the profession, and
you compete against peer law'Birms. Why
should you be concerned with these
Philistines. who are trying to intrude on
your hallowed ground?
Well, to appreciate the scope of what can
be done., just compare your tax practice-
in people and billigs--to the tax pracices
of any of the Big 5. Don't kid yourself-
they're not just filling out tax forms.
Although they started as small support
operations, now they are stand-alone profit
centers that plan sophisticated international
transactions. They handle mergers, financ-
ings, and privatizasions for major global
enterprises--and they're doing it with their
own people, not refemls.
If you are involved in managing a major
firm you appreciate that we are talking
about tax practice revenue in the hundreds
of millions of dollars. What's driving them?
It's the marketplace. They keep their eye on
is They ty to anticipate what cients need.
They acnsally ask what clients want, and
then adapt and restructure to deliver the
product or service at a price the market is
willing to pay.
Having been a partner in a Big 5 firm for
more than 2D years, I speak fin expene,
I've been thee done tha. If you have any
doubts about their resolve, reflect upon what
they have achieved in growth and profitahbii.
tyin just the past 10 yar. They address the
masrke from the user's pespectve-
When a corporate executive needs outside
peofessional help. why wouldn't he want to
wnhk with an adviser who can analyze the
transaction from a finance, tax, legal,
ccounng, systenms, hum- rsarce, Oper-
asional, management, and overall strategic
planning perspective--and who can work
with his company personnel to plan and eae-
cute the deal? And if all these tesounes am
accessible under one roof, what's wrong
with that? How many clients would really
rather go through the trouble of hiring sopa-
rate professionals in each of these areas giv-
ing each of them the facts, then coordinating
and moMclLng their advice and their bills?
You might think that the legal area is
different, and take comfort in the thought
that "our firm has the best legal minds'"
Admitedly, you may have certain unique
capabilities. but these days, no oe has a
corner on talent, and what most clients
want to go the job done is am briliance,
but service-valuable, timely, efficient,
and cost-effective service-
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All this is not to suggest that you should
go into liquidation mode On the contrary.
this should be considered a wake-up call.
Stop being complacemt! It wasn't that long
ago that a law firm expected to handle just
about all the legal work for its major clients.
Today, that is becoming unusual. Cients
shop their wuk. seeking the best service at
the best price. 'hose who have been listen-
ing to their clients and trying to better
understand their needs over the past 10
years have heard a clear message: Buyers
want responsive, efficient service, Quality is
tke for panted
Clients have had to become mor effi-
camn in their own mpeti marketplace
and they expect no less frm their profes-
sional advisers. They expect you to grow
and develp a the same pw they do. They
want better value for their money.
A ?4~w Psamant
Although profits of law finns have never
bo hig the odWpadaM f diving
legal services is not really responsive to the
global corporate marketplace. If you art
going to compent successfully for clients
wath accoumting firms, you would do well
to adopt some of the techniques and prac-
tices that they have developed and boned.
This means focusing on clit satisfaction.
teamwork, uing. productivity, delivering
value., and enrepreneurship. Ask yourself
the following qu ints:
e Have you changed the way work gets
done., so as to deliver more value with bet-
ter leverage and quality onol?
e Do your partners feel comfortable
discussing fees and budgets with ciet?
* Do your partners act like
entrepreneurs?
* Do you have a vision, and a strategic
plan to achieve it. that all your partners
share?
o Have you provided the tools to
improve marketing and cross-selling?
* Are your partners stl judged on their
personal billable hours instead of their
profit eontribution?
e Do your partners understand how to
manag client expanasions?
e Are your partners committed to train-
ing and mntiang associates?
* Do your associates feel like profes-
sionals or billing machines?
* Do your partners et associates like
assess or expendables?
If your firm has not yet addressed moss
of these issues, your practice is vulnera-
ble. Waiting is not a viable option. The
threat is eal. But the real thret is not the
Contact your account
executive for more
Information at
202-457-0686 or
adverlislna@lea oimes.com
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accounting firms-it's the
demands of the marketplace.
The Big 5 ar positioning them-
selves to ts into the legal business
because it's profitable, it comple-
ments and enhances their existing
srvice line and clients wll asoc
the. The Big 5 have dhe vision and
ame willing to make the invesunen
for the long term. Whether this
occus. oly nime will tell. Bus even
if it never occurs. buyers of legal
services have set a new stndard in
the marketplace: They demand moem
value.
So whether you are competing
against an accounting firm or
another law firm you will need to
adopt a new mind-set--new ap-
proaches to managing the client
relationship, new processes (or
delivering client service, and new
techniques for managing and moti-
vanng your people.
The opportunity to develop a
competitive edge is thee for thetaking. LAW &irm that learn how
to change and adapt can defend
their turf. And in the process they
may find that they are reducing
partner stress and increasing
profltsbii, ty. too.
Melchior S. Morrione is managing
director of MSM Consulting of Woodcliff
Lake. NJ.. which provides management
consulting to Oe legal profession in
strategic planning. mar*enng. and profit
improvement. W-e can be reached at
(201) 307-1650 or morrione@idt.net.
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The End of the Legal Profession?
Law is a profession filled with traditions. And,
as it should, the law usually changes slowly, care-
fully. Maybe that's why lawyers can be resistant
to change. But the world is changing, and the
global marketplace will force the legal profession
to change. On the front lines of the changing
world is the practice of tax law. Tax lawyers need
to be prepared now.
Maybe that's why a plenary session during the
January meeting of the American Bar
Association's Section of Taxation was entitled
"Ends of the Legal Profession" - to get
everyone's attention. Participants at the session
drew analogies to sex and drugs and riding dead
horses to drive their message home. And the mes-
sage was anything but fun when they reviewed
how the legal profession has prepared itself for
the global marketplace and competing with mul-
tidisciplinary professional service firms.
The consensus of the panelists was that the bar
had to create a business vision and change its
outdated rules.
Where Are We?
"We are looking at the question of where the
legal profession is going kind of late in the day,"
said Phil Mann, Tax Section chair and program
moderator, in his opening remarks. The teaching
of law, the making of law, and the practice of law
have not really changed much in response to the
information and technological revolution, and
the globalization of the marketplace, in Mann's
view.
Panelist Charles Robinson of Edgewater, Fla.,
agreed, suggesting that the session title could
well have been "the end of the legal profession."
In the face of the most profound change since the
Industrial Revolution, the legal profession has
tried to insulate itself from change, he said.
When the economics have turned upside down
from a producer-driven market to a consumer-
driven market, the legal profession, like the medi-
cal profession, has responded with a lodge cul-
ture that reinforces an unrealistic view of life and
work, according to Robinson.
There is not a "lawyer exception" for change,
he went on, even if professionalism is a great
hiding place for avoiding it. The big question is
what does unprecedented change imply for a
precedent-oriented profession, he asked.
The Vision 2000 project of the American In-
stitute of Certified Public Accountants should
serve as a model for the bar, whose last long-
range planning occurred a decade ago. Transac-
tional lawyers, and some litigators, are now feel-
948
ing the heat because the bar has not envisioned
the future, Robinson insisted. The Florida bar
declined to adopt his suggestion that its new
slogan be "walking through life backwards
preserves stare decisis," he joked.
The ABA could practically copy the core values
delineated and developed from the AICPA's
study of the trends, Robinson believes. The
AICPA vision values include CLE and lifelong
learning, competence and integrity, attunement
with business opportunities, and objectivity.
Mann questioned the high-mindedness of a
professional goal that revolves around letting the
better ideas ultimately prevail in a condition of
competitiveness. What about the obligation to the
courts, to the community, to pursuing humanist
goals, and maintaining respect for legal tradition,
he asked.
"We don't have to be low-minded to treat our
clients more as our partners," Robinson replied.
Lawyers don't have to be condescending and
patronizing - that has been a mistaken view that
has been defined as professionalism, he said. He
cited the example of an allergy drug company's
aggressive campaign directing people to demand
from their doctors the drug they want, rather
than leaving it up to the professional's discretion.
There is a competition in the universe of ideas
about what is best for the marketplace between
letting everyone do what he or she wants versus
adhering to ethical standards to preserve things
like duties to responsibilities, Mann said.
In the face of the most profound
change since the Industrial
Revolution, the legal profession has
tried to insulate itself from change,
Robinson said.
The bar needs to take a new look at some of
those ethical rules, Robinson said, but first it
needs to study where it wants to go. The choices
include extending the lodge mentality and wast-
ing more money pursuing unauthorized practice
actions, or drifting along without changing the
ethical rules and "watch the multidisciplinary
world engulf us." Or, "we could ask ourselves
what it- is we are really good at, what do people
really need," he said. What can the profession do
to carve out a piece of the future that is high,
professional, and serves the public good. Some
ethical rules are impediments to that future, he
maintained.
Large Law Firms
Mann turned to Paul Sax, the Tax Section's
chair-elect, to provide a view of how large law
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firms are handling the changing global
marketplace. The harsh reality, according to Sax,
who is with Orrick, Harrington, and Sutcliffe in
San Francisco, is that large law firms don't
tolerate people who aren't capable of or willing
to pull "90 beats per minute."
Large firms have tried to expand into new busi-
nesses but the bar's rules hamstring growth, Sax
said. In business consulting, the Big Five account-
ing firms dominate - they have more services to
offer and lawyers aren't players, he said.
Like so many corporate takeovers, the
battle for control of legal service
markets in a new global economy,
'may be over before attorneys realize
it has begun.'
Law firms have accelerated the use of technol-
ogy and are turning over the business end of their
practices to nonlawyers. But "we still lag sadly
in marketing and promotion," he lamented, citing
the "stunning number" of 10,000 clients that
receive the client memo of a similarly situated
partner at PricewaterhouseCoopers compared to
Sax's 200.
In finance work, large law firms have figured
out that globalization is the key, "but you can't
compete with a global network without one of
your own," he insisted. In litigation, the large
firms have been asleep, and so far, so have the
Big Five. "This may break fast but you can't count
on the bar." There's a race on, and the Big Five,
in Sax's view, are destined to solve their impedi-
ments to practice before a court before the bar can
enact enforceable rules that make sense.
The historical argument has been that lawyers
offer a relationship of trust, confidence, and per-
sonal business, while accounting firms sell ser-
vices as a commodity, he explained. Law firms
have had quality on their side. But accounting
firms have figured out how to buy high talent,
Sax said. Furthermore they understand that
quality sells only at the interface level, and where
most of the work is done, clients view legal work
as a commodity. They don't ask for the qualifica-
tions of the rest of the team, he noted. As in the
medical profession where excellence and reputa-
tion used to matter, now clients take the profes-
sional who is "in their plan."
We could push the bar for rules that work fast,
now, and not 48 legislatures from now, he sug-
gested. Law firms can also "get an identity," be-
cause identity counts in competing for talent.
They can develop a business focus and expand
related businesses to provide a complete service,
he suggested. The bar has to get past the ancillary
business rule to compete and have a level playing
field, he insisted.
Law firms have to be able to offer one-stop
shopping, Sax argued. In a consumer-driven
economy, clients will choose to go to Ernst &
Young in San Francisco knowing that Ernst &
Young New York is on the other side of the trans-
action.
The last item large law firms are doing and
doing well is getting all nonpolicy management
out of the hands of the lawyers. "Of course we
can do it better ourselves, but we just can't do it
cheaper."
Mann asked if Sax thought the legal profession
will divide between the business lawyers who
will be out there with the rest of the business
consultants, and the lawyers who represent in-
dividuals providing traditional legal services.
That is clearly the path the bar is on, Sax
responded. Deductive reasoning will lead law
firms to "spin off direct adversary litigation and
jump into bed with a Big Five firm," he believes.
The closest analogy is the advice afforded the
man going to prison: find the biggest, meanest
S.O.B. you can, jump into his arms, and say
"honey, I'm yours!" Sax joked.
Unless we can bring some vision to the process
in which the ABA commission on multidisciplin-
ary practice is engaged, that is where the bar is
headed, Sax said. (See related story on p. 951.)
Unless the bar can think of a new way to look at
the rules that has made the profession so impor-
tant to the economy of the country, unless it finds
a way to bring the values of client confidence,
loyalty, and avoidance of conflict of interest to
bear on the way we practice law, then we will
follow that path, Sax asserted.
The Lovely War That Was
Like so many corporate takeovers, the battle
for control of legal service markets in a new
global economy "may be over before attorneys
realize it has begun," according to Irwin Treiger,
co-chair of the National Conference of Lawyers
and CPAs, quoting a friend. There has been a sea
change in the delivery of legal services globally
over the last decade. Statistics will show that the
Big Five occupy 50 percent of the slots in the top
10 employers of lawyers in the world.
The bar is fully the responsible party, in
Treiger's view, because of its lack of vision. The
accountant's Vision 2000 was budgeted at $20
million. The accounting firms started with ample
resources and rapidly built them through con-
solidations and through aggressive employment
of capital and talent, including the hiring of
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lawyers, he explained. It is at the point now
where the resources these accounting firms have
available to them cannot be matched by any law
firm in the country, and probably in the world,
he said.
The pursuit in Texas of an accounting firm for
the unauthorized practice of law illustrates the
power of those resources, Treiger said. Arthur
Andersen's expenditure for the defense was con-
siderable, and the bar had to rely on pro bono
volunteer services of lawyers in the state.
The accountants are not hesitating to use their
resources to market aggressively, build brand
names, hire aggressively, and to build a tremen-
dous technology base far beyond anything law
firms can match, Treiger said. "As a profession
they have done some extremely intelligent things
that we have just watched."
Accounting firms can be owned by non-CPAs,
while lawyers are still saddled with Model Rule
5.4, he pointed out. Accounting firms have adopt-
ed national standards, ethics, and licensing.
Lawyers are still faced with licensing in 50 juris-
dictions.
If the bar's current mentality does not change,
there is no hope that law firms will be engaged
in transnational business.
But the real competition ultimately facing the
bar and the accountants, may be the financial
services corporation, according to Treiger. Ac-
countants are responding to changes here as well.
Treiger cited the New York CPA firm that was
allowed to spin off its audit function into a sep-
arate entity, leaving the rest of the firm to be
acquired by American Express. Nothing is
preventing American Express from growing, he
said, noting that it is the seventh or eighth largest
CPA firm in the United States.
Nothing is preventing American
Express from growing, Treiger said,
noting that It is the seventh or eighth
largest CPA firm in the United States.
The bar had its first. opportunity. to begin..
changing with the times in 1981 when the Kutak
commission proposed modifying-Model Rule 5.4
to permit ownership in law firms by nonlawyers,
Treiger recalled. It was defeated by the argument
that "we'll next see legal services being offered
in the window of Sears Roebuck." And maybe
that is where the market is telling us all they
should be delivered, he said. "We need an imme-
diate reexamination of our rules."
95
MDP Commission
The ABA is a bit late to the party, acknowl-
edged Sherwin Simmons, chair of the ABA-
appointed commission to study multidisciplinary
practice (MDP). It's to be hoped the lateness will
be made up by what the MDP commission brings
to the party in terms of the quality of its report
and recommendations, he said. The commission
is charged with the responsibility of studying the
development of multidisciplinary practice by
professional service firms, a definition that ex-
tends beyond the Big Five, Simmons stressed.
American Express, Century Business Systems,
and engineering firms are all hiring lawyers, he
noted.
'When you discover you are riding a
dead horse, the best strategy is to
dismount.'
"We are not engaged in a turf war" but ap-
proaching the issues with a view toward dealing
with them, not turning back the clock, Simmons
said, noting that his commission's recommenda-
tions will be advisory only.
The commission needs feedback on two points,
Simmons said. There is the conflict of interest
problem, even though sophisticated corporate
clients don't need protection. The commission is
also interested in hearing what people think
about James P. Holden's proposal for federal
legislation regulating professionals. (For prior
coverage, see Tax Notes, Nov. 23, 1998, p. 937.)
Sax urged the MDP commission to scrap the
ancillary business prohibitions. "The consumers
don't want them and the reasons for having them
are subordinate to the legitimate demands of the
consumers."
Furthermore, the notion that law practice can't
be supervised by nonlawyers is "utterly silly" in
view of the bar's acceptance of inhouse lawyers,
Sax said. "Nothing is going to happen unless the
commission starts it moving."
Strategic Architecture
Big picture questions must be asked, Robinson
maintained, before rules can be changed. What
forces are already at work that have the potential
to profoundly shape our profession's structure,
he asked. Which new benefits will the legal
profession offer to clients over the next 10 years,
what new competencies will lawyers need to
create those benefits, and how should the profes-
sion reconfigure the client interface to provide
the most effective client access, Robinson asked.
Attitude is the bar's problem, he said. "We
must move forward." He then repeated a piece of
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Dakota tribal wisdom that says, "When vou dis-
cover you are riding a dead horse, the best
strategy is to dismount."
The lawyers' solutions to the dead horse prob-
lem, according to Robinson, would be buying a
stronger whip, changing riders, saying things like
"this is the way we've always ridden the horse,"
appointing a committee to study the horse, ar-
ranging to visit other firms to see how they ride
dead horses, increasing the standards to ride
dead horses, declaring at a meeting that the horse
is better, faster, and cheaper dead, or perhaps
harnessing several dead horses together for in-
creased speed. 0
- Sheryl Stratton
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The Bar Must Change
Model Rules, MDP Panel Told
The bar must abolish or amend the ethical rules
that prevent lawyers from engaging in some form
of multidisciplinary practice, according to an
overwhelming majority of witnesses appearing
before an American Bar Association commission
in Los Angeles February 4-6.
But developing new rules poses obvious dif-
ficulties for the commission on multidisciplinary
practice (MDP), which is charged with studying
the issues and making recommendations to the
ABA. The legal profession's inability to define the
practice of law so as to distinguish it from the
array of business services being offered by
professional and financial service firms presents
perhaps the biggest problem.
Few witnesses could provide much guidance
on the definition, but prominent among those
trying to was Ernst & Young's general counsel
Kathryn Oberly. The only U.S. representative
from the Big Five accounting firms to appear
before the commission to date, Oberly em-
phasized that the present state of affairs is unac-
ceptable. She echoed ABA Tax Section Chair
Stefan Tucker's testimony that law firm lawyers
cannot compete in today's market and attorneys
in accounting firms are prevented from doing
what they did in law firms.
It is shortsighted of the bar not to try to bring
together lawyers, accountants, and consultants,
Oberly said. The Model Rules should be modified
to focus on the individual's responsibilities rather
than the firm's, she asserted.
It is shortsighted of the bar not to try
to bring together lawyers,
accountants, and consultants, Oberly
said.
Lawyers must face the reality that "one-stop
shopping" is here to stay and the bar must permit
lawyers to enter into partnerships or fee-sharing
arrangements with nonlawyers, Tucker said.
* "Changing the Model Rules would pose absolute-
ly no risk of impairment to a lawyer's inde-
pendent professional judgment," he said. He also
urged revisions to the imputed disqualification
rule and prohibition on referral fees.
While Tucker viewed the changes in terms of
"federally imposed deregulation," it was clear
that the MDP commission remains concerned
with the questions of which lawyers would be
regulated, and how, if MDPs were permitted.
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Law-Firm Mergers Take a New Turn
As Plans for a 14- Way Union Are Set
By MARGARET A. JACOBS 4"*144 that have expanded their legal services in
Staff Reporter of THE WALL STREE'r - Europe, where lawyers have been less re-
In the latest twist in law-firm consolida- luctant to combine with other businesses.
tion, a small Washington firm plans to Small and midsize firms have responded to
merge with 13 other small law firms-12 the changes by forming networks to refer
overseas and one in the U.S.-and possibly business and share information across
acquire an accounting firm. continents.
The new firm, to be known as Shawn- Talks on the ShawnCoulson merger be-
Coulson, would combine 10 firms that are gan 18 months ago, after Eurolink's Italian
now linked informally through a 50-firm le- member began facing increasing competi-
gal-referral network known as Eurolink, tion from large accounting firms and was
plus four others, and would have 200 losing referrals from European firms that
lawyers. In addition to Washington, the were acquired by larger firms, an attorney
new firm would have offices in London, familiar with the discussions said. Many Eu-
Dublin. Antwerp, Belgium and Geneva, as rolink clients said they wanted to deal with
well as Hartford, Conn. one international firm rather than the 11-
Under its partnership agreement, the year-old network, which has 50 members.
firm will be based in Washington to take "This has a little more connection be-
advantage of the city's bar rules allowing tween the partners than a legal network.
law firms to combine with accounting It's like a giant family. If Bill [Shawn]
firms and various other nonlaw busi- says, 'I have an attorney in Milan,' I don't
nesses, said William H. Shawn, managing have to think about it," says client Victor
partner of the Washington firm Shawn, Lombardi, chairman of NetFax Inc., a Ger-
Mann. Mr. Shawn would become co-man- mantown, Md., company that owns the
aging partner of ShawnCoulson when it is patent rights to technology that converts
formed next month; he is to share the post fax images into digital images.
with Frances Coulson, a litigator in the Another 10 foreign firms with a total of
London firm Moon Beever. 100 lawyers are expected to merge with the
The move comes as law-firm consolida- new firm in the next year, Mr. Shawn said.
tion and globalization accelerate. As busi- Administrative offices would be in Wash-
ness becomes more global, big American ington and London.
firms have opened overseas offices. The The largest firm involved in the merger
New York law firm Rogers & Wells plans to deal is in Dublin and has 60 lawyers, Mr.
merge by year end with Clifford Chance, Shawn said. His Washington firm has 25
one of England's top firms. members, including lawyers and lobbyists
European firms have merged to meet who primarily represent foreign compa-
competition from large accounting firms nies in litigation, intellectual property and
general corporate work. The Italian firm
decided not to merge and left Eurolink.
Though the firm has no immediate
plans to open an accounting arm, one of the
biggest draws to merge was that "option."
Mr. Shawn said. "The Europeans espe-
cially don't think law firms should forfeit
the field to accountants." he says. Other
professional services, including those of
economists and investment bankers. may
be offered as well, he adds.
Law-firm consultant Bradford W. Hilde-
brandt, chairman of Hildebrandt Interna-
tional Inc., said the merger is "gutsy"
though not surprising since many law-firm
networks are struggling to compete with
international law firms. Success will de-
pend "strictly on the quality of the law
firms and whether the merger is focused
on specific client needs." he says.
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Dan's World: A Free Enterprise Dream;
An Ethics Nightmare
By Lawrence j. Fox*
The great Section of Business Law asking me-a mere trial lawyer-
to respond to the legendary Dean Dan Fischel of that bastion of econom-
ics over law-the University of Chicago School of Multidisciplinar" Prac-
tice-was an invitation too delicious to resist. Could I articulate the
arguments why we as a legal profession must not succumb to the forces of
economic hegemony-after economics as destiny was so persuasively pre-
sented in the May issue of thisJournal by Dean Fischel? That is a question
onlh you, gentle reader, can answer. But to observe that I enjoyed the
challenge vastly understates my delight in putting this response together.'
Dean Fischel taught us in the May issue of this Journal that the mar-
ketplace vields far better results for our clients than any regulator. ar-
rangement we lawyers can construct, that mandatory principles of pro-
fessional independence, conflicts of interest, confidentiality, and even
professional licensure were unnecessary in a world where free enterprise
was permitted to flourish, that multidisciplinary practice was an idea
whose time had come and that rather than cling to our outdated ethical
rules, such as Rule 5.4 which prohibits sharing legal fees with non-lawyers, 2
* Partner. Drinker Biddle & Reath. Member, ABA Commission on Evaluation of the Rules
of Professional Conduct (Ethics 2000); Chair. ABA Death Penalty Representation Project;
Former Chair. ABA Section of litigation: Former Chair. ABA Standing Committee on Ethics
and Professional Responsibility. Professors Susan Martvn of the University of Toledo School
of Law and.Jonathan Macev of Cornell Law School, without endorsing any of the views of
the author, were kind enough to review this paper, and provide astute editorial comments
for which I am grateful.
I. Though one does oppose Dean Fischel with some trepidation. See Karen Donovan,
Milberg 144iss' $50AMistake. NAT'L LJ., Apr. 26, 1999, at Al (describing how the law firm,
rather than risk an outsized punitive damage award, settled with Dean Fischel for 55,000,000
more than the initial verdict in Fischel's lawsuit against Milberg Weiss alleging abuse of
process).
2. MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CoN'DUcT Rule 5.4 (1998). Rule 5.4, Professional
Independence of a Lawyer. states in part:
(a) A lawyer or law firm shall not share legal fees with a nonlawver except that: (1) an
agreement b" a lawyer with the lawyer's firm, partner, or associate may provide for the
payment of money. over a reasonable period of time after the lawyer's death, to the
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as a transparent subterfuge for maintaining our professional monopoly. wc
lawyers should embrace the new model in which anyone can offer legal
services on any terms, and the clients will vote with their pocketbooks.
The brashness of Dean Fischel's approach left me weak of knee. my
forehead beaded with perspiration, palpitations interrupting my abilirV to
think straight. But then I recovered, recalling my commitment to the ideas
that lawyers are not just another set of service providers, that wchat sepa-
rates us from a world of auditors, investment bankers, and insurance sales-
men is our commitment to a higher set of values, that placing lawyers in
alternative practice settings in which they were mere employees or even
partners of others would destroy the bulwark that has been our profession's
best defense against the compromise of these values, that the laboratory
of the Big 5 has demonstrated, better than anv chalkboard economic cal-
culations, how the principles Dean Fischel celebrates are destructive of
the protections we offer our clients, and that if the Big 5 reflected the
alternative universe which Dean Fischel considers the ideal, we should
collectively pray our profession is not forced to travel there.
ACCOUNTING STORIES
PRICE WA TERHOUSECOOPERS' IMDEPENDENCE
My response does not start with law'yering at all. Rather I invite you
into the boardroom of the closed end investment companies for which I
have served for a decade as an independent director. It is early February
2000. On the agenda is the question whether we will recommend the
retention of PricewaterhouseCoopers to be the independent auditors of
the funds. The PricewaterhouseCoopers' slick written presentation was
sent weeks before the meeting; it is annotated through an in-person ap-
pearance by the partner in charge who walks us through the information.
After a discussion of audit scope. audit personnel, and audit fees, we arrive
at the question of PricewaterhouseCoopers' independence. In the written
materials is a disclosure of all ties between PricewaterhouseCoopers and
our fund's adviser. W,"hile principles of confidentiality prevent me from
sharing the details of this presentation, suffice it to say that Price-
waterhouseCoopers had a multimillion dollar consulting contract, two en-
gagements in connection with proposed transactions whose fees, in the
millions, may double with the result (as we used to say in the old days, you
lawyer's estate or to one or more specified persons; (2) a lawyer who purchases the
practice of a deceased, disabled or disappeared lawyer may; pursuant to the provision
of Rule 1. 17, pay to the estate or other representative of that lawyer the agreed-upon
purchase pricc: and (3) a lawyer or law firm may include nonlawver employees in a
compensation or retirement plan, even though the plan is based in whole or in part on
a profit-sharing arrangement. (b) A lawyer shall not form a partnership with a nonlawyer
if any of the activities of the partnership consist of the practice of la ...
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could live on the difference), and other financial relationships with an
affiliate of our adviser that were in the millions.
Our reliance as independent directors upon PricewaterhouseCoopers
for audit services is profound. Our closed end funds hold many securities
with a thin or no market. Ever, day those securities must be fair valued
so that the world knows our funds' net asset value, and therefore the true
discount or premium at which our dosed end shares trade. That work is
done conscientiously by our adviser and others; but knowing that inde-
pendent auditors, with no axe to grind, come in annually to rexiew our
internal controls, income statement, and balance sheet gives the investing
public and us directors great confidence in the integrity of our operation.
W-ith our annual audit fees of less than $40,000, however, could Price-
waterhouseCoopers be considered independent given its involvement with
our adviser and its affiliates?
I asked our lawyer, who wondered the same thing. Nonetheless. I was
informed that even if we were inclined not to approve Pricewater-
houseCoopers as our independent auditor, we would accomplish nothing
because the other four Big 5 firms would reflect similar intertwining with
our adviser. In other words, so long as we wanted to be audited by a Big
5 firm (an absolute necessity in a world in which only these behemoths
can provide the generally accepted "Good Housekeeping" seal of ap-
proval) we had no real alternative. With onlv five choices, sometimes you
have no choice at all.
PRICEWA TERHOUSECOOPERS' INFRACTIONS
The same meeting produced a second story line. The Pricewater-
houseCoopers' engagement partner in charge was required to discuss that
firm's recent difficulties with the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) relating to firm partners, employees, and their relatives owning
shares in companies PricewaterhouseCoopers audits. A press release from
the SEC had announced that half the partners of Pricewaterhouse-
Coopers. including 31 top executives, had violated the auditor indepen-
dence rules that prohibit investment in audit clients of the firm. The SEC
found "'widespread' noncompliance, which reflects 'serious structural
and cultural problems in the firm." 3 The statistics regarding the Price-
waterhouseCoopers' violations were just staggering. A total of 1885 staffers
committed a total of 8064 violations, "owning investments in 2,159 of the
firm's 3,170 SEC-registrant corporate audit clients---- including almost half
of all partners and 6 of the 11 senior managers who oversee the firm's
3. Elizabeth MacDonald & Michael Schroeder, Report by SEC Says pAicewaerhouse Volated
Rules on Coflits of Interest, WALl. ST. J., Jan. 7, 2000, at A3 [hereinafter MacDonald &
Schroeder].
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independence program."'4 The SEC suggested that 52 companies hire
another firm to replace PricewaterhouseCoopers.3
While the public response from the offending firm had been alterna-
tively dismissive (" 'the vast majority of [the] infractions resulted from an
honest failure to appreciate the importance of compliance, failure to
check' restricted investments, and a 'lack of understanding of the intri-
cacies of the rules' "),6 defensive ("[a]t no time was the integriM of our
audits compromised"), 7 and apologetic (we are making **sweeping changes
to our processes"),8 our partner was clearly embarrassed that these trans-
gressions had taken place. Forced to confront us-his clients-his remarks
reflected remorse, regret, and renewed determination that Pricewater-
houseCoopers was taking all the necessary steps to assure it did not happen
again. I felt sorry that because of the conduct of his colleagues our Price-
waterhouseCoopers partner was placed in this awkward position to have
to apologize to us.
But, whatever comfort I took from that presentation quickly disappeared
when I learned that while PricewaterhouseCoopers might be acting con-
trite, anonymous leaders of the accounting business were reacting to the
SEC action against one of the colleague firms by attacking the regulations
themselves as outmoded, antiquated, and annoving. The growth of the
Big 5 firms, it was argued, made it ridiculous to imagine that it was im-
portant that everyone at a Big 5 firm (and their families) avoid owning
shares in clients the firm audited. It was quite enough, went the litany, that
those directly involved in the audit refrained from owning shares in the
audited compan, and that the famous accounting firm "firewalls" would
safeguard independence. 9 Instead of prosecuting PricewaterhouseCoopers
for its violations, these accounting industry spokespersons asserted, the
SEC should be examining its regulations and revising them to comport
with the reality of the modern world.10
In recent months, one of these individuals finally was willing to be
quoted for attribution on this explosive topic. In going public, Stephen
Butler. Chairman of KPMG, threw down the gauntlet. "What I see is
[Arthur] Levitt, [Chairman of the SEC] waking up to the realization that
these rules are outdated . . . . You can pound people for technical viola-
4. Stephen Barr. Breaking Up the B g 5, CFO. May 1, 2000. at 43 [hereinafter Barr].
5. Elizabeth MacDonald. Accountant Faces Salvo From SEC, WALL ST. J., Feb. 28, 2000,
at A3.
6. See MacDonald & Schroeder. supra note 3. at A3 (quotinga confidential letter to staffers
from PricewaterhouseCoopers' Chairman, Nicholas Moore, and Chief Executive Officer,
James Schiro).
7. Id. (quoting Kenton Sicchitano. PricewaterhouseCoopers' global managing partner
of regulatory and independence issues).
8. Id.
9. See discussion infia at 1558.
10. See MacDonald & Schroeder, supra note 3, at A3.
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dons, but there will be a backlash if these rules are not fixed quickl%:"1
What Mr. Bulter means by a "backlash" was not made clear. I"
In other words, just like the way the accountants wish to repeal the legal
profession's imputation rules governing conflicts of interest ("if we impute
conflicts beyond the individuals working on the engagement we'd have to
turn down so much business"), 13 which is the legal profession's core value
governing lovalt); they also hope to repeal the rules governing the inde-
pendence of their own profession so that no one will look askance at the
millions in non-audit services they are billing their audit clients, and ev-
eryone will be comfortable with accountants and their families investing
in companies their firms audit.
PRICE WA TERH 0 USE C O OPERS ' BREA K UP
The third story line discredits one of the principal arguments invoked
by the supporters of multidisciplinary practice argument: the economic
forces at work are so powerful that the only choice the profession has is to
lie supine on the beach, let the tsunami sweep over us. and get drenched
by the new paradigm of one-stop shopping, open competition for services,
and lawyers working for non-lawyers--our once great profession reduced
to the lowest common denominator role as just another profit center at a
department store for consulting services. Yet on February 16, 2000, as
predicted by our PricewaterhouseCoopers partner., it was reported that
PricewaterhouseCoopers was splitting off its tax and auditing work from
its other consulting business, which in turn might be split into two or more
entities.14 Of course, the devil is in the details, which have not been an-
nounced (and how the ownership is allocated among the principals of
these new firms will determine whether what we are dealing with is form
over substance); it does appear, however, that this one Big 5 firm recognizes
that the SEC will not tolerate the threat to auditors' professional indepen-
dence caused by its offering of so many other services to audit clients of
the firm.
The second shoe dropped on March 1, 2000 when the accounting firm
of Ernst & Young announced that it would be selling its non-audit business
to Cap Gemini S.A. of France, a public company with its headquarters in
Paris. 15 Again, we do not vet know how "independent" these various busi-
I I. &e Barr. supra note 4. at 54.
12. Not long after these remarks, the rest of the Big 5 reversed an earlier decision not to
fund a probe by the Public Oversight Board into their own stock ownership issues. Michael
Peel & Adrian Michaels, "Big Three" in Probe Climbdown, FIN. TIMES. May 20, 2000, at 8.
13. Lawrence J. Fox. Accountants. The Hawks of the Professional brld. 84 MINN. L. REx'.
1097. 1101 (2000) [hereinafter Fox].
14. Elizabeth MacDonald, Pricewaterhouse Nears Final Plan For Restructuring, WALL ST. J.,
February 16, 2000. at C11.
15. John Tagliabue, Cap Gemini to Acquire Ernst & 2ung's Consulting Business, N.Y TIMES,
Mar. 1, 2000. at C 1.
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nesses will be--one from the other-but it would appear that Ernst &
Young's audit clients will have to go to the great inconvenience of making
a second call if they want to secure other serv'ices from the auditing firm's
former colleagues. 16
Nor have the other three firms gone untouched by these events. Even-
one knows about the on-going feud between Arthur Andersen and An-
dersen Consulting that on August 7, 2000 ended in an arbitrator's decision
that will result in a divorce. 17 KPMG Consulting %ill split from KPMG.
LLC, the accounting house, and has filed to sell approximately S2.5 billion
of its stock to the public. '8 Finally, Deloitte & Touche is said to be prepared
to maintain an integrated firm unless "it was placed under extreme pres-
sure from regulators."19
The lessons from these recent and planned divestitures are profound.
Consolidation, we have been told, is as inevitable as it is irreversible. But
these announcements prove both of those propositions wrong. There are
centrifugal (albeit non-market) forces at work that are more powerful than
the centripetal forces that brought all this "consulting" together.20 And if
PricewaterhouseCoopers can be split into a number of enterprises, the
civil disobedience of the accounting firms in employing thousands of law-
vers can be reversed as well. The fail accompli with which our profession
has been presented ("now that we've hired 5,000 lawyers we dare you to
do something about it") is far more easily undone than the splitting off of
all of Ernst & Young's consulting business will turn out to be.2 1
These stories tell our profession a little about lawyers and the practice
of law. But they speak volumes about Dean Fischel's "market" and about
what we can expect from multidisciplinary practice if we lawyers succumb
to this movement.
First, we learn that without regard to its effect on independence, the
Big 5 accounting firms have long ago aggressively embarked on a cam-
paign to capitalize on their audit entree into the entire world of public
companies to sell a broad range of non-audit services with little or no
16. An advertisement in the June 2, 2000 ANw Ibrk Times suggests that the firms will not
be totally independent from each other, for example. using the same name. N.X TIMES, June
2, 2000. at A11.
17. David Leonhardt. Anderson Split into Two Firms by Arbitrator. N.Y. TiMEs, Aug. 8, 2000,
at Al.
18. IJPMG Consulting in Filing Gives Details of Stock Offerng. N.Y TIMES, Aug. 8, 2000, at
C22.
19. Ben Griffiths & Douglas Broom, Big 5 Launches SEC Fghtback, ACCT. AGE, March 16,
2000, at 1.
20. Indeed, the SEC recently announced new proposed rules "[tightening] standards on
what additional services accounting firms could sell to [those] whose books they audit." Floyd
Norris, S.E.C. Proposes Stricter Accounting Rules, N.Y TIMES, June 28, 2000, at Cl.
21. For further thoughts on what may lie ahead for the Big 5, see Reed Abelson, After
Andersen 14a, Accowumts Think Hard About Consulting, N.Y TvMEs, Aug. 9, 2000, at CI.
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regard to whether the dollars generated by these other endeavors vastly
outstrip the audit fees or even whether the audit partners are compensated
from the consulting fees they help generate.
Second, we learn that. without any limitations on concentration. these
firms have managed to consolidate, first by buying up literally hundreds
of practices around the country; and then merging down from the Big 8
to the Big 522 so that the entire public company world is diided among
them, almost like omnia Gallia, in quinquepartem.
Third, these five firms can set the rules any way they want-on inde-
pendence, on loyalt ; on fees-because the consumers, as powerful as they
are, have no choice. You want a Big 5 firm that provides a higher level of
customer loyalty than the rules currently offer, yet even if you are in the
market buying, no one is selling.
Fourth, accounting professional independence is a fragile commodit"
that will be seriously compromised by the announced intention that au-
ditors and their consulting partners be permitted to buy shares in clients,
a result that means if one wanted a higher level of independence one
would be required to go outside the Big 5.
Fifth, we must rely on the clout of the SEC to impose a more stringent
role on share ownership in audited enterprises by auditing firm employees.
Indeed, the only thing that will save the current concept of independence
of the accounting profession is regulation by a determined and effective
SEC.
Which leads to the question, given the foregoing, will our clients be
better off if we lawyers all end up as employees of Arthur Andersen or
KPMG? The answer to that has to be a decided "no." If the Big 5 take
such an aggressive attitude toward undermining their own important con-
cept of professional independence, if they treat the idea of regulation with
such disdain that, instead of complying with the existing rules, they ignore
them and, when caught, scream that the rules should be changed, then
what chance do our profession's unique principles and policies of client
protection have of surviving where the law business becomes just another
product extension evaluated on the sole basis of how it affects the bottom
line?
Indeed, as I have argued elsewhere,23 we do not need to extrapolate
what would happen to lawyer values at the Big 5 if they became Multi-
disciplinary Practices (MDPs) offering legal services. These firms have al-
read, hired 5000 lawyers who systematically engage in civil disobedience,
22. Some have predicted we may even see the Big Three in a few years. See Brent Shearer,
Dealing With Rifts at Accouraing Firms, M&AJ., May 2000, at 6.
23. Hearings Before the Commission on Multidisciplinary Practice (Feb. 4, 1999) (written
remarks of Lawrence J. Fox, Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP). available at <http://www.
abanet.org/cpr/foxi.html>: Hearings Before the Commission on Multidisciplinary Practice
(Feb. 4. 1999) (oral testimony of Lawrence J. Fox. Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP), available
at <http://wwwabanet.org/cpr/fox3.htnl>.
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not only disingenuously arguing they are not practicing law to escape the
effects of Rule 5.4's prohibition on sharing fees, but also ignoring many
of our other rules, including those governing confidentialit. conflicts of
interest, limitation of liability, and solicitation of clients.
Alas, this last fact does not carry the day with Dean Fischel. In his world.
none of these rules or the principles they reflect are worth protecting or
perpetuating. Most of his May article was dedicated to a series of sustained
salvos designed to demonstrate that these values, many of which he claims
are simply imagined anyway, should be jettisoned along with the podium-
pounding rhetoric that surrounds them. Thus to me falls their defense, an
assignment I gleefully accept, starting with a discussion of professional
independence.
PROFESSIONAL INDEPENDENCE: A RALLY CRY OR A
SUBSTANTIVE CONCEPT?
What a treat to get an opportunity to explain professional independence
to Dean Fischel. Having accused us apologists for Rule 5.4 as having "goals
... no different from any other trade union or interest group pursuing
economic protectionism," but "cloaking our arguments in rhetoric about
... professional independence, ' 24 I leave it to you, kind reader, to decide
whether lawyer professional independence means anything or is it, as Dean
Fischel suggests, simply a null set? Then, if you conclude that the former
is true, you must determine whether any aspects of "professional inde-
pendence" might be threatened by the MDP movement. It is my thesis
that professional independence in fact reflects a number of different client-
centered values and that each of those is far more at risk--some mortally
at risk-if we abandon Rule 5.4.
JUST SAT NO, OR WORSE, RESIGN
"In representing a client," Rule 2.1 mandates, "a lawyer shall exercise
independent professional judgment and render candid advice." 25 Some
would argue that telling the client what the client may not want to hear
is the very essence of the lawyer's duty. As the comment to Rule 2.1
provides:
A client is entitled to straightforward advice expressing the lawyer's
honest assessment. Legal advice often involves unpleasant facts and
alternatives that a client maybe disinclined to confront. In presenting
advice, a lawyer endeavors to sustain the client's morale and may put
advice in as acceptable a form as honesty permits. However, a lawyer
24. Daniel R. Fischel, Multidiscplinary Pactice, 55 Bus. LAw. 951, 974 (2000) !hereinafter
Fischel].
25. MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 2.I (1998).
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should not be deterred from giving candid advice by the prospect that
the advice will be unpalatable to the client. 26
This concept has often been summed up in "the old counselors' dictum
that about half the practice of a decent lawyer consists in telling would-
be clients that they are damned fools and should stop.
27
Is this an easy mandate to accomplish? Practicing lawyers know that is
not the case. To appreciate fully this point one must start not with the
lawyer, but with the client. One of the biggest problems faced by lawyers
is the clients' inclination not to tell all to their lawyers, because clients
worry about the consequences of such candor. The lawyer might criticize
the client; the lawyer might not show sufficient ardor for the client's cause:
the lawyer might not be willing to help the client accomplish the client's
goals. So the lawyer must nurture a feeling of trust, explain ho-v much
better fully informed advice from the lawver will be for the client, and
describe the importance of confidentiality and the attorney-client prii-
lege, all to convince the client to "open up."
Having coaxed the client into sharing her greatest hopes and fears, the
lawyer is not yet over the hump. The lawyer has to overcome the lawyer's
reciprocal natural reluctance to share bad news with the client. The dif-
ficulty of this task is compounded when the lawyer recognizes (as any
experienced lawyer must) that the client tends to "not to hear" that which
the client does not want to hear. How many times have lawyers been
confronted with the disappointed client who failed to hear (or remember)
the lawyer's early warnings that the IRS might challenge the client's tax
position, that a jury might reject the client's version of the facts, or that
the SEC might not approve the client's public offering statement in a
certain form? Thus, the obligation is not just telling the client something
that will not be welcomed, but telling it convincingly and repeatedly so
that it is clear that the client has in fact received and processed the message.
All of this has to be accomplished without provoking the shooting of
the messenger. That, of course, is what makes fulfilling this responsibility
so difficult. We do not want to deliver bad news, disappoint our clients, or
lose their trust, let alone scold or remonstrate with them, and we fear the
consequences of doing so. Will the client stop paying? Will the client switch
lawyers? Will the client sue the lawyer for malpractice? All are possible
consequences of fulfilling our duty of candor to our clients-and they
come with the lawyers' territory
Will the lawyer be less likely to fulfill this duty in the context of an
MDP? The answer has to be, sad to tell, a ringing affirmative. If the client
who is about to be disappointed or, worse, when the client learns bad news
is also receiving a broad range of other services or products from the
26. Id.
27. XIAY ArNN GLENDON, A NATION UNDER LAwYERs 75 (Farrar, Straus & Giroux
1994). The quotation is usually attributed to Elihu Root.
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lawver's MDP employer (and, of course, that %il be the MDP's goal.
indeed its reason for being), how much pressure will the lav'.'er be under
to keep the client happy pressure exerted by the lawvyer's IMIDP colleagues
who are providing the client with lucrative consulting services, investment
advice, insurance, financial products, and other goods and services. Sud-
denly the fulfilling of an ethical mandate becomes not just the risk of the
loss of a client but the destruction of the liIDP's business plan. the loss of
commissions, the cutting off of the consulting fee spigot. financially jeop-
ardizing the lawyer's non-lawyer colleagues who are not schooled in. sub-
ject to, or sensitive about, the lawyer's obligation to independently provide
candid advice to the client. Perhaps Lynn Turner, the Chief Accountant
of the SEC, in discussing this same problem in the context of professional
independence of auditors, put it best, "When [audit partners] are a mar-
keting channel, they can't piss off the client; otherwise they can't sell the
other services." 28
The pressure on the lawyer gets even more intense when the lawyer has
to demonstrate the ultimate act of professional independence-firing the
client. Our rules of professional conduct mandate lawyer withdrawal when
the continued representation would result in a violation of the rules of
professional conduct or laV%29 This includes, of course, when a represen-
tation becomes a violation of our rules governing conflicts of interest,
when the lawyer may find her services are aiding and abetting client fraud
or perjury, or when the services of the lawyer may require disclosure of
client confidential information.
Again, the lawyer in an MDP will be confronted with a decision that in
this case will end a representation, but one that will also result in the
inevitable jettisoning of a "profit center" for the MDP, if the legal client
is also a consumer of the other services and products the MDP offers. Afll
the pressure on the lawyer not to take such drastic action from her non-
lawyer colleagues at the MDP be greater than if the lawyer were only part
of a law firm that offered legal services? Anyone who thinks that will not
be the case still believes in the tooth fairy.
LOALTI
One foundation stone of professional independence is our duty of loy-
alty When lawyers promise our clients professional independence, one of
the guarantees we are delivering is that the zealous representation of our
client will not be compromised bv our obligations to other clients, third
parties, or our own interests. We provide this guarantee, not just as a
28. See Barr. supra note 4.
29. Rule 1. 16(a)(l) provides: "(a) Except as stated in paragraph (cj. a lawyer shall not
represent a client or. where representation has commenced, shall withdraw from the repre-
sentation of a client if: (1) the representation will result in violation of the rules of professional
conduct or other law..." MODEL RL.,ES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 1. 16 (1998).
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personal matter as to the lawyers actually working on the client's engage-
ment, but as to all lawyers with whom we are affiliated. To implement thi.
rule, we agree, before undertaking an engagement. to disclose to the client
any possible conflicts, to seek informed consent to waive any waiveable
conflict, and to abide the client's decision if a waiver is sought.
This is far from a trivial or immaterial matter. The legal profession
recognizes how important it is to provide our clients with confidence that
their confrontation with the confusing, complicated, and threatening world
of law will be one where they can count on the unfettered advocacy of
their counsel. We know all too well how clients can feel insecure and
uncertain when facing a major transaction or a litigated matter. The last
thing we want to add to that calculus is doubt about how committed the
lawyer and law firm is to the client's matter.
Our role governing imputation is the highest embodiment of that com-
mitment. Not only are the independent lawyers assigned to the matter free
from any undisclosed outside influences, but so too are all of the other
lawyers with whom the clients' lawyers practice. If punches are pulled,
they, are pulled because that is in the best interest of the client-not be-
cause divided loyalty is interfering with good judgment.
Does an MDP practice compromise lawyer loyalty? On this point we
need not engage in prognostication in which both sides of the debate can
claim the ability to predict alternative visions in the future. No, here we
have already seen what would happen in the MDP setting because the Big
5 have provided us with a living laboratory for client "loyalty." And the
first casualties in that endeavor are imputation of conflicts among all firm
personnel, the concept of non-waiveable conflicts, and an objective stan-
dard for measuring impairment, all of which have ended, if you'll pardon
the mixed metaphor. on the Big 5 cutting room floor. When clients go to
the Big 5 for services the" never learn whether the Big 5 firm is even
performing non-audit services for adverse parties, unless the conflict is one
in which the accounting firm seeks to represent both sides of a matter (a
conflict that iawyers, but not accountants, consider non-waiveable). No
conflicts memos are ever circulated. Each decision on loyalty is made by
the individuals assigned to the matter who ask themselves, applying a to-
tally subjective standard, "How do I feel about taking on this engage-
ment?" Wrhile the service providers next door or across the hall or in
another office are receiving huge fees from adverse enterprises, the client
only gets to hope that lovalty, to the other entity will not interfere with the
Big 5 firm's loyalty .to iL No objective standards; no imputation. How
independent can these service providers be?
I should note that the accounting firm rules governing loyalty probably
were precisely the correct formulation for them at a time when they were
still minding their knitting, not disparaging their birthright, and just pro-
viding auditing services. For that role, conflict of interest rules should be
irrelevant. Because the last thing the SEC or the investing public wants
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from auditors is advocac%, and the services were provided outside of the
context of competition among aggressive enterprises. it should have made
no difference that Peat Marwick audited all of the oil companies. Toda.
the Big 5's work has evolved into advising on mergers and acquisitions.
consulting with enterprises competing for the same broadcast channelk or
cell phone franchises, litigation consulting, testifing as expert witnesse.
and myriad other fields. The problem with these expanding services is that
the Big 5 have sought to maintain the same rules governing loyalrv even
where the new services are anything but objective and advocacy is the
commodity that is being purchased and the clash of competing interests
is real. One recent, almost incredible example will demonstrate how tone
deaf the Big 5 can be.
Without informing either client of the other representation. two lawyers
from HSD Ernst & Young, the French law firm, agreed to testif\ as expert
witnesses on French law for each side in a proceeding in the U.S. Court
of Federal Claims between IBM and the federal government. When the
attempt to double the firm's pleasure, double its fun, became known and
the clients protested, HSD Ernst & Young promptly dropped the work for
the government, for which it had been working for three years. even
though the IBM expert work had only began one month earlier. This odd
choice of who to drop was reached on the basis that IBM was a longstand-
ing client of Ernst & Young, the accounting firm, though apparentl); up
until that point, no one had ever bothered to inform IBM that HSD Ernst
& Young was working against IBM's interests. 3 0 On motion by the gov-
ernment, HSD Ernst & Young's selection of preferred client was overruled
and the French law firm was disqualified from working on behalf of
IBM.31
The case speaks volumes about the inability and unwillingness of MDPs
to establish and maintain conflict checking systems and the questionable
loyalt- MDPs can be expected to offer their clients. In addition, it raises
the curious question why any professional firm would get itself in a position
where it could never bat more than .500 unless being profitable becomes
a higher value than being right.
YOU CANPAYME/YOU DON'T CONTROL ME
The representation sounds fascinating. The directors of the bio-tech
company have been sued in a derivative claim that they should never have
approved applying to the Food and Drug Administration for field trials of
a controversial new method of cloning dogs. Their directors' and officers*
insurance carrier has retained your firm to defend the outside directors.
30. Sheryl Stratton, Expeftsfom E&'s French Law Firm End Up on Both Sides ofIlBAI Litgation.
TAvx NoTEs TOD.A ,,July 28, 2000. at 146-4.
31. International Business Machines v United States. 95-828T (Fed. Cir. July 18, 2000),
reprinted in TAx NOTES ToDAY ,Juy 28, 2000, at 146-47.
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Your first meeting with them suggests that your new clients, a universir\
president, an investment banker, and an entrepreneur. are a fascinatiniQ
and conscientious lot. Then you receive the letter from the carrier. "'No
expert wimesses shall be retained without our prior permission. which shall
not be granted until a firm trial date is less than 60 days awa. No di--
positive motions shall be filed until they are cleared by our claims adju.ter.'"
who you know is paid a bonus for keeping defense costs down. and "'all
invoices for professional services must be sent to an outside auditor for itU
approval prior to payment."
The way the lawyer deals with these directions defines one aspect of
professional independence. Can a lawyer accept instructions from some-
one other than the client because that person or entity is responsible for
paying all or part of the lawyer's fee?
The rules of professional conduct provide the current ethical require-
ments in this regard. Rule 1.8(f) provides:
A lawyer shall not accept compensation for representing a client from
one other than the client unless: (1) the client consents after consul-
tation; (2) there is no interference with the lawyer's independence of
professional judgment or with the client-lawyer relationship: and
(3) information relating to representation of a client is protected as
required by Rule 1.6.32
Rule 5.4(c) amplifies the point: 'A lawyer shall not permit a person who
recommends, employs, or pays the lawyer to render legal services for an-
other to direct or regulate the lawyer's professional judgment in rendering
such legal services."133
These rules, we all recognize, are written against a reality backdrop that
cannot be ignored. While these lawyers are enjoined from letting the third
party interfere with the lawyer's professional judgment as to what is in the
best interests of the client. typically in the insurance context the insured
client is a one-time client of the lawyer; meanwhile, the insurance com-
pany is the source of a steady stream of new engagements. Moreover, the
insurance company has the power to refuse to pay for the services the
lawyer recommends, either forcing the lawyer to undertake the work pro
bono or requiring the insured to go out of pocket to fund litigation for
which she thought she was insured.
The lawyer must be courageous, despite these pressures, refuse to accept
any direction from the third part; and only act on recommendations that
are consistent with the independent professional judgment of the lawyer.
And indeed, the defense lawyers have sought, through ethics committee
32. MODEL RuLEs OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 1.8 (1998).
33. Id. 5.4.
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opinions34 and the institution of proceedings in Montana. 3- to establish
the impropriety of such insurance company intermeddling. Whether these
efforts are successful and whether. in the guerrilla war berween defense
counsel and insurance companies, both clients and professional indepen-
dence will come through intact, there is no doubt that one measurt of
professional independence is the extent to which lawyers are able to resist
this third-parry interference.
Does this discussion give real content to professional independence? For
sure. Is this kind of interference likely to occur in an MDP in which lawyers
are hired by the likes of American Express, Jaco\vini's Funeral Home. or
Travelers to provide legal services to third-parry customers of these enter-
prises? Of course. If legal services become a profit center for the employers
this is not only likely, it is inevitable. The more the lawyers cut corners.
the higher the profits and the higher their bonuses. In addition. because
the services will be provided by an MDP which maintains an entire Turkish
Bazaar of products and other services to be cross-sold to these ..clients"
as part of the MDP's business plan (one-stop shopping providing, by the
way, convenience for the customer but. far more importantly. business
extensions for the entrepreneurs), all of the incentives \rill be diverted away
from the legal problem at hand and toward capitalizing on the capture of
one more customer to be "sold" all the MDP has to offer. As poor Mrs.
Hutzvclutz sits there explaining how she wants to set up a trust for her
grandchildren, the lawyer will be recalling how in sales training he was
instructed to cross-sell limited partnerships, insurance products, financial
advice, and burial plots, and how his ability to do so will be amply
rewarded.
Nor is this far-fetched. H&R Block, one of the most oft-mentioned
candidates to form an MDP with lawyers, became a "trusted tax pre-
parer"'3 for millions of Americans. But that "carefully constructed" image
did not stop the firm from promoting tax refund loans to its customers at
"roughly what mafia loan sharks in New York charge their best customers"
("more than 500 percent on an annualized basis") instructing their return
preparers to sell "vo day refunds," not to call these advances loans, and
covering up entirely the kickback H&R Block was receiving on this busi-
ness from the statutorily mandated "independent" lender . 7 who was gen-
34. See. e.g., Alabama State Bar Disciplinary Comm'n, Op. RO-98-02 (Oct. 27, 1998)
available in <http://wwwalabar.org/Ogc/formal/fopDisplav.Cfm?oneld = 2>: REs GL%-s-
TAE, Indiana State Bar Ass'n Legal Ethics Comm'n. Op. 3 (August 1998). at 24 (both re-
jecting litigation guidelines,.
35. In re Rules of Professional Conduct and Insurer Imposed Billing Rules and Procedures,
2 P.3d 806 (Mont. 2000;.
36. David CayJohnston. Nw Questions About BIork:s Luratil,, Tav Loans. N. TIMI.s,July
2. 2000. Section 3. at I.
37. Federal law prohibits tax preparers from making loans to clients. "a rule intended to
prevent collusion between taxpayers and tax preparers." Id.
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erously sharing with H&R Block the abundant cash flow generated by this
program.38
Closer to home, I was recently consulted about a young lawyer who had
just resigned from her first permanent position as a lawyer. The law firm
she had joined marketed itself as expert in living trusts. An initial intervie%%
was held with the prospective clients and the data elicited thereby was
plugged into a living trust form which was then presented to the client by
an insurance salesman who worked with the firm, who used this oppor-
tunity to sell annuities to the clients, and who rebated a portion of his
commissions to the law firm, a fact that went undisclosed to the "client."
The newly minted lawyer's assignment was to plug the information into
the living trust forms. Her concern was that, in many cases. the inf'r-
mation elicited from the client indicated that the living trust form was then
not appropriate because of various factors like the client's marital status.
age, or financial position. When the young lawyer raised this issue with
the owner of the firm, she was told in no uncertain terms that her job was
not to question why but to proceed in the most efficient way possible since
the goal of the enterprise was to sell annuities. The provisions of Rules
1.1 and 1.3, 3 9 governing competence and diligence, and Rule 1.8(a). 40
governing doing business with clients, were all systematically ignored to
sell products to the customer of this stealth MDP When MDPs are fully
authorized, such horror stories will come out of the underworld and be-
come common-place events.
LEAVE YOUR CLIENTS AT THE DOOR
The American Law Institute (AU), a collection of carefully nominated
and selected judges, professors, and members of the practicing bar, has
produced "Restatements" since 1932. These books of "black letter" law;
explanatory comments, and supporting Reporters' Notes are developed
through a lengthy (some would sav interminable) drafting process featuring
meetings of advisers and consultative groups, numbering in the hundreds,
and then finally brought before the full membership, most often in the
historic ballroom of Washington, D.C.'s Mayflower Hotel where the texts
are finally approved, after discussion and debate, before the hundreds who
gather at the Spring meeting of the ALI.
Restatements are said to be attempts to "restate" the law, though law-
yers all recognize "the law;" particularly in some areas, presents not just
one choice. Examples abound, but think of whether contributory negli-
gence can bar any recovery for injuries caused by a negligent defendant,
whether there should be strict liability as to a manufacturer for the non-
38. See id.
39. MoDEL Rt.LEs OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUcT Rules 1.1 & 1.3 (1999).
40. Id. 1.8(a).
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negligent production of a product with a latent defect, whether a derivativc
complaint may be dismissed by the action of a board of directors that
includes many of the named defendants, or whether lawyers are free to
disclose confidential information to prevent or rectify a client fraud in
which the lawyer's services were innocently employed. To put togetiher a
Restatement requires making choices, often controversial choices. choices
about which the client community sometimes cares deeply. And once a
choice is made for a Restatement it can, but only by dint of the prestige
of the participants and the integrity of the decision making process. have
a profound effect on the course of our law..
As a result, the ALI operates on a principle that its members are to
leave their clients at the door. These members, in reaching their individual
decisions on how to vote on these matters, are not to debate or vote in the
AL! deliberations as client representatives, but rather as independent in-
dividuals bringing their years of experience and best judgment to the
deliberative process. 4 1
The principle has not always worked as hoped by its most ardent
adherents. The ALI Corporate Governance project found the delibera-
tions badly infected by lawyers paid by a corporate coalition who sought
to hobble the continuing viability of derivative suits,4 2 and the AI's Re-
statement of the Law of Product Liability was assaulted by lawvers whose
clients lobbied members on attempts to limit manufacturer liabilit\ 43
Similarly, in the Restatement of the Law Governing Lawyers, the insur-
ance industry sought to eliminate the professional independence require-
ment for lawyers hired by these enterprises to represent their insureds.4 4
Fortunately. these efforts were largely unsuccessful, even generating
their own backlash, prompted in part by the heavy handedness of the
interference.
But despite the fact that not all ALI members have been as true to the
principle as one would hope. the fact is that this principle-leaving your
clients at the door-represents another important example of lawyer in-
dependence. One of the obligations of all lawyers as members of the
profession is to work to improve the law. If lawyers are not committed to
the system's improvement, who will be? And the ALI example is but one
41. One ethics committee has written an opinion addressing this topic. The Committee
on Prof I and Judicial Ethics. Association of the Bar of the City of N.Y. Formal Op. 1997-3:
La.wi 'wr's Right to Engaee or Express a Personal iewpoint Which is Abt in Accordance uth a Client s
Interest, 52 REC. 874 (1997,.
42. See Roswell B. Perkins. Call to Order by the President. 68 A.L.I. PROC. 10 (1991): Kenneth
Jost. Business Lawwers h1in Showdown Vote in Al, LEGAL TIMES. May 18. 1992. at 2.
43. James A. Henderson,Jr. & Aaron D. Twerski. The Politics ofthe Products Liability Restate-
ment. 26 HOFSTRA L. REv-. 667 (1998).
44. Compare WVilliam T. Barker. Lobbying and the American Law Institute: The Example of Insurance
Defense, 26 HOSTRA L. REX. 573 (1998), with LawrenceJ. Fox, Leave )bur Clients at the Door,
26 HOFSTRA L. REV. 595 (1998).
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manifestation of what goes on in similar organizations, like Sections of
the ABA, and in state and local bar associations all the time. The devel-
opment of rules of professional responsibility. evidence codes, procedural
rules amendments. and standards for representation of the indigent are
but a few of numerous examples of issues lawyers should and do tacklc
informed by this principle.
Would this change with the development of MDPs? It would certainly
get far worse. As lawyers succumb to pressure not only from their clients.
but from their employers as well, can we imagine a full-time lawyer for
H&R Block leaving her employer at the door and urging expansion of
consumer rights, or a full-time lawyer for American Express urging an
expansion of the class action remedy or a full-time lawyer for Nationwide
taking an independent view of tort damages for pain and suffering? No.
The only sense in which these lawyers might leave their clients at the door
is if they do so to represent the interests of their full-time employers. At
MDPs. the search for truly independent lawyers may become a futile one.
THE MI TH OF SELF-REGULATION THE REALIT OF
COURT REGULATION
Lawyers regularly invoke the mantra that one aspect of lawyer inde-
pendence is the fact that we, as a profession, are self-regulated. It is true
that we are self-regulating in the sense that most of our conduct is not
reviewed by regulators and we rely on lawyers' natural inclination to con-
form their conduct to our professional rules on a voluntary basis to assure
compliance. As many commentators have noted, however, that mantra of
self-regulation recites what is largely a myth.4 5 Lawyers only really self-
regulate to the extent that state supreme courts and other members of the
judiciary choose to delegate that authority to the profession. The real
power to regulate lawyers is inherent in the judicial function. 4(; But lawyers
have generally gotten the first crack at recommending rules for professional
conduct, first at the ABA level where the basic Model Code and then
Model Rules that form the greater part of the rules actually adopted by
every jurisdiction (except California) have received their first promulga-
tion, and then in each state where bar committees have taken the ABA
"Models" and amended them to be recommended to their respective state
Supreme Courts. Lawyers, too, fulfill essential tasks in the disciplinary
systems of the various jurisdictions. acting as hearing officers to adjudicate
45. Se. e.g.. David B. Wilkins. ',Tzo Sh uld Reulate Lawwrs. 105 HAR\V. L. REX'. 801 (1992):
Charles W \Volfram. Laurer Turf and Lawwr Regulation-the Role of the inherent-Powers Doctime. 12
U. ARK. Lirru ROCK L.J. 1 (1989).
46. RESTATMENT OF THE L-%%.', THE LAW GOVERING LAWYERS §, comment c (Pro-
posed Final Draft No. 2 (April 6, 1998)) [hereinafter RESTATEMENT].
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alleged violations of the rules of professional conduct. 4 - Thus. we do not
have self-regulation in the sense that lawyers have the power to set ti"
rules and determine violations, but an image of self-regulation in that at
the sufferance of the real authorities-the highest appellate court in each
jurisdiction-the profession enjoys a significant but circumscribed rolc.
But while the foregoing may dash the idealized version of lawyers a-
members of a profession that determines its own fate. it does include a
point that may be even more important to our professional role-it is the
court's, not the state legislature's, role to regulate the profession. 48 Admit-
tedly the extent of that power varies from state to state. 4 -  and has been
criticized as overstated,50 but the effect of court regulation on the inde-
pendence of the profession is profound. Lawyers are being regulated by
lawyers (now judges) who recognize the role lawyers play as officers of the
court, essential to the vindication of their clients" rights and just as critical
to helping their clients conform their conduct to what the law requires.-'7
Could the growth of MDPs cause a loss of this professional regulation
for lawyers? Once again the answer is a certain affirmative. When lawyers
become. just another set of service providers in a department store of
47. The legal profession's relative autonomy carries with it special responsibilities of self-
government. The profession has a responsibility to assure that its regulations are con-
ceived in the public interest and not in furtherance of parochial or self-interested
concerns of the barn Every lawyer is responsible for observance of the rules of Pro-
fessional Conduct. A lawyer should also aid in securing their observance of the rules
of Professional Conduct. A lawyer should also aid in securing their observance by
other lawyers. Neglect of these responsibilities compromises the independence of the
profession and the public interest it serves.
MODEL RULEs OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Preamble (1999).
48. RESTATEMENT, supra note 46. at §1. comment c.
49. Compare Mississippi Bar %-. McGuire. 647 So. 2d 706 (Miss. 1994) (striking down statute
that excluded disbarment based on IRS violations as in conflict with lawyer code with no
similar exception) with Heslin %- Connecticut Law Clinic. 461 A.2d 938 (Conn. 1983) (finding
that Connecticut Unfair Trade Practices Act can be applied to the conduct of lawyers).
50. RESiATEMENT. supra note 46, at § 1, Reporter's Note c.
51. The Preamble to the ABA Model Rules captures the point in another y
The legal profession is largely self-governing. Although other professions also have been
granted powers of self-government, the legal profession is unique in this respect because
of the close relationship between the profession and the processes of government and
law enforcement. This connection is manifested in the fact that ultimate authority over
the legal profession is vested largely in the courts. To the extent that lawyers meet the
obligations of their professional calling, the occasion for government regulation is ob-
viated. Self-regulation also helps maintain the legal profession's independence from
government domination. An independent legal profession is an important force in pre-
serving government under law for abuse of legal authority is more readily challenged
by a profession whose members are not dependent on government for the right to
practice.
MODEL RuULS OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Preamble (1999).
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financial and other services, when MDPs offer muluiple profit centers-
the sale of annuities, investment-advisory services. insurance, burial plots.
checking accounts, and loans-and all those other services and products
are regulated by executive branch agencies established by the legislature.
what will be the argument why court-centered lawyer regulation should
be preserved?
In this context my obligation of candor forces me to admit that the
failure to accommodate the MDP movement carries its own risks that
court-centered regulation will be abolished. Many have argued that if we
do not bend to the will of the Big 5, these economic kand political be-
hemoths will run to the legislatures for relief, just as the\ demonstrated
their awesome political power in securing an accountant-lawy'\er privilege
over the vigorous objection of the ABA. 52 This risk is real-despite the
fact that in many states such statutes would likely be declared unconsti-
tutional33-but nonetheless I conclude it is better to lose on the principle
of defending professional independence than to endure a professional
death by a thousand cuts as we let professional independence be taken
away from us through ill-advised compromise.
UAPOPULAR CAUSES AA) PRO BONO REPRESENT7ATION
Back in the early 1950s when McCarthyism was so rampant in the land
and "Communists" were being uncovered in ever%- area of human en-
deavor, Henry "K Sawyer, the late, great partner of my firm, Drinker
Biddle & Reath, undertook to represent teachers in Philadelphia who had
been accused of being "fellow travelers" or worse and whose jobs were in
jeopardy. Sawyer was young, fearless, and articulate, and prepared to do
battle on behalf of these beleaguered educators, a fact that gained wide
publicity because of the paranoia of the times.
Out of the notorious nature of this representation came a protest di-
rected to Henry Drinker, the Chairman of our firm. from a significant
long-standing client: The client was outraged that his law firm was de-
fending these "pinko commie sympathizers," and he wanted Drinker to
do something about it. To call Drinker conservative would have been an
understatement, and his anti-Communist sentiments were probably as
strong as those of his troubled client. But Sawer's defense of the teachers
52. &e IRS Restructuring and Reform Act, Pub. L. No. 105-206. 1998 U.S.C.C.A.N. (I 12
Stai.) 685. The ABA opposed the legislation. an amendment to the Interval Revenue Code,
because. inter aia. any such change should go through the evidence rules committee, concerns
about the application and scope of the new privilege, and the inconsistency between the
accountants' auditing function and the concept of confidentialit.- See letter iiomjerome.J.
Shestack. President of the ABA. and House and Senate Committee Members. dated Mar.
23. 1998 (on file with The Business Lawwr. University of Maryland School of Law.
53. See, e.g., Commonwealth %: Stern. 701 A.2d 568 (19'97) (striking penal statue that
criminalized the conduct of lawyers as infringing Supreme Courts exclusive jurisdiction to
regulate the professional and ethical conduct of lawyers).
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reflected a more important principle than where one's ideas fell on some
political spectrum. So Drinker rejected the client's imprecations and. when
the client protested further and threatened to take his business elsewhere.
Drinker made it quite clear that threat would not change his mind.
'Will that ferocious professional independence to rush to the defense of
the unpopular be affected by MDPs? Again. we need not speculate about
what a future they may bring. As Chair of the ABA Death Penalty Rep-
resentation Project, I already know what that answer will be. A number
of times lawyers in corporate America have told me they would love to
help but their company's shareholders would be "up in arms" if it came
to light that they were representing the despicable denizens of Death Row.
This tells me all too well that an early casualty of the MDP movement
will be the loss of this precious aspect of professional independence.
Dean Fischel, in his eloquent piece, tried to argue that this is okay
because who is to say that a greater contribution to society would not be
maximizing profits, paying more in taxes, and supporting the Art Museum
by serving on its board.5 4 MV response is this: anyone can try to increase
his or her income: anyone can attend fancy high cost parties. charity balls.
glitzy benefits, supporting the orchestra or the opera: ony the Henry W
Sawyers and lesser lights who seek to emulate his commitment (even if we
cannot come close to his eloquence) can represent those under sentence
of the ultimate sanction, or the Ku Klux Klan as it seeks to march through
Skokie, Illinois, or the young student who does not want to be forced to
listen to the prayers of another religion while attending a high school
graduation.Just as lawyers are not merely another set of service providers.,
so too are they not just another set of charitable donors. Only through
their dedication of time, knowledge, experience, and role as officers of the
court can the poor, the downtrodden, and the despicable receive the rep-
resentation they require.
A NOTE ON LAWER INDEPEADENCE Fi ACCOUNTANT
INDEPEADENCE
No discussion of this topic can conclude without a short discussion of
how badly the proponents of MDPs misunderstand completely any simi-
larity between our professional independence and that of the accountants.
Despite the accountants' most fervent wishes, we are not twins separated
at birth, still united by our common ethical birthright. Their "indepen-
dence" is independence from the client. As my discussion regarding my
service as a director indicates, when we read that PricewaterhouseCoopers
has opined on the financial statements of some compan)y we want to know
that PricewaterhouseCoopers was free of influence from its client, able to
bring healthy skepticism to its work to protect the public from relying upon
54. Fischel. supra note 24, at 957.
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financial statements that have not been prepared in accordance with Zen-
erally accepted accounting principles after an audit conducted in accor-
dance with generally accepted auditing standards. Like the SEC. we want
no advocates here, but rather professional distance and objectiviy.
For lawyers, professional independence is a completely different concept
(as I hope this article demonstrates). Yes. it means we gi1'e our client, our
best advice, even if it is not what the client wants to hear and in that sense.
and in that sense alone, we adopt the accountant's version of indepen-
dence. But it also means that we are as free as possible from outside influ-
ences-especially the government, other clients, third pary payers, and
our own self-interest-to permit us to exercise unbridled loyalty and zeal-
ous advocacy on behalf of our clients. Samuel DiPiazza. of Price-
waterhouseCoopers, betrays his (and I suspect his accounting colleagues"
misunderstanding when he asserts:
To suggest that the threat to independent judgment is unacceptably
higher when a non-lawyer has an economic interest in a law firm
than when a lawyer is under pressure from a long-standing client to
take a particular position or is encouraged by a senior partner in his
own firm to accommodate a client's interests, strikes me as a doubtful
proposition. 5A
It mav be doubtful to him, but it is anything but that to us. Being "under
pressure" from a long time client is exactly where the pressure should be.
Being "encouraged" by a senior partner is exactly who should be doing
the encouraging. We are quite properly beholden to our clients (so long as
the suggested conduct is lawful and ethical) and we are superised by other
lawyers (whose guidance we follow unless the ethical or legal violation is
clear). The former is our client to whom we are ethically committed and
the latter is a lawyer, similarly conversant with our values, subject to our
rules, and liable to the same disciplinar sanctions as we. It is pressure
from others that we must be ever vigilant to guard against and it is precisely
those influences that will compromise our professional independence. The
irony that Mr. DiPiazza's quoted statement proves this point, I trust, is not
lost on those who worry about MDPs.
LA 1'I JRS HA FE LAPSED
Have lawyers acted as committed professionals to the principle of lawyer
independence? The report card is decidedly mixed. Lawyers have served
as directors of their clients. Lawyers have invested in their clients and
some, if recent stories are correct, have gone much further and made that
55. Sam Di PiazzaJr.. Managing Partner. Tax Services-Americas PricewaterhouseCoop-
ers LLP. Written Remarks to the American Bar Association Commission on Multidisciplinary
Practice (Mar. I 1. 1999) available in <http://wwwabanet.org/cpr/dipiaziya. html>.
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a condition for providing the services. 56 Lawyers have started ancillay
businesses and. though for awhile it seemed that the trendy opening of
law firm subsidiaries was just a passing fancy, it now seems to have re-
accelerated, perhaps in light of the fact that MDPs. like sneeze-inducing
pollen in the spring, are in the air. Lawyers also have succumbed to the
pressure from insurance companies. Large numbers have even gone to
work as salaried employees providing legal services to insureds who. be-
cause these lawyers have stationery that to all the world represents that
they work for a partnership using a fictitious firm name. remain blissfully
ignorant of the relationship between their lawyers and the insurance com-
pany that employs them on salary.57 Undoubtedly. lawyers compromise
their independence every day in myriad other ways like failing to "just say
no," cutting corners, overbilling, charging unreasonable fees. and other-
wise failing to observe our ethical precepts.
But that is no reason to abandon the principle of professional indepen-
dence or conclude there is no principle there at all. To the contrary. the
courageous, quiet conduct of a great super-majority of the bar dedicated
to these principles, is a testimonial to how much we can achieve as inde-
pendent professionals. Their example should provide great encouragement
that we can lasso in our lapsed brethren and sisters. When one considers
a profession whose ranks approach one million, we can almost be giddy
with how professional independence abounds, how much it contributes to
the common weal and how rewarding it could be to use the savage attack
on our professional values by the Big 5 and their supporters as a way of
galvanizing the rest of us into a rededication to these values and concerted
action to protect them.
CONFIDENTIALITY AND PRIVILEGE: ETERNAL
PROTECTIONS
News Item: \MAIL STREET JOURNAL, OCTOBER 4, 2002
GENERAL ENTERPRISE ANNOUNCES BOLD INITIATIVE
(Nezw flrk) 14'endT Fineman, General Counsel of the General Enterprise Company.
announced at a press conference yesterday in front of the New lbrk Stock Exchange that
henceforth all outside counsel for General Enterprise would be encouraged to share oth-
erwise privileged or confidential information with the financial community'. Each month
General Enterprise plans to publish a list of the company's outside counsel and a de-
56. The Venture Law Group "insists on having an opportunity to buy in ... at the idea
stage .... - Richard B. Schmitt. Littk Law Firm Scores Big by Taking Stakes in Clients, WALL SI.
J., Mar. 22. 2000. at -BI. Though investing in clients by lawyers does .raise two concerns.
objectivity and potential liability (See ABA Comm. On Ethics and Professional Responsibility
Formal Opinion 00-418 (July 7. 2000)), such investments can be accomplished consistent
with lawyers* ethical obligations, a fact that is not true of those accountants who seek to
invest in firms for which they act as auditors where pristine objectivity is the sine qua non of
the engagement.
57. See. e.g.. American Insurance Ass'n %.v Kentuckv Bar Ass'n. 917 S.W2d 568 (Ky. 1996);
Gardner -. North Carolina State Bar, 341 S.E.2d 517 (N.C. 1986).
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scription of the matters they are handling. to facilitate the desired disclosures. .11s. Fl-
nenan's in-house counsel staff will also be available for the purpose of divu rzg simiia,
information to the press, shareholders, or the public.
W7en asked whether General Enterprise did not consider it dargerous to share suchl
sensitive information outside the company. Als. Fineman explained that she had Ti centiY
read an article by Dean Daniel Fischel of the University of Chicago Law School. that
argued companies "'wih nothing to hide" were received better bY the marketplace. -If
privilege is invoked [by a company] and this is disclosed [to the public), investors will
rationally conclude that negative information is being withheld because the firm has
something to hide, why else withhold the information?" Since Fischel believes, like jeremy
Bentham, that the attorney-client privilege 'protects the guilty,." General Enterprise
wanted to escape any negative implications the company's invoking the privilege or having
its lawyers maintain confidentiality might convey.
General Enterprise hopes that in taking this leadership role injettisoning antiquated
notions of confidentiality, other public companies will similarly make full disclosure to
the investing public, a move that will give these companies, in the view of Dean Fischel.
"a comparative advantage in attracting capital. "
The role of confidentiali
, in the practice of law is vastly overstated. Ms. Fineman
observed. again relying on Dean Fischel. "The concern about information sharing is
probably exaggerated. Information about business plans and strategies, for example. often
depreciates rapidly and is frequently available from other sources" observes Fischel. It
is in that spirit that General Enterprise has made this leadership decision.
The quotes of Dean Fischel, though not the news conference, are ac-
curate, believe it or not.58 The critics of MDPs asserted that, because the
auditors' attest function is inconsistent with the lawyers' obligation of con-
fidentialit); accountant-controlled MDPs threaten our clients. Dean Fischel
responds not only that the advantages of the privilege are vastly overstated,
but he goes further to assert that in fact, at least in the case of public
company clients, the elimination of these protections would prove bene-
ficial. Don't bemoan the auditing firm's threat to your secrets, Dean Fis-
chel argues, you will be better off when the investment community knows
you aren't hiding behind such outmoded protections.
I know Mr. Fischel put this argument in his paper just to test the limits
of his approach, but it demonstrates to me how much he has lost his way.
The fact that we have emphasized the importance of both the privilege
and confidentiality to the health of the lawyer-client relationship for more
than a century diminishes not one wit how critical it remains. Some truths
are not only.self-evident, but endure across time. We may be living in a
world of e-commerce, e-mail, and even e-la; but to argue that as a result
our fundamental values should change is as flawed as the suggestion that
my rabbi should change the content of his sermons now that they are
being posted on our synagogue website.
58. Fischel. supra note 24. at 964. 967.
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Every day major public companies consult their lavvyers regarding a
broad range of matters, some involving litigation, others transacuons. still
others tax, human resources, or other areas of corporate concern. The
only way these representations can be effective is if the clients are free.
and indeed encouraged, to share their innermost concerns with the lawye,.
free from the threat that the lawyer or the client can be compelled u
disclose the content of those discussions. Similarly the lawyer has to be
free to explore alternatives, offer tentative advice, and candidly discuss the
matter with the client. There is nothing wrong with that process nor should
anyone be defensive about invoking the privilege to maintain the sanctity
of the lawyer-client relationship. There is plenty of capital to be raised bV
companies who are wise enough to purchase Class A legal services. deliV-
ered with confidentiality and the attorney-client and attorney work product
privileges intact.
Nor should anyone doubt that confidentiality would be compromised
in multidisciplinary practice settings. The Big 5 provide a particular prob-
lem in that regard because of the total inconsistency between the auditor's
attest function duty of disclosure and the lawyer's obligation to maintain
client secrecy.59 But other professionals, like social workers and investment
bankers, have no duty of confidentiality and also, by other law, mav, have
legal requirements of disclosure, for example to report child abuse, from
which lawyers are exempt.
A recent example demonstrates the low regard other professionals might
place on maintaining confidences (and loyalty). KPMG was the personal
accounting firm for Garth Drabinsk), the founder and CEO of Livent.
the live theatre production company. When Drabinsky sold the company
to Michael Ovitz, KPMG conducted the due diligence of Ovitz. KPMG
having given Livent a clean bill of health, Ovitz proceeded with the pur-
chase and appointed a KPMG partner to the Board. When that partner
heard of alleged financial irregularities at Livent, he retained a Toronto
law firm which in turn hired KPMG to look into allegations. When Dra-
binskv complained that KPMG was not only investigating Livent, but also
Drabinsk), its own client, KPMG ignored his plea and litigation ensued.
On an interim ruling the Canadian court concluded that KPMG had
duties not to disclose, as well as of loyalty and not to act against the
interests of its on-going client. Then on the eve of trial, KPMG was
forced to accept a consent order that declared KPMG had "breached its
fiduciary duty to the Plaintiff [Drabinsky] in allowing" the investigation
and -restrained KPMG from disclosing any confidential information of
Drabinskm6o
59. Congress has also mandated auditor disclosure totally inconsistent with the attornev-
client privilege and the lawyer codes' injunctions against lawyer breaches of confidentiality
60. KAPAG. Garth Drabins. Settle Litigation, Canada NewsWire. Ltd.,Julv 14, 2000, available
at <http:wwwnews4ire.ca/releases/Julv2000/14/c3565.html>; An Executive of Liveni ,ettles
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THE DEATH OF LOYALTY
Not content to disparage the role of confidentialirv- and the critical
importance of the attorney-client privilege. Dean Fischel cynicalhv pro-
ceeds to dispatch loyalty to a similar dust heap of antiquated notions.
"[Ijmputed disqualification," ' 61 Dean Fischel \vrites. "is obsolete and
should be discarded," because the rule is "much costlier" in a world of
very large firms (he means they have to turn down a lot of new business
and a "barrier to mobility" for lawyers. 62 The Dean therefore concludes
"the rule should be discarded altogether." so that "MDPs ... could then
grow to their efficient size." 63
Wow! The questions raised by this salvo, gentle reader. are multiple.
First, is Dean Fischel correct that imputation is designed simply to protect
confidential information? Is he correct in arguing that the rule's effect is
"draconian" when it is applied to a situation in which a "junior partner"
in a firm's L.A. office is hired to do a small matter" for a "minor subsidiary
of a major corporation, -6 4 thereby precluding a different client from hir-
ing presumably a "senior" partner in the firm's Washington office on a
major matter against the parent of the junior partner's client? Putting
aside for a second, as undoubtedh, a momentary lapse on his part. any
suggestion that the loyalty we owe clients turns on howv important in the
firm their lawyer is (where, Dean Fischel, is it written that the clients ofjunior partners really deserve less fealty) or how large the client is (beware
small clients who venture within these hallowed walls, because the loyalty
you shall receive is marginal), how large the matter is (bring us your mega
merger and we'll be real loyal), or whether you go to the firm's headquarters
or an outlying branch, Mr. Fischel really misses the point of the rules.
While it is true imputation is designed to protect confidential informa-
tion. equally important is the fact that imputation reflects the higher stan-
dard of loyalty we promise our clients. The legal profession tells our clients
Citil Lawsuit. NA: TiIES, Julv 15. 2000. at C4: Madhari Acharva. APAIG Setlfri. T O).R )NT
STARJulh 15. 2000. Edition 1: Diane Francis. Drabinsk-v. JUKUjG Case Raises Questions. NAT'l.
POST. June 24. 2000. at D2.
61. Imputed disqualification. i.e. the notion that each lawyer in a practice setting is subject
to the conflicts of every other lawyer, has already been discussed. ,ec discussion supra at
1342-44.
62. Fischel. supra note 24. at 966. Anticipating Dean Fischel's argument, the Section of
Business Law's Ad Hoc Committee on Ethics 2000 has presented the ABA Commission
evaluating the Model Rules an extraordinary proposal that would abolish imputation. permitlaw firms to take. positions directl, adverse to current clients so long as diflierent teams
undertook the work. and limit loyalty to the lawyers actually working on the client's matters.
a concept the Committee characterizes as consistent with "undivided" lovalt. Sre Letter from
Ad Hoc Committee to Ethics 2000 Commission dated October 5. 1999 conce'rning proposed
Rule 1.1 0 ion file with the Commission. It is a good thing the Committee did not ask any
clients whether they shared this cramped view on loyalty
63. Fischel, supra note 24. at 966.
64. Id. at 965.
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that we not only %%ill protect the information they share w ith us by assuring
that no one in the firm will have an opportunity to use it. but we also
assure them that. without their informed consent. we ill not take position>
adverse to them even if the matter is totall- unrelated. Then. if a conflict
situation arises, and we wish to take on the new engagement. we promis"
we will call the client, seek a waiver, and abide by the client's Uecision
whether the waiver will be granted. It is this lovaltv component that the
Dean ignores entirely even to the point of never mentioning the word
anywhere in his essay
Perhaps Dean Fischel's suggestion that richer., bigger clients with more
significant matters and clients of more important partners would receive
a better level of loyalty stems from his unstated recognition of the real
world effects of abandoning imputation. If lawyers are free to take posi-
tions directly adverse to their current clients on unrelated matters. then
the only questions the law firm will ask itself (since it never. under this
regime, has to tell or ask the client anything) is "How upset will the client
be when it learns what we have done?" "Will we be fired?" And most
important. "Do we care?" In other words, the law firm will be asking itself
the totally unseemly questions that determine whether it is prepared to
incur the wrath of a current client to take on a new one. questions whose
answers will not turn on values like loyalty and confidentialit,: but rather
on the size of the respective engagements, the power within the firm of
the lawyers with the competing engagements, and the future prospects for
cross-selling firm services to the competing clients.
Another construct the Dean relies upon to justify abandoning imputa-
tion is his willingness to have law firms erect firewalls or screens. Mr.
Fischel suggests that clients really should not be upset when we tell them.
on a take it or leave it basis, that we are taking on matters directly adverse
to them because, like the accounting firms, we will erect screens to protect
their confidential information. The problem with this assurance is how
will the client ever know? All the padlocks and legended files in the world
will not prevent A from talking to B-perhaps inadvertenty; perhaps in-
tentionallv-sharing information the client is entitled to have protected.
and whose sharing will never be disclosed.
The accountants use the term firewalls for their attempts to protect
client information as if to lend gravity and solidity, to their efforts in this
regard. But their metaphor is not nearl- as in touch with reality as the use
of the term screens. which of course refers to those contrivances we install
in windows and doors in the spring that keep out the bugs, but otherwise
permit the entry of light, air, and sound! Suffice it to say that telling a
client not to be concerned under these circumstances ("don't worry, the
law firm to which your opposing lawyer just moved is screening your for-
mer counsel") is anything but reassuring.
Of course in a world where the hidden hand of Adam Smith prevails,
perhaps quaint values like client fealty have no place. There it is acceptable
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to place a client in a position where it either fires its disloyal lawyver or
proceeds with the representation. gnashing its teeth and %vondering hox%
vigorous its representation will now be. But in my view what would be
"draconian" in our profession would be if we permitted lawyers. without
client waiver, to take on matters adverse to their own clients. Just as bad
would be a rule that only let big firms take on such representations simply
because the adverse matter was being handled by a different office tor
lawyers on a different floor). Any surface appeal that limiting imputation
within a geographical practice setting may suggest is completely under-
mined by the way these mega-firms hold themselves out to the prospective
client world. As one great national firm puts it:
ACCESSIBLE EXPERTISE
Communicate with any lawyer in any Morgan Lewis office and you
will have access to the firm's worldwide depth and diversity of ex-
perience. The firm's more than 1,000 lawyers are organized into
sections and practice groups that cut across our 12 offices and connect
lawyers with related fields of practice....
For decades, the firm has prized its culture of teamwork. La-wvers at
every level place top priority on responding to calls for support from
colleagues anywhere in the firm. Every client receives that level of
institutional support....
Such teamwork and service have been greatly enhanced by leading-
edge communications technology Through telephone and computer
linkages, lawyers function with fully integrated efficiency. Draft doc-
uments are exchanged instantly among practice groups and offices,
allowing interactions among lawyers whose skills create the best client
team.65
Moreover, these firms' partners gleefully share the fees generated by these
far-flung offices.
Another question raised by Dean Fischel's dispatching of imputation to
the ancient archives of our profession is whether we think there is some
advantage to have law firms-either stand alone or as part of MDPs-in
the Dean's phrase, "grow to their efficient size."166 We have learned the
painful lesson of the "benefits" of a no imputation rule from the growth
of accounting firms. Their race to roll-up local accounting firms has left
the world (literally) with a mere five choices. Competition is virtually elim-
inated and working together they are able to order their affairs so that,
absent the intervention of the SEC, clients are given all the "protection"
they are ever going to receive on a take it or leave it basis.
65. Morgan, Lewis & Bockius, LLP Guidebook. Integrated Legal Services available in
<http://wwwMorzanlewis.com/ser,ices.html>.
66. Fischel. supra note 24, at 966.
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Nor is there anything efficient about the size of the largest accountin
firms.6 7 Rather they are simply an example of the oligopoly that will al-
ways result if antitrust laws are not enforced: they stand as living proof
that markets left unchecked yield results that are anything but models of
free enterprise competition. A world with five law firms would be baa
enough; a world in which these law firms were part of ;IDPs is too de-
pressing to contemplate.
NO RULES FOR THE RICH AND HIGH FALUTIN'
THE RICH DON'T NEED PROTECTION
One of the problems with Dean Fischel's approach is his working as-
sumption that clients of MDPs will be rich and sophisticated (like the
enterprises who hire him (and me)) and that therefore the protections some
of us value are paternalistic and unnecessary. As he writes. '[t]he need
for customer protection in this market is non-existent."f' Let the free en-
terprise system flourish, knock down all "barriers to entrv' and onlh the
best and the brightest will succeed because the clients are so discerning
and well informed. In the Dean's view, we are to assume the University
of Chicago wvould still produce brilliant lawyers. Illinois would still admin-
ister a bar examination and review character and fitness. mandatory CLE
would be required for those duly admitted, but anyone, even those who
learned law from an extension school that recruits students on matchbook
covers, or who didn't learn law at all, could hold themselves out as pro-
viding legal services with the great unseen hand of Adam-Smith sorting
the market out.
There are multiple problems with this construct and. thus, its potential
adoption presents important public policy issues for the profession and
sociery to confront. First, we must wonder how far Dean Fischel is pre-
pared to go. Today we license lots of occupations because we make judg-
ments that. without specific qualifications (education. examinations, licen-
sure. continuing education), we don't want just anyone performing open
heart surger-, doing root canal, opining on financial statements, designing
jet airplanes. or installing garbage disposals. Does the practice of law pre-
sent any challenges in its execution and potential harm in its misdeliverv
that suggest we ought to have what he calls "barriers to entry-" and I
characterize as minimum qualifications, to undertake these difficult as-
signments? I would hope. despite the Dean's rhetoric, that the leader of
what is one of this country's greatest law schools, one that offers a
$100,000 education to the best and brightest, would lend some support to
the radical notion that asking those who practice law to receive a special-
ized education would be viewed not as just a way to differentiate in a
67. Stewart J. Schwab. Randall S. Thomas & Robert G. Hansen. Megafirms (Aug. 7,
2000) (unpublished manuscript on file with author).
68. Fischel, supra note 24, at 961.
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crowded marketplace those who are better qualified, but as a necessary
prerequisite to participating in the marketplace at all.
CAN THE PROFESSIONAFFORD T11O DIFFERENT SETS
OF RULES?
Consenting Adults
The truth is, Mr. Fischel's hyperbole notithstanding. that consumer
protection will be required for many clients of MDPs. This means that
the Dean, though he does not say so, would have us develop different rules
for different clients, depending on their sophistication. This idea is deeply
troubling on many levels, not the least that to go down this road represents
a break from a long tradition. Our profession has had one set of rules
since codes of ethics first were established. But this concept has more than
history on its side; it springs from several principles. First. our rules trump
what can take place between consenting adults, i.e., some protections sim-
ply cannot be waived, even by the most well informed client, or even when
the client is a lawyer or separately represented by a lawyer.
A few examples can demonstrate this point. A client cannot waive a
non-waiveable conflict.69 We as a profession have concluded that some
conflicts are so disabling and so likely to affect the integrit of the system
of justice itself that we will prohibit the lawyer from even broaching the
subject. Nor can a client be asked to sign an open-ended prospective
waiver.70 Who knows where the representation will evolve over time, who
knows what confidential information will be shared, and who can antici-
pate what the future adverse representation will be? Lawyers also may
neither seek nor accede to a scope limitation of their services that is un-
reasonably narrow in time or subject matter.71
69. "[Ihen a disinterested lawyer would conclude that the client should not agree to
the representation under the circumstances, the lawyer involved cannot properly ask for such
agreement or provide representation on the basis of the client's consent." MODEL RULES
OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 1.7 cmt. 5 (1999).
70. ABA Formal Opinion 93-372, observed:
Given the importance that the Model Rules place on the ability of the client to appre-
ciate the significance of the waiver that is being sought, it would be unlikely that a
prospective waiver which did not identify either the potential opposing party or at least
a class of potentially conflicting clients would survive scrutiny Even that information
might not be enough if the nature of the likel" matter and its potential effect on the
client were not also appreciated by the client at the time the prospective waiver was
sought.
ABA Comm. On Ethics and Professional Responsibilit. Formal Op. 93-372 (1993).
71. An agreement concerning the scope of representation must accord with the Rules of
Professional Conduct and other law. Thus. the client may not be asked to agree to
representation so limited in scope as to violate Rule 1. 1 [the rule governing compe-
tence]. or to surrender the right to terminate the lawyer's services or the right to settle
litigation that the lawyer might wish to continue.
MODEL RULEs OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 1.2 cmt. 5 (1999).
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So too a lawyer may not seek waiver from the client for the lawyer'..
unlimited liability for malpractice. 72 As a public policy. lawvers stand be-
hind their work as a safeguard for the public. Similar- the client cannot
be asked to waive the protections of Rule 4.2.r3 Even the worldl-wise
represented client who initiates the communication with the other sidc"e
lawyer will be saved from the consequences of her conduct unless and
until her lawyer grants permission for the unguarded contact.
The lawyer who charges an unreasonable fee will also find the defense
that the client was sophisticated unavailing if the fee in fact was unrea-
sonable.74 This is because all lawyers may only charge all clients reasonable
fees, even those who should be smart enough to know. better. Preserving
these values, we have decided, is far more important than providing law-
yers and sophisticated clients the opportunity to create exceptions. and I
would argue they ought to be preserved. What makes us a profession is
the fact there are some standards that we do not compromise. no matter
how successful we are in persuading the well-heeled client to do so.
How Informed Are the Rich?
The second reason we don't adopt a consenting adults approach is
because, for good reason, even if the client is sophisticated. we do not trust
how informed and voluntary that consent may turn out to be. I. for ex-
ample. have personally been privy to the tales of too many in-house coun-
sel who were asked for waivers they' did not want to provide and who felt
helpless not to accede to the wishes of an outside lawyer in a position of
power. One example will suffice and how you, learned reader, respond to
this tale will tell everything about your willingness to travel down Dean
Fischel's "survival of the fittest super highway" or Larry Fox's "paternal-
istic pathway."
In this case, my client, despite my disappointment, wished to hire a
prominent New York law firm to address some threats to current man-
agement's corporate control. That law firm was happy. even flattered, to
get the assignment, but not so delighted that the firm did not present in-
house general counsel with one of those classic blanket prospective waivers
72. "'A lawyer shall not make an agreement prospectively limiting the lawyer's liability to
a client for malpractice unless permitted by law and the client is independently represented
in making the agreement .... - Id. 1.8(h;.
73. The rule itself provides that a lawyer may not communicate with a person known to
be represented in the matter ".unless the lawyer has the consent of the other las-.%er....-"Id.
4.2.
74. The rule's admonition is unequivocal-.- -A lawter's fee shall be reasonable." Id. 1.5(a).
Although a lawyer and client may have executed a written fee agreement, courts are
always free to make their own inquiries about the reasonableness of legal fees as part
of their inherent authorirty to regulate the practice of law. See Pfiifer z.. &ntrv Ins.. 745 E
Supp. 1434 (E.D. \is. 1990) (court has inherent power to review reasonableness of fees
and to refuse to enforce any contract calling for excessive or unreasonable fees).
AXNOTATED MODEL RtULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 1.5 (1999) at 48.
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of future conflicts of interest that I view as hopelessly unenforceabC but.
if I were wrong, that would permit this lau- firm. in the future. to take
positions adverse to its new client on almost any matter. including litie-a-
tion, up to and including a different battle for corporate control.
Ethics allegedly being my field, the client asked me what I though: of
this from a professional responsibility point of view. I told the client to
reject the waiver out of hand. "But the firm may not agree to represent
us" the conversation proceeded. "Fine."' I responded. thinking how good
ethics and my self interest would come together and the client would hire
my firm directlv. "But we want this firm to represent us" came the reply.
"We'll see what happens." I advised, hiding my disappointment that the
New York firm's disloyalty did not immediately result in the hiring of mey
"loyal" firm for this engagement. A day later I was informed the prospec-
tive waiver was there on a take it or leave it basis, and our client, to my
regret, took it.
Now the questions were twofold. Should the law firm have been free to
demand what in my view (a view formed long before these events unfolded)
and the view of the ABA Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional
Responsibili' ,75 was an unethical request? And if so. was the client's re-
luctant acceptance of the waiver, through its general counsel. knowing and
voluntary? I have no doubt that. as simple as this question is. it defines the
two different worlds inhabited by Dan Fischel and me. In my \-ie\. lawyers
should not ask; if they do ask, no client in its right mind would or should
agree; and if they do agree, the agreement should be unenforceable.
Of course, we could be like the unhinged entrepreneurial juggernauts
of the markerplace-hawking goods and services-at whatever the market
will bear with no core values. Or we, as lawyers, could offer something
different, protections of client loyalty that last beyond the individuals in-
volved and the engagement undertaken It is a fundamental question. Two
answers, of course, are possible. But only one reflects the best our profes-
sion has to offer.
How Do We Decide Who Is Rich?
Third. line drawing between sophisticated and unsophisticated is a very
dangerous enterprise. Does every client with in-house counsel automati-
cally qualify as sophisticated? The presence of in-house counsel says noth-
ing of the relative bargaining power or knowledge of the two sides. More-
over. doesn't a double set of rules simply invite unseemly and destructive
post hoc litigation between former client and lawyer over this issue? Is that
really where we want our ethics rules to land? Do we really want the
dialogue to center on whether the client was sufficiently sophisticated that
it was free to waive what would otherwise be a non-waiveable conflict, to
accept what would otherwise be an unreasonable fee. to allow a commu-
75. See, ABA Formal Opinion 93-372 supra note 70.
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nication from the other side's lawyer that would otherwise be impermi--
sible? I think not. I hope not. and I implore Dean Fischel not to lead us
down that road.
ALL SER ICE PROVIDERS ARE HIGH E4L[ TINV':
In Dan's world all of the service providers are high falutin'! We have
Ernst & Young, Salomon Smith Barney. and American Express hiring
lawyers to provide legal services to the customers of the IDP But we
cannot write rules that just apply to tassel-toed service providers either. If
KPMG gets to have an MDP so does Ton\"s Anbulance Service and
Montesanto's Funeral Parlor. While I know: from our unfortunate expe-
rience with lawyers going to work for the Big 5. that even the most pre-
tentious of MDPs has the capacity to destroy our professional values. there
is no reason to expect that those with less lofty airs will not act at least as
badl); and perhaps even worse.
CONCLUSION
Dan Fischel and I. I hope. have joined issue. We really do describe two
very different worlds. Dan Fischel's is swashbuckling, populated by belie-
moth multi-national enterprises and service providers of equal scale and
scope. The market will reward the good and punish the bad. and officious
intermeddling by regulators has no place. Mine insists on black letter rules
and effective enforcement, would reject that which the marketplace offers
us as, perhaps, in the best interests of the service providers, but certainl\-
not in the best interest of the clients. It also celebrates the lawyers as
something special. not because we are brighter or have an unwarranted
sense of entitlement, but because we have special responsibilities and spe-
cial roles to play in our society.
It is my wish. kind reader, that after you have read this far you will
endorse the latter approach. But if you do so, your hard work is not at an
end. Because this is not just a question of choosing one value system or
another. The forces of the economic model are real. They have many
adherents and those adherents are determined to tear down all that we
have built. Some, like Dan Fischel. are in the academv. Others include our
lapsed brethren and sisters at the Big 5 accounting firms. Still others are
those who would profit from a breakdown in our system of justice, a
withering away of the organized bar. a disappearance of our commitment
to pro bono. an end to professional independence.
So a vote for our core values is not enough. We need to raise money,
launch a campaign. enforce our rules, explain our position, take nothing
for granted. and commit ourselhes to the preservation of that which we
treasure. Otherwise, just as the Grinch tried to steal Christmas, Dean
Fischel and his colleagues will steal our profession. And we will have no
one to blame but ourselves.
